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Check out the CD spotlight in the Artist Series pages of the
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Guitar and Bass sections! These are either current, comprehensi
or classic discs, as suggested by Fender folks, the artist, org
artist management. We included them whenever, and wherever,
it was feasible. Enjoy! f
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DeArmond, Fender, Guild, Squier, Sunn and the head profiles?:
FMIC's classic guitars and basses are all trademarks of !
Fender Musical Instruments Corporation (FMIC). Every product
from FMIC is backed with Fender pride and care - and aproduct-specific warranty. Consult your local retailer or th§
Fender Website (www.fender.com) for details. Additionally!
features and specifications are subject to change without
notice. Again, check the Website for up-to-date information.:We
reserve the right to sell no guitar before its time. No shirt, not
shoes, no problem. P.S. Have a nice day.
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"We will perform with the pQSSIOH
of the musicians who use our products

by consistently exceeding their expectations

of quality, value and JnnOVCltlOn.1f

Founded in 1946, Fender Musical Instruments Corporation
has been an American icon for over 50 years. In that time/
Fender's contribution to the evolving sound of contemporary

music has been global and continuous. By introducing the first
commercially viable solidbody electric guitar/ the first electric
bass and countless classic amplifiers, Fender musical instruments
have left their mark on jazz, blues, country, rock and many
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other styles of popular music.
Today/ Fender Musical Instruments Corporation continues to

offer its timeless electric guitar designs such as the

e

Telecaster and Stratocaster to players around the world, but

the Fender family has grown to include several distinctive
musical instrument brands, including Squier, Guild,
Benedetto/ DeArmond and Sunn. At the pinnacle of guitar
artistry/ FMICs Fender Custom Shop in Corona/ California/
and its Guild Custom Shop in Nashville, Tennessee, offer
hand-crafted custom guitars built to suit the tastes of individual
players. Since 1995, Guild Guitars has also been a part of
FMIC/ and the Guild line of American-made acoustic and
archtop electric guitars includes Benedetto brand archtop
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jazz guitars, considered by many to be the finest jazz guitars
•being made today. FMIC also distributes the Manuel
Rodriguez brand of fine Spanish-made classical guitars.
FMICs Squier and DeArmond lines of guitars, basses, amps
and pro audio gear - combined with its full line of Fender
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acoustic instruments - offer a wide range of fretted instruments
for the value-conscious musician. Under the Fender and Sunn

brands, FMIC manufactures a full line of professional-grade
guitar and bass amplifiers inspired by its long tradition of
innovation. In pro audio, Fender manufactures a complete line

of professional sound equipment under the Fender brand/
including the innovative Passport portable sound system.
Fender also offers a complete line of accessories, including
strings, authorized replacement parts, cases, straps and
Fender logo sporfswear.

FMIC facilities are located in Scottsdale, Arizona; Corona
California; Westerly/ Rhode Island; Nashville/ Tennessee;
Ensenada, Mexico; London, England; Dusseldorf, Germany;

Paris/ France; and Gothenburg/ Sweden. Bill Schultz,
Chairman and CEO; Bill Mendello/ Executive Managing
Director and CFO.

__/'£mm a blank canvas
to your masterpiece
Welcome to the Fender Custom Shop. You've just

entered the ultimate dream guitar factory! Whether
you're looking for one of our stock Team-Built models,
a customized version thereof, or something completely
unique, you've come to the right place - we've got

your guitar!
Dreams are what make Fender's Custom Shop the reality
that it is today. From its inception in 1987, the Custom
Shop has grown from just two guitar builders to the
more than 50 dedicated artisans who spend their days
(and many nights) handcrafting custom Fender guitars.
Your first decision? To chose from the three types of
instruments available from the Custom Shop: Stock
Team-Built, Custom Team-Built or Master-Built.
1. Stock Team-Built: Choose from
a selection of stock instruments that
incorporate the Shop's most requested
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Master-Built, a Custom Shop Master Builder will

features and configurations from the

contact you, listen to your original idea and suggest

past several years. These exquisite

the best way to get it accomplished. He'll walk you

guitars are handcrafted by an elite
their own area of expertise.

through everything from the body's design, the various
neck shapes/ the tonal qualities of a particular wood
and the exact pickups and hardware that will give you

Team-Built models are featured on

the look, feel and sound that you've always wanted.

team of veteran builders, each with

pages 10 through 20 of this issue of
Jason Davis, Master Builder

Frontline and are available from al

Because this particular process is a collaboration,

Custom Shop Dealers.

the Master-Builder might help spark new ideas that
might not have occurred to you before. And who

2. Custom Team-Built: OK, let's say you've settled on

a '56 Strat N.O.S. (page 17), but you want a flame
maple neck with jumbo frets, Noiseless pickups and
a Lake Placid blue metallic paint job. No problem!

knows, you might just spark a new idea in him!
Master Built models are available through Custom
Shop Master Dealers only.

Designing youi ; dream guitar

Virtually any custom option is available. But what if
you're not sure you want jumbo frets? How will they
feel with the 7.25" fingerboard radius? Should you

Let's say you've decided to take the plunge and have

go to a 9.5" radius? Who ya' gonna call? Enter the

your guitar Custom-Built by our team of specialists or

Custom Shop Master Dealer. This is a select group

Master-Built by one of our five Master Builders. In either

of dealers spread across the U.S. who are uniquely

case, there are many options to consider. The following

qualified to guide you through the process of designing
your guitar. The Master Dealer will explain the various

is a guided tour of some of the possibilities. But don't
forget, at the Custom Shop, the sky's the limit.

options and how to combine them to create the guitar
that's just right for you. Custom Team-Built models are

available through Custom Shop Master Dealers only.
3. Master-Built: In every art form, there are those who,
through years of training and experience, have mastered
their craft; who've developed the "magic touch."

We have five such Masters at the Custom Shop. If
you live in the U.S. and choose to have your guitar

John English, Master Builder

Neck Selection

Neck Wood

Tuning Machines

While it may not seem as important as the composition
of the body, the neck is actually an equal partner

When deciding on the tuning machines that best suit your
playing, here are some considerations to remember:

in terms of the overall sound of the guitar. In general,

the more thick and dense the wood, the brighter
the tone. To achieve the sound you want, you might

choose a straight-grain wood or a highly figured
maple or mahogany.

• Vintage tuning machines are light in weight and are
historically correct.

• Staggered Vintage are offset from each other and wil
eliminate a string tree.

Fingerboard
Your choice of fingerboard will affect the tone of the
guitar in the same way as the neck itself, with the

• Cast/sealed tuning machines come permanently sealed
and lubricated and are tension-adjustable.
• Locking tuning machines improve the tuning stability on
tremolo guitars.

thicker woods giving a brighter tone. Custom Shop
fingerboards are most often rosewood/ maple, ebony
or pao ferro. But once again, if you have an idea for

something out of the ordinary, chances are that you
can get it.

^
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Rosewood

Pao Ferro

Ebony

Neck Shape

Nuf

As for the shape of the neck, you can choose from a

When deciding on the right nut, remember that the hardest and

number of stock shapes in the Fender arsenal. There

smoothest nuts are considered optimal. The traditional Fender

are at least 13 different stock neck shapes for guitars
and four for basses (see "Neck Shapes" below).
The Custom Shop's neck-duplicating machine works

to center. Custom Shop options include: brass, bone, plastic,

something like a key maker's device, so a Custom

Shop Master Builder can replicate any neck that

nut is compression-molded for uniform hardness from surface

graphite/ LSR roller and locking nuts. Take into consideration
how often you use your tremolo and the effect that a metal or
a plastic nut will have on the overall tone of the guitar.

you want.

In lays
While a guitar's in lays won't affect its tone, they certainly add
to its beauty. Whether you prefer traditional black or white

1

"dot" inlays, square or trapezoid shapes, or maybe an ivory

snake winding its way down the fjngerboard, a Custom Shop
Master Builder can set your guitar apart from all the rest.

Most Common Neck Shapes
Frets

Custom Shop frets are made from only the highest
quality nickel silver and can be made in a variety
of different heights and thicknesses
(see photo). Keep the following
tips in mind when choosing the

"U" Shape

Soft "V"

Usually on thicker necks,

Compromise "V," room

great for players who play

down the center for your

with their thumbs on back

thumb, enough of a "V"

or side of the neck.

for over-the-top playing.

Oval "C" Shape
Comfortable shape that

works well for all playing
styles.

frets that you want on your guitar:
• Larger frets tend to allow for easier string bending.
• Smaller frets are "true to vintage" in many cases

and facilitate easier chording.
• American Standard frets are designed to be the
perfect marriage between small vintage frets and
modern jumbo frets.

Hard "V"

Modern Flat Oval Medium "\/"

Extreme "V," only

Modern shallow shape. Classic "V," great for

"thumbs-over" players

usually with a flatter radius, thumb-over-the-top blues

allowed.

found on HM style guitars. and country players.

Body Selection

Body Wood
Before you get too far ahead of yourself, consider
that, like the neck, the wood of the body will be a
deciding factor in the overall tone of your guitar. The
same general rule applies: the more dense the wood,

Parts & Finishing

the brighter the sound.

Ff'nfshes

Body finishing will add the most

• Poplar - A classic Fender tonewood. Poplar

is generally lighter in weight and has a warm,

visible custom flavor to your guitar.

punchy sound.

The Custom Shop artisans offer a

• Alder - Alder is medium in weight and density,

wide range of colors to choose

from and will finish your guitar in

with a sweet and mellow tone.

polyester-urethane or nitrcxellulose

• Ash - Ash comes in a wide range of weights and
densities. A very hard wood, considered to have the

materials. But it doesn't have to

airy, smooth tone favored by Telecaster enthusiasts.

stop there. Let's say that you want

of weights and densities. A classic tonewood,

your guitar to match exactly the
candy apple red of your '57

mahogany varies from mellow to bright tones,

Chevy. Bring it in, and we can

based on its weight.
• Figured Maple - A very dense and heavy wood
which yields a very bright tone. Figured maple
is often combined with alder or mahogany,
functioning as a top wood rather than solid

do it. The possibilities here are

• Mahogany - This also comes in a wide range

literally endless!
Pickguard, Knobs/ etc.

The parts you choose can greatly

throughout. Figured or "flame" maple often

enhance the aesthetics of your

consists of beautiful grain patterns.

guitar. Relic, aged, flashy, ornate,
plastic, metal... you name it.

Generally, these parts will have little
effect on the guitar's sound. One

Alder

Ash

Mahogany

exception might be an anodized
aluminum pickguard, which

Maple

produces a brighter metallic tone.

Body Shape
Once you've chosen a wood, it's on to

picking a body shape that is uniquely
"you." Chances are that you're already

familiar with Fender's body styles. While
you may want the classic look of the
standard Tele® body, or the comfort of
a Strat's® body contours, you might also

want something just a little bit different.
The Custom Shop is able to recreate
some of Fender's more obscure guitars
like the Marauder or customize the more

?
Strat

Tele

P-Bass

J-Bass

familiar styles with thinline and chambered
bodies. A Master Builder can also create

your very own original body design!

Custom-Built

Pickups & Bridges
Pickups
With today's technology, your pickup possibilities
are virtually unlimited. Whether it's a vintage replica
or a modern Noiseless pickup, a Texas Special or a
Humbucker/ the choice is yours. You want a hot sound?

Cool? Mellow? It's up to you. A Custom Shop Master
Builder or Master Dealer can give you the expert
advice you might need.

Hand-wound pickups (as opposed to machine-wound)
are a Custom Shop specialty, and Fender specialists
have wound pickups for everyone from Buddy Holly
to Jimi Hendrix to Kenny Wayne Shepherd.

Bridge
Another very important consideration is the bridge.
The harder and heavier the material, the less low-end
frequency you will have. That said, decide if you
want a fixed or tremolo bridge. Some of your choices
include: vintage six-screw tremolo; American Deluxe
two-point tremolo with pop-in arm; American Deluxe

locking bridge with fine tuners; Floyd Rose® locking
tremolo; Tele-style, string-through-body bridge; TeleSonic "stop-tail" or hard-tail Strat bridge.

All perform and feel a little different, so determine
which will best suit your personal playing style.
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Your Masterpiece

Whether you start from one of
our stock Team-Built models or a

blank canvas, it will end up as
a playable reality. Maybe you
want a relief carving depicting a
medieval battle scene or a guitar
covered in leather to match your

cowboy boots? If you can imagine it, the Custom Shop can
bring it to life.

Guitarist Keith Kane (left), bassist Sean
Jeremy Popoff of Lit
www.litlounge.com
Photo by Bob Burchess

Jakob Dylan of The Wallflowers
www.wallflowers.com

Todor "Toscho" Todorvic,
singer/songwriter/guitarist of
Germany's Blues Company.
www.bluescompany.de

Photo by Manfred Pollerf

Photo by Kevin Mazur

Shannon Curfman
www.shannoncurfman.co
Photo by Richard McNamee

Cusfom-Buf^ P/ayer's Ga//ery

Jonny Long
www.jonnylang.com
Photo by Paul Thomas

Iron Maiden on tour in 2000
www.ironmaiden.com

Hisato "Char" Takenaka
www.char-net.com
Photo by Masayoshi Sakamoto

None, guitarist and
songwriter of France's
hard rock band Trust, with
his signature Strat.

J.D. Bradfield of the Manic Street Preachers
www.manics.co.uk/manics/

Matthias Jabs of The Scorpions
www.the-scorpions.com

D/Aauisto Serias

The late master guitar builder
James D'Aquisto collaborated
with our Custom Shop to create
this beautiful line of Jazz guitars.

D'Aquf'sto Ultra (Master-Built)
The D'Aquisto Ultra features a solid maple body
with hand carved spruce top, highly figured
maple set-in neck, efc>ony fingerboard, muTtiple
binding and gold hardware. Also available with
optional Kent Armstrong floating pickup.
Colors: 21,37
Strings: 250's with pickup, 60's without pickup
D'Aqut'sto Elite (Master-Built)
The D'Aquisto Elite features laminated
figured maple back and sides, hand carved
X-braced solid spruce top, three-piece
figured maple, set-in neck, ebony finger-

board, multiple binding, Seymour Duncan®
floating pickup, and gold hardware.
Colors: 21,37
Strings: 250's
D'Aquisfo Deluxe

The D'Aquisto Deluxe features a laminated
figured maple body, maple set-in neck,
ebony fingerboard/ ebony tailpiece and
bridge, and special design humbucking pickup.
Colors: 21,37, 3 8
Strings: 250's
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C/ass»c Rocker

The Classic Rocker combines traditional hollow body Jazz guitar design with '50s Rock
appointments. Twang deluxe! Features include a 17" laminated maple hollow body with
black & white "checkerboard" multi-bound top/ set-in three-piece figured maple neck, rose-

wood fingerboard with special "diamond" inlays, multiple binding, two Custom DeArmond®
2000 single-coil pickups/ Bigsby®vibrato tailpiece, and chrome hardware.
Colors: 06, 20 (brown shell binding), 38
Strings: 250/s

Custom Artist Series
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Ritchie Blackmore Stratocaster®
Recognizing one of Rock's groundbreaking guitarists - the Custom

Shop is proud to offer the Ritchie
Blackmore Stratocaster. This modern
Poberf Gray Sfrafocasfer®

Dick Dale Sfratocasfer®

version of Ritchie's classic Strat®

The Robert Gray Stratocaster, with

The Dick Dale Stratocaster honors
the pioneer of Surf Guitar and his

features an ash body, set-in maple

unique sound and playing style.
Features include an alder body,

board, 22 medium-jumbo frets,

its non-tremolo "hard-tail" bridge and
custom vintage pickups, provides
the sound, sustain and expression

neck, scalloped rosewood finger-

'70s large headstock, deluxe
locking machine heads, two Gold

he's known for. Other features

special shape maple neck with

include an alder body, lightly figured

reverse headstock, rosewood finger-

Fender-Lace® Sensor pickups, one

maple neck with rosewood finger-

board, 21 frets, three Custom '50s

volume and two tone controls,

board, 21 frets, and gold vintage

pickups with special switching,

two-point synchronized tremolo/

hardware.

master volume control, and original

Colors: 00, 24, 26

synchronized tremolo.

-.rings: 250's

Color: 14
Strings: 250's

^
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and Dunlop® flush-mount straplock
system. Also available with Roland®
GK-2 pickup system.

AjsaoteL...

Colors: 05
Strings: 250 s

Used on guihars on this page.

Custom ArtLsJL Seues
Albert Collins Telecaster®
The "Ice Man's" '66 Custom Tele® is faithfully
replicated in the Albert Collins Telecaster. This
screamer features a double-bound swamp ash

body, special shape maple neck with 21 frets, a custom
Seymour Duncan® humbucker in the neck position, and
-QQJhcee--cft(p.^suni?ursL

...jQS.Mp^co/or.sunburst

a custom vintage Fender Tele pickup in the bridge.
Color: 21
Strings: 250's
C/arence White Te/ecaster®

Pedal steel/ rock and country tones will
emanate once you get your hands on the
Clarence White Telecaster. Features include

Q^bhck.

a lightweight ash body, figured maple neck, 21 frets,
Parsons/White B-Bender®, Scruggs tuners on low and
high "E" strings, custom '50s Strat neck pickup, Texas

Tele® bridge pickup, and vintage hardware.
Colors: 03
Strings: 250s
Danny Gaffon Te/ecasfer®

The Danny Gatton Telecaster is based on his
heavily customized '50s Tele®. The cubic
zirconium side markers will reflect light on any
darkened stage. Other features include a swamp ash

.J-LjMcturctL.-

body, special shape maple neck, 22 frets, two Joe
Barden® pickups and special Tele bridge and saddles.
Colors: 67,79
Strings: 250's
Will Ray Te/ecasfer®
The Will Ray "Mojo" Tele® is a true
reflection of Will's individuality and
uncompromising pursuit of tone. This
amazing axe features an ash body

with 23K gold leaf pattern, maple
neck with Strat® headstock, Sperzel Trim-lok® machine
heads/ rosewood fingerboard with voodoo skull inlays,
22 frets, custom white shell pickguard, custom Jazzmaster®
^Z honey J?A?octe.

pickups and tone circuit.

Colors: 68,69/70
Strings: 250's
Jerry Donahue Te/ecasfer®
A tribute to one of the great Tele-Masters - Jerry Donahue.

This gorgeous guitar features an ash body with bird's eye
maple top and back, bird's eye maple neck, 21 frets,
Seymour Duncan® single-coil pickups, special 5-way

switching, and gold vintage hardware.
Colors: 00,27,38
Strings: 250's
John Jorgenson Te/ecasfer®
I^^^^TflJm&^c^a^
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The John Jorgenson Telecaster combines combines respect

for tradition with flamboyant showmanship. Features
include a korina body, maple neck with African rosewood

fingerboard (ebony on 06) with pearloid dot inlays (gold
sparkle on 06), Sperzel Trim-lock® machine heads/ 22
frets, matching sparkle pickguard, two custom "vintage

look" humbucking pickups, and vintage style bridge.
Colors: 06, 16, 17
Strings: 250's

Way/on Jennings Tribute Tele®

*®
^.QO.Jhre-e-cofor.sunAurst..-

The Waylon Jennings Tribute
Telecaster is based on his floral
patterned '63 Tele. Features

include a bound ash body with white rose

-Q3 Two-cotor.sunAursf.

inlay, special slim profile maple neck with
flying "W" 12th fret inlay, Elite machine
heads with pearloid buttons, Scruggs tuner
on the low E string, 21 frets, two Texas Tele

Q6Mack

pickups and American Standard Tele bridge.
Color: 06
Strings: 250's

^Sa.^Jm^sjsdjCBLOSpexsijL-.

Merle Haggard Tribute Tele®
Merle's Tribute Tele - a modified
Tele Thinline - features a laminated
figured maple top, maple set-in

neck with deep carved heel, ivoroid pickguard and binding, gold hardware, abalone
"Tuff-Dog Tele" headstock inlay, Texas Tele
pickups and custom 4-way switching.

Color: 03
Strings: 250's
Used on guitars on this page.
iWayfen?JaRmmgs;:^(eca'ffers?T~-=L^
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Robben Ford Ultra SP
(Master-Built)
The Ultra models have multibound ebony fingerboards
and special tone chambers.

The SP model features a
carved solid spruce top, alder body and maple neck,
and gold hardware.
Colors: 00, 06, 38
Strings: 250's
Robben Ford Ultra FM (Master-Built)
The Ultra FM features a multi-bound ebony
fingerboard, special tone chambers, carved flame

maple top, mahogany body and neck, and
chrome hardware.

Colors: 00, 38
Strings: 250s
Robben Ford Elite FM
The Elite features a hand-carved figured maple top,
mahogany body and neck, and pao ferro finger-

board with abalone dot inlays.
Colors: 00, 38
Strings: 250's

The Robben Ford models are cut+ing-fone guitars
featuring Seymour Duncan® humbuckers, versatile
electronics, premium bodies and set-in necks.

13
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The new Fender Showmaster guitars feature

sleek body designs with options to suit
players' differing styles. The carved tops
are available in solid colors or stunning
transparent finishes. Other features include

alder body/ lightly figured maple neck,
abalone dot inlays, Sperzel Trim-Lok®
machine heads, LSR roller nut, 22 mediumjumbo frets, two Fender "Fat /50s// singlecoils and one Seymour Duncan® '59
Trembucker™, special 5-way switching,
and master volume and tone controls.

I
I
06 black

31 agecf cheoy burst

3 7 antiqueburst

Showmasfer Set Neck FMT
& Showmaster Set Neck FMT (w/stop tailpiece)
38 crimson red franspacenf.

Carved figured maple top with hand scraped
edges, set-in maple neck, rosewood fingerboard,

and choice of Fender deluxe locking tremolo or
Wilkinson® stop tailpiece.

I

Colors: 31,37/48/61,62
Strings: 250s

iSiBiiliiSiSSKBiSSSE
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Showmosfer Standard

Alder body with carved top, rosewood
or maple fingerboard, Deluxe 2-point
synchronized tremolo with pop-in arm.

Colors: 06, 38, 79, 86
Strings: 250's
Shov/master FMT

^:l^^:clwrffitaD5&a£eaLI

Carved figured maple top with hand scraped
edges, lightly figured maple neck, rosewood
or maple fingerboard, and Deluxe 2-point
synchronized tremolo with pop-in arm.

Colors: 31,37,48,61,62
Sh-ings: 250's

?.-Kijf^K|^S^M^^^i'^t-^W^
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Only the choicest figured maple is chosen for the Showmaster series.
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This Custom Shop family of guitars consists of six
hallmark Fender models: '60s Stratocaster, '56
Stratocaster®, '69 Stratocaster, '51 Nocaster, '63
Telecaster®. All are built to exacting specifications of
their respective vintages including: body contours
and radii, neck shape, fingerboard radius, pickups,
electronics, finish, and hardware. Original materials,

tooling and production techniques are employed
whenever possible.

Each model is available in three distinct finish packages:
1. N.O.S. (New Old Stock) as if the guitar was
bought new in its respective year and brought
forward in time to the present day.

2. Closet Classic as if the guitar was bought new in
its respective year, played perhaps a dozen times
a year and then put carefully away. Has a few

small "dings," lightly checked finish, oxidized
hardware and aged plastic parts.
3. Relic shows natural wear and tear of years of
heavy use - nicks, scratches, worn finish, rusty
hardware and aged plastic parts.

1^ ^?Each of the instruments in
the Time Machine series are
built to exacting specifications
of their respective vintages.

:6fteiritotacastet±=£sfcfefix
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A detailed recreation of a 1960 Strat®, features
include an alder body, "C" shape maple neck with
rosewood fingerboard, white/black/white pickguard
and original spec pickups. Also available with gold
hardware.

Colors: 00, 04, 05, 40 SSE-£S-E^|S,;
Strings: 250's
'56 Stratocaster'9
An awesome reproduction of the classic '56 Sh-at®.

Features include an alder body (ash on white blonde
and vintage blonde), 10/56 shape maple neck, ^^^.07y>^i^
single-ply white pickguard and original spec pickups. ['w ^^
Also available with gold hardware. 3 ^"•w?:

Colors: 01 (N.O.S.), 03, 06, ^ ^

07 (Closet Classic/Relic), 40
Strings: 250's
AO.EvsstaSsd^

'69 Stratocaster®
The '69 Strat® represents a pivotal time for both music
and Fender guitars. Its large headstock and round-lam
fingerboard took us from Woodstock into a new era.
Other features include an alder body, "U" shape
maple neck, rosewood or maple fingerboard,

white/black/white pickguard and original spec pickups.
Colors: 00, 05, 06
Strings: 250 s

Used on guitars on this page.
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Time Machine Series
/57 Nocaster®

/63 Te/ecasfer®

The genesis of the Telecaster® began in 1950
with Fender's introduction of the single pickup

The evolution of the Telecaster continues with the
'63 Tele®. This recreation features an alder body

"Esquire" electric Spanish guitar. By early 1951,

(ash on white blonde and vintage blonde), "C"

a second pickup was added and to avoid

shape maple neck with round-lam rosewood

confusion. Fender named the new "improved"

fingerboard, white/black/ white pickguard and

model "Broadcaster", leaving the single pickup

original spec pickups.

model to be known as the Esquire. Unfortunately,

the Fred Gretsch Company already had a
registered trademark on the name "Broadkaster"

Colors: 01 (N.O.S.), 02, 07, (ClosetClassic/Relic), 09
Strings: 250's

and Fender had to stop using the name after only
a few months. Unwilling to stop shipping guitars
while trying to come up with a new name,
Broadcaster decals were cut leaving only the
Fender logo. Guitars from this period were later
deemed "No-Casters" by collectors. This faithful
recreation features an ash body, "U" shape

maple neck, single-ply black pickguard and
original spec pickups.

Colors: 07 (N.O.S.), 67 (Relic/Closet Classic)
Strings: 250's

Brett Scallions of Fuel
www.fuelweb.com

^j^casfeES

^5Effira§iiEBS33ES^EE3BiSS£i!53@E^

Used on guitars on this page.
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Custom Classic Series
Sub-Sonic®

Designed to look and feel like a normal
Stratocaster, the Custom Shop's innovative
Sub-Sonic guitar (tuned B-E-A-D-G-B) is a

six-string for guitar players who like the low
growl of a seven-string, but prefer the feel
of a six-string. The Sub-Sonic features a 27"
scale length, rosewood or maple fretboards,

a thin lacquer-finished alder body, custom
classic hardtail bridge with milled solid
stainless saddles. Available in double

humbucking and (hum/single/single)
pickup configurations.
A Tele® version, based on the American

Telecaster, will be availble in early 2001.

Custom Shof)

I

00 fhree-co/prsunbufst

0 ? white blonde

Custom C/assf'c Strat®
The Custom Classic Sh-atocaster is the Custom Shop's
version of Fender's American Series Strat. It offers
custom detailing, classic Fender contours and legendary
Strat tone. Features include a thin, lacquer-finished

alder or ash body (depending on color), lightly figured
maple neck, rosewood or maple fingerboard, 22
medium-jumbo frets, and Fender Deluxe cast/sealed
machine head. New this year, three Modern Classic™

single-coil pickups, including the Hot Classic™ bridge
pickup with custom steel inductance plate. Also
-04AJflcfc._

onboard, three-ply parchment pickguard, aged white
plastic parts, and new Custom Classic 2-point

synchronized tremolo with milled solid-stainless saddles,
solid steel spring block, and pop-in arm. Truly a
Custom Classic!

21 HQtucai

Colors: 00, 04, 06, 61 (ash), 62 (ash), 67
Strings: 250 s
Custom C/assfc Te/e®

This Custom Classic Tele is the Custom Shop's version
of Fender's American Series Tele®. Features include a

thin lacquer-finished premium ash body, lightly figured
maple neck, rosewood or maple fingerboard, 22
22sijmetmgng&Jt^^a^L^

medium -jumbo frets, Fender Deluxe cast/sealed

machine heads, new Twisted™Tele neck pickup and
new classic Tele bridge pickup, reverse control plate
with 3-way switch towards rear, three-ply parchment

pickguard, and new Custom Classic bridge with
solid-steel bridge plate and chrome-plated solid milled
38 crim^ru^AanspnreaL-J

brass saddles.

Colors: 00, 61,62, 67
Strings: 250's

41 wntage^whit^.^

C/assic P/ayer Strat®
Often players take their main guitar - the one that just
feels right - and adds subtle upgrades to make a good
thing even better. Features include a thin lacquer-finished

alder or ash body (depending on color), lightly figured
maple neck with "V" or "C" shape, 22 medium-jumbo
frets, abalone dot inlays, Sperzel Trim-lok® machine
heads, three Custom Shop "Vintage-Noiseless™ pickups,
,62.coAattyMeJom^amot-^,

gold anodized pickguard, aged white plastic parts,
and custom vintage 2-point synchronized tremolo.

Colors: 00,03 (ash), 06, 22 (ash), 38, 61 (ash), 62
(ash), 67 (ash), 73, 75
Strings: 250 s

SUPER BULLETS
iI!Ji<Mii^dmiNi~i"u^i"'iliHuiii»flliS
XJr-l^n'SiTluiu^w^3LJ^IT-?^i~:^

Used on the guitars on this page;
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^v^M

Gavin Rossdale of Bush
www.addicfedfobush.com
Photo by Jim Vossbura

Artist Series

05 Olympic white

•

I
I
I

71 candy green

Muddy Waters Telecaster
(Mexico) Blues fans take note! Last year, the Fender
Custom Shop released a limited edition Muddy
Eric C/apfon Sfrafocasfer®

Waters Tribute Telecaster to rave reviews. Now, the

(U.S.) The Eric Clapton model was designed to recreate
the look and feel of Eric's favorite Strat®, but with

classic look and tone of Muddy's Telecaster is available

modern electronics that provide a fatter sound when
needed. Unique features include a special "V" shape

in a new standard production artist model. Though
not a relic, the essential specifications and spirit of
Muddy's Tele® are lovingly recreated, and the tone is

neck, three Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors/ 25dB active mid-

as big and unique as the guitar's namesake. Fender

boost circuit/ and blocked synchronized tremolo bridge.

deluxe gig bag included.

Riding With the King, Reprise

Muddy Waters Box Set,
MCA/Chess Records

www.eric-clapton.co.uk

www.mca.com/mcaj-ecords/chess/

Eric Clapton & B.B. King,

Used on the strats on these pages.

Pickups

Controls

Switching Bridge

3 GoldFender-iace Sensors

Volume, M, Mid-Boost

5-IVay

Model

Model No.

Body Flngerboard Machine He ads Frets

EricClaptonStratocaster

010-7602

Alder Maple Vintage

22WckefSi(rer

Ash

21 Med-Jumbo 2 U.S. Specisf Vintage Tele

Muddy Waters Telecaster 013-8500

Maple Vintage

22

Master Vol., Master Tone 3-Way

Synclironized Tremoto (blocked)
Amer. Vintage '52 Tele

Colors
05,06,43,58,71

09

J

Photo by Paul Thomas

03 fwo-cofor sunburst

41 vintage white

57 surf green

67 honey blonde

Jeff Beck Stratocaster®

(U.S.) The Jeff Beck Stratocaster is the culmination of
3le

h

3f
IS

sr

Jeff's ultimate guitar needs. A wide array of sounds

Buddy Guy Stratocaster®

can be coaxed from this beauty - breathtaking

(U.S.) The Buddy Guy model is a red-hot blues

harmonies, ferocious tremolo effects and much

machine! Buddy's legendary sound comes through,

more. Unique features include a deep '50s neck

76 midnighi purple

and so can yours! Features include a special "V

shape, two Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors in the

shape neck, three Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors with

neck and middle positions, and a Gold Dually™

25dB active mid-boost circuit.

Fender-Lace Sensor in the bridge.

Buddy's Baddest, The Best of

Beckology, Epic/Legacy

Buddy Guy, Silvertone

www.epiccenter.com

www.buddyguys.com

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Jeff Beck Stratocaster

010-9600

Alder

fiosewood

Deluxe Locking

22 Nickel Silver

2 Gold Lace, 1 Dual Gold Lace

Volume, Tone, TBX

5-Way, Bridge Pickup Spfitter Synchronized Jremoto

Buddy Guy Stratocaster

010-7802

Ash

Maple

Vintage

22 Nickel Silver 3 Gold Fender-Lace Sensors Vol, TBX, Mid-Boost

23

5-Way

Bridge

Synchronized Tremolo

Colors
41,57,76
03,67

Used on teles on these pages.

Artist Series

00 fhree-color sunbursf

03 two-color sunbursf

05 Olympic white

06 black

09 candy apple red

70 black w/gofd paisley

71 black w/red paisley

23 pearf white

77 frosf red
Sfevie Ray Vaughan Sfrafocasfer®

(U.S.) Pure Texas blues - Stevie style! The Stevie Ray
Vaughan Signature model respectfully replicates
Stevie's favorite guitar. Unique features include a
special "oval" neck shape, pao ferro fingerboard,

Jimmi'e Vaughan Tex-Mex Sfraf

three Fender Texas Special™ single-coil pickups,

(Mexico) The Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Strat features
simplicity of design, directly reflecting his deep
roots and traditional playing style. Features include

gold-plated vintage hardware with left-handed
tremolo, and special engraved pickguard.

a special "V" shape neck, three Fender Tex-Mex

Stevie Ray Vaughan & Double

pickups with hot bridge, and special tone-control
wiring which leaves the middle pickup wide open.

Trouble Box Set/ Epic/legacy
www.epiccenter.com

Out There, Capitol Records
www.jimmievaughan.com

Used on teles on these pages.

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine1 Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Stevie Ray Vaughan Stratocaster 010-9200

Alder

Pao Fern

Wntage

21 Jumbo

3 Texas Speciaf

Vol, Tone, Jone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo ('left-handed)

Vintage

21 Med-Jumbo

3 Tex-Mex

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

Model

on the strata on these pages.

Jimmie Vaughan Tex-MexStrat

013-9202

Poplar Mapfe

24

Colors

00
03, 05,06, 09

James Burfon Te/ecaster®

(U.S.) The James Burton Telecaster is loaded with
modern features yet retains the classic Tele sound and

feel that James likes. Features include paisley and solid
color finishes, three Fender-Lace® sensor pickups (blue,
silver, red), and special 5-way Strat-o-Tele™ switching.
James Burton Standard Telecaster®
Bonnfe Raift Stratocaster®

(Mexico) As an inductee into the 2001 Rock & Roll Hall

(U.S.) The Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster emulates her

of Fame, James Burton's legendary roots run deep.

favorite vintage Strat® with some attractive additions.

Whether backing Ricky Nelson in the '50s or Elvis in
the '70s, his playing is steeped in Fifties

A narrow neck shape (1 .57" at the nut) and 9.5"

fingerboard radius makes for excellent playability.

classic Tele® tone. Appropriately, the

Other features include three Fender Texas Special™

James Burton Standard Tele features
include a '50s "U" shaped neck, a

single-coil pickups and a white shell pickguard.

vintage six-saddle, string-through-body

Road Tested, Capitol Records

bridge and two Fender Texas-Tele®

www.bonnieraitt.com

single-coil pickups.

Rick Nelson: Legacy, Capitol Records
hollywoodandvine.com/ricknelson
Model

Model No. Body

Fingerboard Machine Heads

Bonm'e fisi'tt Strstocaster

010-9200 Alder

Rosewoocf

James Burton Telecaster

010-8602 Poplar Maple

James Burton Standard Tele 013-8602 Poplar Maple

Vintage

Frets

Pickups

22 Nickel Silver 3 rexss Specfaf

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Colors

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

00,88

Elite w/Pearl Buttons 21 Nickel Silver 3 Fender-LaceSensors

Vol, Tone

5-Way "Strat-o-Tone'

S-T-BStratHardtail

Vintage Style

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Vintage 6-Saddle

21 Nickel Silver 2 U.S. Texas Tefe

25

10, 11, 23, 77

09

Artist Series

00 fhree-co/or sunburst

02 Jake p/acid blue

06 black

09 candy apple red

Richie Sambora Standard Sfrafocasfer®
40 fiesta red

(Mexico) The Richie Sambora Standard Strat features a
Yngwi'e Malmsteen Strat®

hum/single/single pickup configuration and locking

(U.S.) Swedish guitarist Yngwie Malmsteen first hit

tremolo. No problem rockin' on this one! Unique features

the U.S. music scene featured in a Guitar Player
41 vintage white

include a DiMarzio® PAF humbucker in the bridge

Magazine "Spotlight" column, and from there, hit the

position and Floyd Rose® II locking tremolo.

ground running. From his days in the '80s rock scene,
to sold-out performances showcasing his classical

72 sonic blue

80 arctic white

Richie Sambora Stratocaster®

influences and prodigious technique, Yngwie has

(U.S.) The Richie Sambora Stratocaster combines

remained truly one-of-a-kind artist. Fender is proud to

classic design with flash. Unique features include

offer the Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster. In addition

"star" fingerboard inlays/ three Fender Hot-NoiselessT

to Yngwie's trademark scalloped fretboard and brass

pickups, aged white plastic parts and a 12dB active

nut, new features include a late '60s large headstock,

mid-boost circuit.

original synchronized tremolo and aged plastic parts.
Undiscovered Soul, Mercury Records

Best of 1991-1999, Dream Catcher

www.richiesambora.com

www.dreamcatcher-records.com

Model

Used on the strats on these pages,

Model No. Body Fingerboard

Machine Heads Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching Bridge

Colors

Yngwie Malmsteen Strat 010-7100 Alder Rosewood (scalloped) Vintage "F" 21Med-Jumbo 2DiMarzioYJM,lDiMarzioHS-3Vol,Tone,Tone 3-Way Synchmn'aed Tremolo

09, 41, 72

Yngwie Malmsteen Strat 010-7102 Alder Maple (scalloped) Vintage "F' 21 Med-Jumbo 2 D'Marzio YJM, 1 DiMarzio HS-3 Vol, Tone, Tone 3-Way Synchronized Tremolo

09, 41, 72

Ric/w'e Sambora Std. Sfrat 113-2700 Poplar Rosewood

Cast/Sealed 21 Med-Jumbo 1 Dimarzio PAF, 2 Single-Coil Vol, Tone, Tone 5-Way Ftoyd Rose 11 Locking Trem 02, 06, 09, 80

fiichie Sambora Stratocaster 010-2602 Alder Maple

Wnt

21 Nickel Silver 3 Hot-Noiseless

26

Vol, Tone, Mid-Boost 5-Way Synchronized Tremolo

00,40, 41

A me ri can Sp e cial Se ries

www.hedpe.com

Chad of (hed) Planet Earth

00 three-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

06 black

SSu^-Sbriic
^oyclSos^£lassic5traf&HSS/HH

09 candy app/e red

Floyd Rose® C/assf-c Strat<s HSS/HH
For players who want to access a wide variety of

extreme tones, Fender offers the Floyd Rose Classic
HSS and Floyd Rose Classic HH. Both guitars feature
the Floyd Rose Original locking tremolo, plus newly

75 hot rod red

designed Fender humbucking pickups.
The HSS model has two Fender American Series
single-coils in the neck and middle positions, and
one Fender DH-1™ Humbucker in the bridge. The

90^Tete9^intme

DH-Ts magnetic pole pieces are Fender-spaced for

fele-SbFtic"
90/sTe/eaThm/fne

proper string balance. The HH model beefs it up
with a double dose of Fender DH-1 Humbuckers in

A beautiful, double-bound, semi-hollow ash body
with a single F-hole sets the stage for the '90s Tele

the bridge and neck positions, combined with special
five-way switching that offers a wide array of fat

Thinline. This eye-catching guitar comes equipped
with American Series pickups and hardware, and a
white shell pickguard. Both natural and olympic
white finishes have brown shell pickguard and binding.

humbucker and cutting single-coil tones.
Sub-Sonic"

21 natural
'.**'w •••*~:-^

>'f-^^^.

32 brown sunbursf

38 crimson red transparent

Fender's innovative Sub-Sonic guitar (tuned B-E-A-D-G-B)
41 vintage white

is a six-string for guitar players who like the low

Te/e-Sonf'c'

growl of a seven-string, but prefer the feel of a six-string.

The Fender Tele-Sonic™ takes the Telecaster concept

Previously available only from the Custom Shop, it's

to a new level with its chambered mahogany body/
24.75" scale, hvin DeArmond® single-coil pickups

now a standard production model. Like the original,

and Wilkinson® stop tailpiece.

body, hardtail bridge and a hum/single/single

it features a 27" scale length, a string-through-

74 aqua marine metallic

pickup configuration.
Model

Model No.

'90s Tele Thinline 010-8202

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Ash

Maple

Dlx. Cast/Sealed

22 Med.-Jumbo

2-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6-SacWfe S-T-B 00,05,06, 21,38

Colors

32,38

Tele-Sonic

010-1800

Mahogany Rosewood

Dlx. Cast/Sealed

22 Med.-Jumtio

2-U.S. DeArmond 2K

2 Vol. 2 Tone

3-Way

Wilkinson Stop

FloydRoseHSS

110-6500

Alder

fiosewood

Vintage

22 Med.-Jumbo

1 DH-1, 2 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00,06,09, 41
00, 06,09, 41

FloydRoseHSS

110-6502

Alder

Maple

Vintage

22 Med.-Jumbo

lDH-l,2Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

FloydRoseHH

110-6700

Alder

Rosewood

Vintage

22 Med.-Jumbo

2DH-1

Vol. Tone, Tone

Speciaf5-Way

Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00, 06, 09,41

FloydRoseHH

110-6702

Alder

Maple

Vintage

22 Med.-Jumbo

2DH-1

Vol. Tone, Tone

Specfs/5-Wa/

Floyd Rose Original Locking Trem

00,06,09, 41

Sub-Som'c

011-4530

Alder

fiosewood

DfeCast/Seated

22Med.-Jumbo

lHB,2Single-Coil,

Vol. Tone, Tone

Speciaf5-H/ay

S-T-BHardtail

00, 06, .15, 74

Sub-Sonic

011-4532

Alder

Maple

DlxCast/Sealed

22 Med.-Jumbo

lHB,2Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

Specf's/5-Way

S-T-B Hardtail

00, 06, 15, 74

27

Used on teles on this page.

A m e n ca n Vin tage^^enjBSf

'57 Sfratocasfer®
The American Vintage '57 Stratocaster recreates one
of Fender's most famous designs. All original specs are

detailed, including neck and headstock shapes, body
radius and contours, 12th fret dot positioning, and
hand-beveled pickup magnets. Also available left-handed.
/62 Sfrafocasfer®

The evolution of the Stratocaster continues with the
American Vintage '62 Strat®. Alt original specs are
detailed, including neck and headstock shapes, body
radius and contours, 12th fret dot positioning, and handbeveled pickup magnets. Left-handed also available.

All American Vintage guitars
come with a cool tweed case.

00 fhree-cotor sunburst

01 white blonde

03 iwo-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

06 b/ack

24 inca silver

/ 57 Strafocasfe^
54 dakota red

83 ice bfue meta/fic

^2StratocQsterfs

Used on the strats on these pages.

Model

Model No.

Body

'57Sfratocaster

010-0102

Alder or Ash Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil Vol, Tone, Tone

'57Strat(LH)

010-0122

Alder

Mapfe

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

03

'62 Stratocaster

010-0100

Alder

fiosewood

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol.Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

00,05,06,24, 54, 83

•62Strat(LH)

010-0120

Alder

Rosewoocf

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

3 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol, Tone, Tone

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

00

Fingerboard

Machine He ads Frets

Pickups

28

Controls

Switching

Bridge

3-Way

Synchronized Tremolo

Colors
01 (ash), 03,06, 24, 54, 83

'52 Teiecaster®

'62 Custom Te/ecaster®

This faithful reissue pays homage to Fender's original

Bound for glory! Now made at Fender's state-of-the-art

classic that revolutionized the electric guitar. Its efficiency
of the most played and heard instruments in musical

manufacturing facility in Corona, California/ this '60s
classic features all original detailing including top
and back body binding/ neck shape, fingerboard

history. All original specs are detailed/ including

radius/ hardware, pickups and electronics.

of form and function have made the Telecaster one

neck shape, fingerboard radius/ hardware/ pickups
and electronics. Left-handed also available.
'52 Tele® Special

The ultimate in elegance and simplicity. This special
edition of Fender's original classic features modern Tele
wiring/ a luxurious two-color sunburst lacquer finish/

and is adorned with gold-plated vintage hardware.
All other features are true to original specs including
neck shape, fingerboard radius, and pickups.

^^&^i
The American Vintage Series
features original detailing and
vintage hardware.

/6^Qsfomfelecaster®

,/5?3e/ecas^er®^ ;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^
Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

'52 Telecaster

010-0202

Ash

Mapte

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

50

'52Tele(LH)

020-0222

Ash

Maple

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

50

'52 Tele Special

010-0212

Ash

Maple

Gofd Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Gold Vintage 3-Saddle

'62 Custom Tete

010-6200

Alder

Rosewood

Vintage

21 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

29

Colors

03
00, 06,09

Used

American Vintage Series
"... high-quality reincarnations
of Fender's offbeat beauties."

Guitar Player, July 2000

I

00 three-cofor sunburst

05 Olympic white

Kurt Cobain of Nirvana

I

Photo by Charles Peterson

24 inca sihw
^{SS^S'SSs

54 dakota red

83 ice bfue metallic

r^i4<:

Used on the sh-ats on these pages.

'62 Jazzmasfer®

/62 Jaguar®

The guitar that was at the heart of '60s rock instru-

The '62 Jaguar is a re-creation of Fender's premier

mentals, '70s New-Wave, and '80s Alternative

guitar from the '60s. Think bikini's, surfboards, and

music scenes. Now made at Fender's state-of-the-art

crashing reverb! Now made at Fender's state-of-the-

manufacturing facility in Corona, California, this classic
Fender model features a contoured body with offset
waist, switchable lead and rhythm circuits with
independent volume and tone controls, and floating

art manufacturing facility in Corona, California, this
hallmark Fender model features a contoured body
with offset waist, switchable lead and rhythm circuits

tremolo with "Tremolo-Lock."

floating tremolo with "Tremolo-Lock."

with independent volume and tone controls, and

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Vol/Tone

3-way

'Floating' trem w/ Trem-Lock 00, 05, 06, 24, 54, 83

2-way

'Floating' trem w/ Trem-Lock 00, 05, 06,24, 54, S3

Model Model No.

Body Flngerboard Machine Heads

Frets

'62Jazzmaster 010-0800

Alder

Rosewood Fender/Gotoh vintage

21 vintagt• 2 American Vintage Single-Coil

'62 Jaguar 010-0900

Alder

Rosewoocf Feniler/Gotoh vintage

22 vintagt• 2 American Wntage + Vintage Single -Coils Tone/tfol/Tone

Pickups

30

Colors

Great Recorded Moments
in Jazzmaster and Jaguar History
by Brian McDonald

The Jazzmaster and Jaguar were initially introduced to the Fender line in the latter part of 1957 and 1 962
respectively, and were designed to help Fender compete in the high-end jazz-type electric guitar market.

Morphing the tone of the big-box jazz guitar with the comfort of the Stratocaster and Telecaster was the crux
of their efforts. A general misconception was that these two models were mere oddities in the Fender line,

but there was no denying that both were extremely versatile and offered a plethora of tones as of a result of
their innovative wiring schemes.

Although these instruments sold well for Fender, neither model was embraced by the musicians they'd been
created for, nor dominated the jazz scene as Fender had anticipated. Ironically, they would prove to play an
influential role in an assortment of other styles - and on a variety of seminal recordings.

What follows is a brief list of some of the recordings by a varied pool of guitarists and bands (for the full
annotated story/ check out www.fender.com). This is in no way an exhaustive list, or a "Best of/' rather, this

list is designed to provide you with a peek into the versatility of these hvo instruments.*

Guitarist / Artist: Bob Bogle / The Ventures

Guitarist / Artist: John Frusciante / solo & Red Hot

Instrument: Jazzmaster

Chili Peppers

Genre: Instrumental Rock

Instrument: Jaguar

Essential Listening: "Walk Don't Run" and

Genre: Funk Rock (RHCP) and Avant

"Hawaii Five-0"

Garde/Experimental (solo)
Essential Listening: Niandra LaDes and Usually Just a

- Guitarist / Artist: Carl Wilson / The Beach Boys

T-Shirt (solo), "Under the Bridge" (Blood Sugar Sex
Magikj, and "All Around the World" {Califomication)

Instrument: Jaguar and Jazzmaster

'^f^ Genre: Surf
•2Lr Essential Listening: Anything from the 60's

Guitarist / Artist: Ben Watt / Everything But the Girl
Instrument: Jaguar

Guitarist / Artist: Elvis Costello

Genre: Elecfronica Pop

Instrument: Jazzmaster

Essential Listening: Amplified Heart

Genre: New Wave
Essential Listening: My Aim Is True

Guitarist / Artist: Chad Taylor / Live

Guitarist / Artist: Tom Verlaine / Television

Genre: Alternative Rock

Instrument: Jazzmaster

Essential Listening: "Lakini's Juice" from Secret Samadhi

Instrument: Jazzmaster

Genre: Punk
Essential Listening: Marquee Moon

Guitarist / Artist: Scott Hill / Fu Manchu

Guitarist / Artist: Thurston Moore / Sonic Youth

Genre: Stoner Rock

Instrument: Jazzmaster

Essential Listening: King of the Road

Instrument: Jaguar

Genre: Indie Rock
Essential Listening: Daydream Nation

Guitarist / Artist: Nels Cline / Mike Watt

Guitarist / Artist: J Mascis / Dinosaur Jr.

Genre: Punk

Instrument: Jaguar
Insh-ument: Jazzmaster

Essential Listening;

Genre: Alternative Rock

Contemplating the Engine Room

Essential Listening: Funkadelic's "Maggot Brain"

(from Mike Watt's Ball Hog or Tug Boat?)

Guitarist / Artist:
Greg Camp / Smashmouth

Guitarist / Artist: Kurt Cobain / Nirvana

InsiTumenh Jazzmaster

Instrument: Jaguar

Genre: Modern Rock

Genre: Grunge Rock

Essential Listening: Astro Lounge

Essential Listening: Nevermind

Tom Verlaine of Television
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American Deluxe Series
American De/uxe Sfratocasfer®
The American Deluxe Stratocaster is the ultimate
in high-performance. Classically contoured,

solid alder and ash bodies, and new distinctive
neck shapes, fit like a glove. Other features
include three Fender Vintage-Noiseless pickups
with hot bridge for extra punch and sustain,

polished chrome, locking machine heads,
American Deluxe tremolo with polished steel
saddles, highly detailed fret and nut work,
abalone dot inlays, and aged plastic parts.

Available right- or left-handed.
Additional configurations include the American
Deluxe Fat Sh-af, which features a new Fender

DH-1™ humbucker in the bridge position and an
LSR Roller Nut. The two Noiseless pickups in
the neck and bridge position are wound extra

hot for proper balance with the humbucker.
The American Deluxe Fat Strat is also available
with a Fender Deluxe Locking Tremolo.

i-

Amen'can De/uxe Sfrafocasfer1

The Vintage-Noiseless™ pickups used
on the American Deluxe Strat® and

Tele® employ a stacked-coil design to
recreate the sound of Fender pickups
from the late '50s and early '60s
without the hum normally associated
with single-coils.

American De/uxe Fat S^

American Deluxe Fat Strats

(with Deluxe Locking Tremolo)

Used on strats on this page.

Model

Model No. Body

Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets

Controls

Switching Bridge

Stratocaster

010-1000

Alder or Ash

fiosewood

Deluxe Locking

22 Med-Jumtio 3 Vintage Woisefess

Vol. Tone,Tone

5-Way

Dfx. 2-Point Synchronized Frem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Stratocaster

010-1002

Alder or Ash

Afepfe

Deluxe Locking

22 Med-Jumbo 3 Vintage Noiseless

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Dlx. 2-Point Synchronized Jrem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Stratocasterftffl

010-1020

Alder or Ash

fiosewood

Deluxe Locking

22 MecUumbo 3 Vintage Noiseless

I/o), Jbne, Tone

5-Way

Ofx. 2-PointSyncfironized ?rem

00,01 (ash;, 06,38

Stratocasterfl.H)

010-1022

Alder or Ash

Maple

Deluxe (.ocking

22Med-Jumbo 3 Vintage Woisefess

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Dfx. 2-Point Synchronized liem

00,01 (ash), 06,38

FatStrat

010-1100

Alder or Ash fiosewood

Deluxe tocking

22Med-Jumbo 2 Vintage Noiseless, 1 DH-1

?1,Tone,Tone

5-Way

Dfx. 2-Point Synchronized frem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

FatSfrat

010-1102

/UderorAsfi

Deluxe (.ocking

22 Med-Jumbo 2 Vintage Noiseless, 1 DH-1

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Dfx. 2-Pomt Synchronized Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Fat Strat Locking

010-U90

Alder or Ash Rosewood

Deluxe (.ockmg

22Med-Jumbo 2WntageWoise(ess,lDH-l

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

D(x.2-Point Locking ftem

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash}, 38,48 (ash;

Fat Strat locking

010-1192

Alder or Ash

Deluxe (.ocking

22 Med-Jumbo 2 Vintage Noiseless, 1 DH-1

Vof, Tone, Tone

5-Way

Dfx.2-Pomtl-ocking?rem

00,01 (asfij, 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Mapfe

Mapfe

Pickups
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Colors

American Deluxe Power Tele®

Experience the best of both worlds with the American
Deluxe Power Tele. The combination of our top-of-the-line

American Deluxe Tele and the new Fender/Fishman®
Power Bridge is nothing less than awesome! Spanking
Tele tones, shimmering acoustic sounds, or any combi-

nation of the two are at your fingertips with this full
featured, easy to navigate active setup with stereo or
mono operation. The American Deluxe Power Tele

features a Fender/Fishman® Power Bridge with individual
volume, tone, and string output controls.*
American Deluxe Te/ecaster®

The top of the Tele® chain! The American Deluxe
Telecaster offers two Fender Vintage-Noiseless™ Tele
pickups. Other features include bound-top alder or ash

body with contoured back, highly detailed fret and
nut work, abalone dot inlays and aged plastic parts.*

Susan Tedeschi
Pho!o by Paul Thomas

*Brown shell pickguard available on white blonde and natural colors.

I

00 fhree-co/or sunburst

01 white blonde

I
06 black

21 natural

Fender/Fishman® Power Bridge
adds great acoustic tone to the
American Deluxe Power Tele.

38 crimson red transparent

48 teal green transparent

Faf^Srf

American Deluxe Power Tele<!

remolo)

.lors

ash)

American De/uxe Te/ecasfer®

ash;
i, 38
i, 38
ash)
ash)
ash)
•ash)

Colors

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Power Tefe

010-5700

Alder or Ash

Rosewood

Deluxe Cast/Seated

22Med-Jumbo See Text

See Text

3-way

Fencfer/Fishman® Power Bricfge

00,01 (ash), 06, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

22 Med-lumbo See Text

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Power Tefe

010-5702

Alder or Ash

Maple

Deluxe Cast/Sealed

Telecaster

010-4600

AlderorAsh

fiosewood

Deluxe Cast/Seated 11 Med-Jumbo 2 Vintage Noiseless

Telecaster

010-4602

Alder or Ash

Maple

Defuxe Cast/Seafed

22 Med-Jumtio 2 Vtg. Woisefess

See Text

3-way

Fender/Fishman9 Power Bridge

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Deluxe 6-SaddleS-T-B

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38, 48 (ash)

Vol. Tone

3-Way

Deluxe 6-Saddle S-T-B

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)
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Hot Rodded American Series
If you're looking for a little extra under the
hood, our Hot Rodded American Series Sl-rats
offer many of the most popular affer-market

modifications factory-installed, including a choice
of pickup configurations that will open up just
about any tonal possibility you can imagine!

Our Fat Strat Texas Special'" comes
equipped with a Seymour-Duncan

Pearly Gates Plus humbucking pickup
American Strat® Texas Special

in the bridge position.

The American Strat Texas Special puts a spin
on the classic three single-coil setup, giving

you that gritty roadhouse blues/rock tone
with its three custom staggered Texas Special
pickups. Five-way switching and two-point
synchronized tremolo are standard. Rosewood

or maple fingerboard available.
American Fat Strat® Texas SpeciaF

In the spirit of outfitting players with the options
they ask for/ we're proud to offer our humbuckerpowered American Fat Strat Texas Special.

This guitar infuses a healthy dose of snarl into
the mix with features including two Texas
Special single-coil pickups and one SeymourDuncan® Pearly Gates Plus humbucker, five-way
switching, and two-point synchronized tremolo.
Rosewood or maple fingerboard available.
American Doub/e Fat Strat®
Equipped with a set of snarling Seymour-Duncan

humbucking pickups, our Double Fat Strat is
available with either a tremolo or hardtail
bridge. If you play hard and like that creamy
crunch of humbuckers, you owe it yourself to

American Double
Fat Strat®

check this guitar out. The combination of
playability and fat tone is unbelievable.
American Doub/e Fat Strat® Hardtail
We know that some guitarists prefer not to
have a tremolo. If you're a straight-ahead

player, our American Double Fat Strat Hardtail
is for you. The hardtail bridge, combined
with dual Seymour Duncan® humbuckers/
produces strong, beefy tone.

American Fat Sfraf
Texas Special
American Straf
Texas Special

e

Jesse Valenzuela, Windswept Music
staff writer, and former Gin Blossoms

guitarist/songwriter
Photo by James Kowitz
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Erich Doll, guitarist/singer-songwriter for
Germany's Country band. Truck Stop.

i

.1

• •
I

iSfitHI

00 three-color sunburst

07 white blonde

American Fat Te/e®

The Telecaster has been adapted to play as
many styles of music as you'll find across

any radio dial. From crunchy rock rhythm to
twangy country lead, there's a Tele to fit the

05 Olympic white

bill. Our American Series Fat Tele comes

factory hot-rodded with a Fender DH-1neck
humbucker. Unique 5-way switching gives
you all the classic Tele tones as well as new

humbucking tones previously unavailable in

I

a stock Telecaster.

06 black

American Nashville B -Bender" Te/e®
From country bends and steel guitar glisses to
insane special effects, our Nashville B-Bender
Tele was inspired after the customized instruments of some of Nashville's top players.

09 cand/ app/e red

This tele features one Texas Special Straf
pickup in the middle position and five-way
Strat-o-Tele™ switching.

44 shoreline gold

45 teal green metallic

American Fat Te/e

Our American Series Fat Tele comes

47 sienna sunburst

factory hot-rodded with a Fender
Di"i-1 neck humbucker/ giving you all
ths cool humbucker tones previously
unavailable in a stock Telecaster.

American Nashville B-Bender® Te/e°
Model

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls Switching Bridge

Colors

StratTexas Special 011-7300 Alder or Ash Rosewood Dlx Staggered Cast/Seafed 22 Med-Jumbo 3 TexasSpecial

Vol, Tone, Tone Super 5-Way 2-Point Synchronized Trem 00,01(ash),06,09,44,45,47(ash/MN)

StratTexas Special 011-7302 Alder or Ash Maple Dlx Staggered Cast/Sealed 22 Med-lumbo 3 TexasSpecial

Vol. Tone, Tone Super 5-Way 2-Point Synchronized Trein 00, Ol(ash), 06,09, 44,45,47(ash/MN)

FatStratTXSpecial 011-7900 Alder or Ash Rosewood Dfx Staggered Cast/Seated 22 Med.Jumbo 3 TexasSpecial

Vol. Tone, Tone Super 5-Way 2-Point Synchmnized Trem 00, Ol(ash), 06,09,44,45,47(ash/MN)

Fat StratTX Special 011-7902 Alder or Ash Maple Dlx Staggered Cast/Sealed 22Med-Jumbo 3 TexasSpecial

Vol. Tone, Tone Super 5-Way 2-Point Synchronized Trem 00,01(ash),06,09,44,45,47(ash,

DUFatStrat

011-7200 Alder or Ash Rosewood Dlx Staggered Cast/Sealed 22 Med-Jumbo ISO 59,1 SO Peariy Gates Vol. Tone, Tone SuperS-Way 2-Point Synchronized Trem

Dbl Fat Stret Hard Tail 011-7202 Alder or Ash Rosewood Dlx Staggered Cast/Sealed 22 Med-Jumbo ISO 59,1 SO Peariy Gates Vol. Tone, Tone Super5-Way Hardtail Non Tremolo
FatTele

011-8000 Alder or Ash Rosewood Deluxe Cast/Sealed

22 Med-Jumbo 1 DH-1,1 AmerTele

l/ofjone Super 5-Way 6-Saddle String-Thru-Body

Nashville B-BenilerTeleOll-8342 Poplar Maple Deluxe Cast/Sealed 22Med-Jumbo 2AmerTele, 1JX Spec Strat Vol. Tone Super5-Way 6-Saddte String-fflru-f
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00, Ol(ash), 06,09, 44, 45
00, Ol(ash), 06, 09,44, 45
00, Ol(ash), 06,09
00,05,06, 09

Used on teles on this page.

American Series
American Stratocaster®
In the new American Series Stratocaster, we
have incorporated several simple playepcentric
refinements into the Strat's timeless design.

From the hand-rolled fingerboard edges to
the three-custom staggered single coil pickups
to five-way switching and two-point synchronized tremolo, the idea is that excellence lies

in the details. Left-hand model also available.
American Sfrafocasfer® Hardfai/

This beauty offers an alternative for players
who prefer a non-tremolo guitar.

The staggered tuning machines on
the new American Series Stratocaster
increase the string angle over the nut,

improving tone and tuning stability.
They also eliminate the need for two
string trees.

American Stratocaster

Lefr-Hand

American Sfrafocasfer"

American Sfratocasfer® Hardtail
36

I

00 fhree-color sunburst

American Te/ecasfer®
Over the past five decades, the Telecaster has
been through numerous design variations, but
its heart and soul has remained the same. For
our American Series Telecaster, the original
body radius and new parchmenf-colored

0 7 white blonde (ash)

pickguard give you the classic feel with a
distinctive look.
Amerf'can Te/ecaster® Left-Hand
The American Series Telecaster Left-Hand offers

the left-handed guitarist classic Telecaster
tone and feel in a selection of cool colors.

T

II
I

Sharleen Spiteri, lead singer
and guitarist of Texas

I

Ou' American Series guitars
fechjre new neck shapes and

74 aqua marine metallic

highly detailed fret work. Rolled
edges on the neck give these
insi:uments a broken-in feel.

More comfortable, better playing.

American Telecaster® American Telecaster® Left-Hand
Used on strats on these pages.
Model

Model No. Body

Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets

Pickups

Controls Switching Bridge

Stratocaster 011-7400 Alder or Ash Rosewood DlxStgrd/Cast/Sld 22Med-Jumbo 3CstmStgrdSgl-Coilw/DeltaTone Vol, Tone, Tone 5-Way 2-PointSynchmnizedTrem

Colors
00,01 (ash), 06,15,21 (ash), 74 (ash)

Sfratocaster 011-7402 AlderorAsh Maple Dlx Stgrd/Cast/Sfd 22 Med-Jumbo 3CstmStgrdSgl-Coilw/DeltaTone Vol, Tone, Tone 5-Way 2-Point Synchronized Trein 00,01 (ash), 03 (ash), 06,15,21 (ash), 74 (ash)

.1

SfratocasterfUfl 011-7420 AlderorAsh Maple

DlxStgrd/Cast/Sld 22Med-Jumbo 3 Cstm Stgrd Sgf-Coif

Vol. Tone, Tone 5-Way

2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,15

StratocssterfUfl 011-7422 AlderorAsh Maple

DlxStgrd/Cast/Sld 22Med-Jumbo 3 Cstm Stgrd Sgl-Coil

Vol. Tone. Tone 5-Way

2-Point Synchronized Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,15

Strst (Hardtail) 011-7430 Alder or Ash Rosewood

DlxStgrd/Cast/Sld 22 Med-Jumbo 3CstmStgrdSgl-Coilw/DeltaTone

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Hardtail Non-Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,15

Sfrat (Hardtail) 011-7432 AlderorAsh Maple

DlxStgrd/Cast/Sld 22 Med-Jumbo 3CstmStgrdSgl-Coilw/DeltaTone

Vol. Tone, Tone 5-Way

Hardtail Non-Trem

00,01 (ash), 06,15

Telecaster 011-8400 WderorAsh Rosewood

DkStgrd/Cast/Sld 22 Med-Jumbo Amef. Tele

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6-SaddteS-7'-B

00,01(ash) 03,08, 15, 21 (ash), 74 (ash)

Telecaster 011-8402 Alder or Ash Maple

DlxStgrd/Cast/Sld 22Med-Jumbo Amer.Tele

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6-SacfdfeS-T-B

00,01 (ash), 06,15, 21(ash), 74(ash)

Telecaster(LH) 011-8422 AlderorAsh Maple

DlxStgrd/Cast/Sld 22 Med-Jumbo Amer.Tele

Vol. Tone

3-Way

6-Sadcffe S-T-B

00,01 (ash), 06,15
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Classic Series
As each decade passes, and the sound of
rock 'n' roll evolves, the Stratocaster

always seems to find its way into the hands
of the players who re-write history.

00 three-co/or sunburst

02 fake placid blue

03 fwo-color sunbursf

04 daphne blue

05 ofympic white

06 black

54 dakota red

/50s Sfrafocasfer®
/60s Stratocaster9
56 sheti pink

Now made at Fender's state-of-the-art

manufacturing facility in Ensenada, Baja
California, Mexico, these timeless classics
feature deep body contours, characteristic
5 7 surf green

neck shapes, aged plastic parts, and your
choice of six classic Fender colors.
'70s Stratocaster9

66 burgundy mist metallic

The U-shaped neck, large headstock and
"bullet" truss rod are unmistakable features
that define an era. Now made at Fender's

manufacturing facility in Ensenada, Baja
California, Mexico, this beautiful replication
has it all.

Used on strata on this page.

Body

'50s Stratocaster 013-1002

PoplarorAlder '50s

"v

Colors

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching Bridge

Mapfe

Vintage Style

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

03 (alder), 04, 05, 06, 54, 57

Neck Shape Fingerboard

Model Model No.

'60s Stratocaster 013-1000

Poplar or Alder '60s

"c'

Rosewood

Vintage Style

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

00 (alder), 02,05, 06, 56,66

70s Stratocaster 013-7000

Ash

70s

"u"

Rosewoocf

Vintage "P

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

00,05, 21

70s Stratocaster 013-7002

Ash

70s

"u"

Maple

Vintage "F"

21

3-Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Synchronized Trem

00,05,21

38
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/50sStraf

Rock n' Roll was new and so was

the Stratocaster... Buddy Holly
turned the world on its ear - and

on to the Strat - with the intro to
"That'll Be the Day."

/60sStraf
Photo courtesy MichaelOchs.com

Bob Dylan lays down his acoustic
and goes electric in '65.

/70sStraf

The music took on a heavier, guitar-

dominated edge, foreshadowing
things to come. Ritchie Blackmore was
at the helm, and so was the Strat.

The Classic Series has vinfage-style
hardware and classic detailing.
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Classic Series

Fender "Wide

00 fhree-color sunbursf

Range" Humbucker

01 white blonde

Peter Stroud, guitarist with Sheryl Crow
02 fake pfacid bfue

03 two-color sunburst

06 black

21 natural

32 brown sunbursf

/50s Te/ecasfer
38 crimson transparent

/72 Te/ecasfer®Thfn/m^
67 honey blonde

/72 Te/ecasfer® Custom /69 Te/e®Thm/fne
'60 Te/e® Thinline

/50s Te/ecasfer®
80 arctic white

Pomona Avenue, California, 1950: the genesis of the

Built with pride at Fender's manufacturing facility in

modern electric solid-body guitar is artfully captured

Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico, the '69 Tele®

in this timeless collectible. Now made at Fender's

Thinline features a lightweight semi-hollow body with

state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Ensenada,

a single F-hole, glossy finished maple neck, and

Baja California, Mexico, the new Classic Series '50s

Schaller®vintage "F" machine heads. Finish options

Telecaster features an ash body, U-shaped maple

include black, natural mahogany and classic three-

neck, and vintage Tele® pickups/

color sunburst on ash.

'72 Te/ecasfer® Custom

'72 Te/e® Thm/ine

Ready to rock! This axe delivers the Tele® twang

Exquisitely finished semi-hollow ash body Telecaster!

with the added punch of a neck-position Fender

Bullet truss rod, three-bolt Micro-Tilt™ neck attachment,

"Wide-Range" humbucker. Bullet truss rod, three-bolt

dual Fender "Wide-Range" humbuckers, and signature

Micro-Tilt™ neck attachment, and chrome-tipped

F-hole accent this faithful '70s reproduction.

"skirted" knobs complete the picture.

Used on the teles on these pages.

Colors

Model

Model No. Body

Neck Shape Fingerboard Machine He.ids Frets Pickups

'50s Telecaster

013-1202 Ash

'50s "U"

Maple

Vintage Style

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone 3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

01, 03, 06

72 Tele Custom

013-7500 Poplar or Alder

70s "U"

fiosewood

Vintage "F"

21

1 Single-Coil, 1 Wide-Range I-iB 2 Vol. 2 Tone 3-Way

Vintage 3-Sadcfte

00 (alder), 06

72 Tete Custom

013-7502 Poplar or Alder

70s "U"

Maple

Vintage "F"

21

1 Single-Coil, 1 Wide-Range I-IB 2 Vol, 2 Tone 3-Way

Vintage 3-Ssddfe

00 (alder), 06

'69TelecasterThinline 013-6902 Mahogany or Ash

'60s"U"

Maple

Vintage "F"

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone 3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle 00 (ash), 06, 21

72TelecasterThinline 013-7402 Ash

70s "U"

Maple

Vintage "F"

21

2 Wide-Range HB

Vol, Tone 3-Way

Vintage 3-Saddle

40

Controls Switching Bridge

00,21

Deluxe Series
Fat Strat9 & Fat Strat Floyd Rose
Extreme tones with a '70s vibe. The new Deluxe Fat

Strat features the newly designed Fender humbucking
pickups: two Tex-Mex™ single-coils in the neck and
middle positions and one Tex-Mex Humbucker in

the bridge. Special 5-way switching offers a broad

A Floyd Rose tremolo

spectrum of humbucking and single-coil tones. Bombs

available on both the

away! Also available with an original style Floyd

Fat Strat and Double

Rose® locking h-emolo.

Fat Strat.

Doub/e Fat Strat® & Double Fat Strat Floyd Rose
The new Double Fat Strat features newly designed
Fender humbucking pickups. Two Tex-Mex Humbuckers

and special 5-way switching offer a broad spectrum
of humbucking and single-coil tones. Bombs away!

Also available with an original style Floyd Rose®
locking tremolo.
Super Sh-af®

Beautifully adorned and classically contoured, the Deluxe
Super Strat features an ash body, lightly tinted maple
neck, gold-plated vintage style hardware, brown shell

Fat Sfraf & Fat Strat Floyd Rose Double Fat Siraf & Double Fat Sfraf Floyd Rose

pickguard, and newly designed "Super Fat-Super Strat"
single-coil pickups. Deluxe "Super Switching" gives
you seven pickup combinations to choose from.
Powerhouse Strat®
"Boost" your tonal vocabulary with the Deluxe
Powerhouse Strat. Classic Strat design featuring the
newly designed Fender "Powerhouse" ultra-quiet pickup system. A unique 12dB active mid-boost circuit
produces tones from shimmering clean to scorching
"humbucker-like" leads.
Nashv»»e Te/e®

Down home and versatile, the Deluxe Nashville Tele
is outfitted with a Tex-Mex™ Strat® pickup sandwiched
between two Tex-Mex Tele pickups. This Music City
namesake also features five-way "Strat-o-Tone™" switching
for a unique combination of tones. Fender/Fishman®

Power Bridge option available.
Nashville Power Te/e®
The addition of the Fender/Fishman® Power Bridge to
the already versatile Nashville Tele produces spanking
Tele tones, shimmering acoustic sounds, or any
combination of the two. Easy to navigate, this full featured, active setup is available at your fingertips.
Stereo or mono operation.
Nashville Tele"

Powerhouse Sh-af9

Super Siraf"

Model

Model No. Body Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Super Strat

013-9400 Ash Rosewood

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo 3 Super Fat Single-Coils

Vol, Tone, Tone

7-Way

Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 38, 67

Super Strat

013-9402 Ash Maple

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo 3 Super Fat Single-Coils

Vol. Tone, Tone

7-Way

Synchronized Trem

06, 32, 3S, 67

Powerhouse Strat

013-9500 Poplar Rosewood

Wntage Styfe

21 Med-Jumbo 3 Powerhouse Single-Coils

Vol, Tone, Mid Boost 5-Way

Synchronized Trem

02,06, 09, 80

Powerhouse Strat

013-9502 Poplar Maple

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo 3 Powerhouse Single-Coils

Vol, Tone, Mid Boost 5-Way

Synchronized Trem

02,06, 09, 80

FatStrat

013-3100 Poplar Rosewood

Wntage Style

21 Med-Jumbo 1 Tex-Mex HB, 2 Tex-Mex Single-Coil Vol, Tone, Tone

Speci'a/ 5-Way

Synchronized Trem

06,80

Fat StratFloyd Rose 113-3100 Poplar Rosewood

Wntage Styfe

21 Med-Jumbo 1 Tex-MexHB, 2Tex-MexSingle-Coil Vol. Tone, Tone

Speciaf 5-Way

Double locking Trem

06,80

Double Fat Strat

013-3300 Poplar Rosewood

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo 2Tex-MexHB

Vol, Tone, Tone

Speciaf 5-Way Synchronized Trem

06,80

Dbl Fat Floyd Rose 113-3300 Poplar Rosewood

Wntage Styte

21Med-Jumbo 2Tex-MexHB

Vol. Tone, Tone

Special 5-Way Double locking Trem

06, SO

Nashville Tele

0.13-5300 Alder Rosewood

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo 2 Tex-MexTele, 1 Tex-MexStrat

Vol. Tone

5-Way

Vintage 6-Saddle

06,09, 32, 50

Nashville Tele

013-5302 Alder Maple

Wntage Styfe

21 Med-Jumbo 2 Tex-Mex Tele, 1 Tex-MexStrat

?/, Tone

5-Way

Vintage 6-Saddle

06,09, 32, 80

Vintage Style

21 Med-Jumbo as above + 6 Saddle Piezos

Vol. Vol. Tone

Speu'af 5-Way Fender/Fishman® Power 06, 09, 32,80

Nashville Power Tele 013-5000 Alder Rosewood
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Colors

Fender/Fishman"
Power Bridge

Deluxe Series

06 black

I
I

73 midnight bfue

I

80 arctic white

ToronadoT
Toronado'

The Fender Toronado features an offset waist body
with rounded, comfortable corners. Two Fender special
design chrome-covered "Atomic-Humbuckers" with

individual volume and tone controls allow you to dial-in
a variety of explosive tonal combinations. Deluxe

Fender gig bag included.
Cyc/one

Stirring up the dust with a radical new design is the
Fender Cyclone. Equipped with a Tex-Mex™ Strat®
single-coil slanted in the neck position and a new
Fender special design "Atomic-Humbucker™" in the
Used on the strats and cyclone
on these pages.

bridge, the Cyclone offers a rocking combination of
tones. The original Jazzmaster® headstock, 24-3/4"

scale and offset waist body give you an alternative
look combined with a comfortable feel and excellent
playability. Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Cyc/oneT

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge Colors

Cyclone

013-0500

Poplar

Rosewood

Vintage Style

22 Med-Jumbo

1 Atomic HB, 1 Tex-MexSing<le Coil

Vol. Tone

3-wsy

Synchronized Treffioto 06, 09,32, 80

Toronado 013-0700

Poplar

Roseivood

Vintage Style

22 Med-Jumbo

2 Atomic HB

2 Vol. 2 Tone

3-W/ay

String-Thru-Body Hard Tail 06, 09, 32, 80

Used on the teles and toronado
on these pages.
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Standard Series
Axel "Atze" Ludwig, singer/songwriter/
guitarist for Chainsaw Hollies
www.homepage.mac.com/atzeludwig/

PhotoAlbumLhtml

Arjo, guifarist/vocalist of Handsome
Ssome from The Netherlands

Standard Stratocaster®

The Standard Stratocaster is the foundation from
which all Strat® models come. Fast action maple neck,
comfori-contoured body, three single-coil pickups and
standard synchronized tremolo, it's where the tradition

began and still carries on today. Available right- or
left-handed with either rosewood or maple fingerboard.
Standard Telecaster®
The guitar that started a musical revolution. So simple,

yet incredibly versatile. Since its introduction in the early
'50s, professional guitarists of all musical genres have
relied on the Fender Telecaster for its powerful tone

and smooth playability. Today's Standard Telecaster
incorporates the best of the old and new: a fast-action
maple neck, cast/sealed machine heads, hvo classic
single-coil pickups, and combination six-saddle, string-

Stratocasfer<s

through-body-bridge.
Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

Stratocaster

013-4600

Poplar

fiosewoocf

Cast/Sealed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

s-r-e

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Colors

Stratocaster

013-4602

Poplar

Maple

Css(/Seafecf

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

S-7-B

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Stratocaster(LH)

013-4620

Poplar

Rosewood

Cas(/Seatecf

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

S-T-B

06, 32,73, 75, 80

Stratocaster(LH)

013-4622

Poplar

Maple

Cast/Seafed

21

3 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

s-7-e

06, 32,73, 75, 80

Tefecaster

013-5102

Poplar

Maple

Cast/Sealed

21

2 Single-Coil

Vol, Tone

3-Way

6-Saddte String-Thru-Body

06,32, 73, 75, 80
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Standard Series

Roland9 Ready Stratocaster®

The Roland® Ready Strat has all the features of the
Standard Stratocaster: fast-action maple neck,

i%

comfort contoured body, three single-coil pickups,

synchronized tremolo, with the addition of a built-in
Roland GK-2A pickup system. With the GK-2A,
you can drive GK-2A compatible products right
from the guitar's on-board controls!

Fat Strat® & Fat Strat Floyd Rose®
Fat Strat has a one humbucking, two single-coil

A built-in pickup system on the

pickup configuration; the Fat Strat Floyd Rose®

Roland Ready Strat allows for

offers one humbucking, two single-coil pickup

compatible products to be driven

configuration and Floyd Rose licensed double-

from on-board controls!

locking tremolo.

06 black

i

Andreas Kisser of Sepultura

73 midnight blue

www.sepulfura.com.br

I

Roland® Ready Sf rat

80 arctic white

Fat Straf

Roland Ready Strat's MIDI Jack

Used on the strats on these pages.

Fat Sfrat® Floyd Rose

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard Machine Heads Frets

Rofancf Ready

013-4660

Poplar

fiosewood

Cast/Seatecf

21

FatStrat

013-4700

Poplar

fiosewood

Cast/Sealed

FatStrat

013-4702

Poplar

Maple

Cast/Seateoi

Pickups

Controls

Switching

Bridge

3 Single-Coil, Roland GK-2A

V,2T, 2 button Synth

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06,32, 80

21

1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06,32, 73, 75, 80

21

.; HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone, Tone

5-Way

Std. Synchronized Trem

06, 32,73, 75, 80

Fat StratFloyd Rose 113-4700 Poplar Rosewood Cast/Sealed 21 1 HB, 2 Single-Coil

Vol. Tone. Tone

5-Way

Double Locking Trem 06, 32, 73, 75, t
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Colors
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Fender Cyber-Twin
For over 50 years, the Fender name has been synony-

mous with quality, reliability, flexibility, innovation - and
tone, tone, tone! In that time. Fender has revolutionized
the way instruments are made and how music is played,

www.crushed.net

and some of the most-revered and recorded amplifiers
"The Cyber-Twin looked complicated at first glance,

have sported the Fender nameplate - from the 'Mother

but it's not at all... if's set up very well, and very

of all amps/ the Bassman®, and the 'hardest working

user-friendly. And, it has a great analog tone.

amp in show business/ the Twin Reverb®, to modern

-Mark Lauei
Crushed Guifaris

masters like the Vibro-King®, Tone Master®, and the
Hot Rod Deluxe®.

Fender's success among musicians can be attributed to

The seed was sown in conversation. The idea of

the fact that we've continued to incorporate years of

making a do-it-all guitar amp, blossomed into an

design innovation with current technologies. 'Keeping

engineering crusade. The 'quest for tone' culminated

an eye on the future without ever forgetting our past/

in an all-star gathering. Players, collectors and Fender

is our maxim. And in the year 2001, appropriately,

design guru's sequestered themselves in a New York

we've launched one of the most ambitious, and tech-

basement with a private collection of current and

nologically advanced products: The Cyber-Twin™

classic museum-quality amplifiers and guitars. One
by one, they oscilloscoped, computer analyzed,

Ritchie Fliegler (left) with Jimmy Vivino j^'om [ate Night with

documented - and listened - to numerous hall of

Conan O'Bn'en), and audio engineering guru Biackie Pagano

fame guitars and amps made by us and others.

of Tubesvilie.corn fright), at the N.YC Tone Quest sojourn.

When they emerged, they had created a blueprint
for a flagship instrument in an entirely new category

of amplifiers.
Not another modeling amp, the Cyber-Twin is

fm.

^

a warehouse filled with the Holy Grail of amplifiers,
housed in one cabinet - and whose electronic

Lj

architecture literally reconfigures itself and becomes
the amp selected. When you choose, say, a '59,

^w^

*t:"«

narrow-panel 4x10 Fender Bassman, the Cyber-Twin

doesn't just give you a snapshot of that amp at
a single setting, it maintains the Bassman's sonic
personality - throughout its range of volumes and

tones, which are all adjustable. We call it Cybernetic
Amp Design (or C.A.D., for short), as it embodies
science and communication; man and machine.

fill .\

»-y

At the helm of the Cyber-Twin is a three-tiered selection
of preset sections: Your Amp collection, Fender Custom

Shop/ and Player's Lounge - a total of 205 possible
preset playing options.

Your Amp Collection is a permanent collection of
35 of the greatest amp designs - from vintage to
contemporary - including the Fender Bassman, the

blackface Super Reverb and h//eed Deluxe, plus some
of the celebrated British stacks, and modern classics
like Fender's Vibro-King.

The Fender Custom Shop features 85 permanent
custom amp designs with effects - handcrafted,
professional sounds perfect for any style, live
performance or recording.

The Cyber-Twin provides an arsenal of studio quality effects
at your command - all the stereo delays and modulation
effects that you'd expect, plus effects devices such as a
virtual analog tape echo, backwards delay, and a catalog
of reverb types from Fender Reverb to plate.

Let your imagination and creativity explore the possibilities!
The Cyber-Twin doesn't merely sound like a great amp, it is
a great amp with tubes, capacitors, resistors - the complex
tone of analog drive circuits - alongside Fender's award-

winning DSP effects circuits. With a familiar control panel,
it's playable right out of the box - a full range of sounds all
Lastly/ and perhaps the coolest feature, is the

available at the touch of a fingertip and a twist of a knob.

Player's Lounge, 85 rewritable presets that you can
design from the ground up to create your own sounds.

You're not just adjusting EQ, you're actually choosing
from a palette of both analog and digital circuit
configurations, tone stacks, and dozens of effects.
Imagine that! You can be your own amp designer,

without the hassle of getting an engineering degree!
Share your designs with other Cyber-Twin owners by
transferring to and fro' using MIDI.

The true test of great amps is that you can plug
in and play them with no chorus, no delay, no

ANYTHING added, and be perfectly happy for
hours. The Cyber-Twin achieves that and more.'
-Shone Nicholas
Fender's Marketing Manager, Amplifiers

Play one and you'll understand our philosophy:
Innovate... Don't Emulate!
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Here's how the Cyber-Twin recreates the playing

experience of 35 classic amps: Several different
tone control arrays can be chosen and placed
before or after the distortion. Certain Reverb
types are appropriately placed pre- or post-.

And the compression output timbre can be tweaked
appropriately. The resulting sound and feel is
exciting enough that some players simply stick
to a few of the amp collection presets. The basic
"dry" sounds are so good, so natural, you won't

feel forced to add a lot of 'icing to the cake/
Not only does the Cyber-Twin use the building
blocks of great amp circuits to create Your Amp

Collection, it also lets you design amp effects
setups of your own. The Custom Shop contains
85 of Fender's own creations. Go as deep as

you like, and if you go no farther than the 85
presets we've designed for you/ there's a lot here
to keep you busy. Delays, wahs, change, pitch-

shifting - a whole closetful of effects at your

unn Model T ?3i
r 0 £ t- N 0 h i

disposal. Or, move the amplifier components

around and tweak the settings to your liking.
You can save up to 85 of your amp/FX setups
in the Player's Lounge, where the 85 factory
presets are rewritable.
Thano Sahnas/ Turning Point guitarist/
at Sonorous Mastering, Tempe. AZ.

•I

T~a

www.tpiazz.com

YOUR AMP COLLECTION
AGO Champ '49
A01 Champ W P '53
A02 Champ-Amp5C1 '55
A03 Vibro Champ '68
A04 Pro W P '53
A05 Bassman N P '58
A06 Bassman N P '59
A07 Deluxe W P '54
A08 Deluxe N P '55
A09 Deluxe Rvb '65 A10 Deluxe Rvb '65 +
A1 1 Tremolux N P '55
A12 Twin N P '59
A13 Twin N P '60 Mod
A14 Twin Reverb '65
A15 Bandmaster '60
A16 Vibrolux Rvb '64

A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A28
A29
A30
A3 1
A3 2
A3 3
A34

Super Reverb '66
Princeton Rv '67

Princeton Ch '86
Sidekick 10'83
Vibro King '93
Ultimate Ch '94
Prosonic '94

HR Deville '96
Stage '99 -

Stage '99 +
Sunn Model T '98
Dual Richter -

Dual Richter +
Amp Liverpool
Dirty Thirty
Blues Combo
Vintage Stack
Modern Stack

vww.fender.com/cybertwin

'The sounds were amazing! I used the '64 Vibrolux setting
'as-is' and worked the volume knob from clean to pasty. I was

able to achieve sustained feedback, when bending certain
notes, that was so natural I couldn't believe it. I had designated

the four presets as Vintage Stack, '64 Vibrolux, Fender Vibratone
and Mystic. Switching behveen them really worked. When
going to the Vintage Stack sound, the low-end had so much
balls, I was filled with an inordinate sense of pride that
manifested itself in fiendish grimaces and rock-pig stances.

I used the Tremolux setting on
a tune... Perfect! I used the Dirty
Thirty... most effective! I stood

a good distance back from the
band and was amazed at the
blend I was able to achieve
in all the settings I used, with
out any harshness. I haven't

been this excited about a
single piece of gear, I don't
think ever."
—Greg Koch
Guitarist, clinician and
a//<?rounc/ utility guy

U ST OA'l SHOP
00 Stadium Rock
01 High Voltage
02 A Twin Reverb
03 Morning Light
04 Nite Bob's Set
05 Retro Supreme
06 First Zep
07 Stolen Moment
08 Cliffs
09 Rhythm Blues
10 Cosmik Slime
11 Heavy Soul
12 Classic Desire
13 Radioactive Fire
i4 The Still Night
15 Peruvian Skies
16 High Fly Zone

c
^.,

L:

One Panner
Smokin'

0 BoDelay
I..

c

Reel to Real

No Name Streets

8

.-I

Pink Brick
Nile Bob Express
Fuzzy Dice

^ 4 Texas Bar Room
Fifth Avenue
c

C35 Vaitality
C36 Harmonic Chimes
C37 Route 66
C33 Swell-ter
C39 Attic Bound Toy

C4Q Tremassic
C4) B Movie
C.42

(..

Reverb Bassman

C43

^

Barracuda

C.U

g Boogie Nights

C45

0

C46

c
Shadows
c 0 Southern Man
I Sick Calliope
^.,

(.,

Thrash Master

c 3 Lucille

c

Nite Bob Stomps
Three Steps
Red House
Schools Out
Subliminal Jimi

Rockabilly

Big Wet Lead
C49 Radio Rush
C50 Pull Me Under

51

Hocus Focus

C52 Twang Thang
Mississippi Head
C54 Jumpin' Jack
C55 Hang 10
C;'3

C56
t_-3.

C58
C59
C60
C61
C62
C63
C 64
C65
C66
C67

Vibro-Page

Think Floyd
Tex-Mex

Vintage Edge
Gonzos

'59 & '63 Reverb
Road Mojo
Brown Sound

Rhapsody
Metal Lead
What You Are
Trowerful

C63 Fifth Above
C6° Detuned Slap
C70 Chained Diver
C71 Voodoo Haze
C72 Mista Scary
C73 Spirit Pad
C 74 ZZ Tweed
C75 Mystic
C76 Fender Vibratone
C77 Lizard Crawl
C78 Supernatural
C79 Browner Sound
C80 Sixties Fuzz
C81 Shredder
C 8 2 Alien Rock
C 8 3 Frankenstein
C 84 Teen Grunge

Fender Cyber-Twin

for your favorite four presets,

Go as deep as you like! Full
amp and effects programming,

also accessible by footswitch.

MIDI implementation, and more.

Four Quick Access buttons

They look and act like traditional amp
knobs, but wait! They're motorized to

Simply spin the big

show you what you are hearing.

preset sounds!

Casters included
Four-butfon Foolswiteh jinciudedj
offers Quick Access recall.

knob to hear all the

Without an amp jewel
it just ain't a Fender!

Specs: Three Effects Value knobs duplicate
• 130W (2 x 65) what you'd find on a typical stomp-box
• Two 1 2 Celestion G12 T-100 speakers so it's easy to tweak your effects.
• Two 1 2AX7 preamp tubes
• Weight: 55 Ibs.
• Size: 18.28" Hx 26.125 Wx 12.125 D „ , , , , ,,,_ ,.
Une-buton r-ootswitch (includet
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Master-Built Custom Shop
Two-Tone

Only our Amp Custom Shop could combine
classic Fender elements with whacked-out
industrial design to create the sonic and
artful Two-Tone amplifier. Housed in a solid

pine cabinet with converging lines of blonde
and black Totex and detailed in gold piping,
this cabinet is one of the most unique custom
pieces we've produced. It's not all looks,

though - Special Design Eminence speakers
drive killer tone through the Two-Tone's
unique trapezoidal front panel. Each amp

is signed and dated by its Master Builder.

Specs: 15W (from two EL84 Groove Tubes), one
12 and one 10 Fender
Special Design Eminence
speakers/ Spring Reverb/

FAT boost switch,
Footswifch jack for FAT.
Weight: 53 Ibs. Size:
21.5" Hx25"Wx
8.75" D.

Two-Tone^

Bass Breaker
The classic '59 Bassman circuit, voiced through

Celestion Vintage 30 speakers, pumps at the
heart of this distinctively Fender amp. The Bass
Breaker also features a solid finger-jointect
pine cabinet covered in gorgeous lacquered

tweed. Marked by the Custom Shop badge,
the Bass Breaker delivers throaty, pure Fender
Tone and styling - with a twist. Each amp is

signed and dated by its Master Builder.
Specs: 45W/ Two 12 Celestion Vintage 30
speakers, Chrome control panel. Pointer

knobs go to 12. Weight: 40 Ibs.
Size: 21.5" Hx25"Wx8.75" D.

Bass Breafcer<E

Each amp is initialed and
dated by the Master Builder.

^JK&

Voody Pro Exotic and

c-^y^

Voody Junior Exotic

In the fine tradition that brought you the
Vibro-King® and the Tone-Master, Fender's Amp
Custom Shop presents a new series of limited

edition, highly collectible guitar amplifiers.
Grafted from the notably exotic and resonant
wood Bubinga, these amps feature some of

the most beautiful cabinets ever built for
guitar amplifiers. Examine the workmanship

evident in the seamless half-blind dovetail
joinery or the hand-oiled finish, and you'll
agree that every detail is artfully executed.

The Woody Pro Exotic's cabinet is based on
the 1947 Fender Model 26® amplifier; the
Woody Junior Exotic has the same hardware
and reverb tank, limited edition cream pointer

knobs and black satin jacquard back panel.
Each amp is signed and dated by its Master
Builder at the Custom Shop. If you're a serious
amp collector, you won't want to miss these
unique pieces.

V/oody Pro Exotic Specs:
15W, 10 Fender Special Design Eminence
speaker. Tone and Clean to Drive Volume

WQC^PtOTSt^XOflC

V^oodyJumor™ Exofrc

control. Weight: 25 Ibs.
Size: 14.5" Hx 15" Wx 8.75" D.
V.'oody Junior Exotic Specs:

15W, 12 Fender Special Design Eminence
speaker. Weight: 35 Ibs.

V/oody Pro® Ash and Wood/ Junior® Ash

Size: 16.5" Hx 18" Wx 9.75" D.

Less regal than the Woody Exotics, the Master-

Built Woody Pro Ash and Woody Junior Ash
radiate a little bit more of that timeless '50s
vibe. Grafted from beautiful solid ash and
finished in white blonde, the cabinets on these
amps have been hand-lacquered, color-sanded

and buffed to brilliant gloss reminiscent of a
classic late-'50s Strat. As with the Woody
Exotics, the woodworking and appointments
are exceptional in quality and elegance -

seamless half-blind dovetail joinery, black
pointer knobs and leather handle. Each amp
is signed and dated by its Master Builder.
Woody Pro Ash Specs: 15W 10 Fender
Special Design Eminence speaker. Tone
and Clean to Drive. Drive Volume control.

Weight: 23 Ibs. Size: 14.5" H x 15" Wx
8.75" D.

Woody Junior Ash Specs: 15W 12 Fender
Special Design Eminence speaker. Weight:
33 Ibs. Size: 16.5" H x 18" Wx 9.75" D.

Wodffy Pro™ ^ssh Woody Junior Ash
55

Custom Shop

Vfbro-Kmg'"

Not all of the classic Fender amps are three or
four decades old. The Vibro-King is a modem
classic/ and one of the most responsive,
touch-sensitive amps ever built. Imagine a '63

-ST-

Reverb® unit plugged into a '59 Bassman®
with vibrate and a custom speaker array.
It's got point-to-poinf wiring, Birch ply cabinet

and TONE.
Specs' 60W RMS/ three 10" Jensen P-10R
speakers. Features: tube Reverb, performancetested, matched Groove Tubes™, tilt-back legs,
controls: Dwell, Mix, Tone, "Fat" switch.
Tremolo controls: Speed, Intensity, Effects
Loop, Volume, Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch
for tremolo and "Fat." Weight: 73 Ibs. Size:
23" Hx25"Wx10.5" D.
V('bro-KingE 212 Enclosure

Features two 12" Celestion Vintage 30
speakers, birch plywood, closed back cabinet,
blonde Tolex covering, Oxblood grill cloth.
Vibro-King 212 enclosure, 40 140W power
handling, Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 22" H x 25"
Wx 11.25" D.
Dual Professional

Vjbro-King"

The Dual Professional is like the biggest,
baddest Twin you've ever played. The '63-

style tube reverb and the vibrato compliment
its strong, clean voice.

Specs: 100W RMS/ two 12" Celestion
Vintage 30 speakers. Features: tube Reverb
controls: Dwell, Mix, Tone, "Fat" switch.
Tremolo controls: Speed, Intensity, Effects

Loop, dual selectable Volume & Fat controls,
Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch for tremolo

and channel. Weight: 76 Ibs. Size: 19.87"
H x 26.15" Wx 10.37" D.

[y

Dua/ Professional
Singer, songwriter and guitarist, Roger

Clyne of The Peacemakers, with his trusty
Vibro-King. www.azpeacemakers.com

Tone-Master7

The Tone-Master is everything its name implies: great
up-front sound, with power to spare. The Tone-Master
has been seen on many of the world's biggest stages.
Specs: 100W RMS, Point-to-point wiring, two channels,
"Vintage," "Drive," each with Volume, Treble, Bass,

Mid, "Fat" switch; two Effects Loops (one per channel)/
chrome-plated brackets for mounting to enclosures,

footswitch. Weight: 45 Ibs. Size: 9" H,24"W
and 9.5" D.
Tone-Master9 Enclosures

Tone-Master enclosures are loaded with Celestion

Vintage 30 speakers, birch plywood closed-back
cabinets, blonde Tolex covering with Oxblood grill cloth.
Tone-Master 412 1 6Q Enclosure Specs: Weight 88
Ibs. Size: 27.75" H x 27.25" W x 13" D.
Tone-Master 212V-30 1612 Enclosure Specs: Weight

741bs. Size: 21" H x 32" Wx 12" D.
Note: Tone-Master 212 also available with Celestion
G 1280 speakers.

Tone-Masfer®

Tone Master® Enc/osure 41.

Bans

With a Fender amp, I can project my guitar's
true voice. I think that is what a-real amp

Tone-Master® Enclosure 212

should do.
Sugizo
Luna Sea guitarist pictured with
his wall of Fender amps.

www.lunasea.co.jp

Vintage Series
/65 Twin Reverb®
An authentic reproduction of the hardest

working amp in show business! If you need
a husky/ confident/ clean sound with enough
head-room to compete on stage with a heavy
handed drummer, the '65 Twin Reverb is the
amp for you. This amp has seen action in
every imaginable musical venue/ and continues
its musical legacy today.
Specs: 85W, two 12" Jensen speakers.
Features: hvo channels/ all-tube circuitry/ tubegenerated Vibroto, Fender Reverb, tilt-back
legs. "Black face" cosmetics/ two-button

footswitch. Weight: 64 Ibs. Size: 20" H x
26.5" Wx 10.5" D.

/65 Twin Reverb"

'65 Deluxe Reverb®

The Club Master! For rock/ country or blues
players that want a lower wattage amp

they can turn all the way up. The fat/ soulful
tones heard on many of our favorite guitar
tracks come churning out of the tube power
amp section of a tube amplifier. As a matter

I

of fact/ many of those recordings were made

using Deluxe Reverb amps! Crank-up this
faithful reissue for more than twice your daily
requirement of Fat Fender Tone.
Specs: 22W, one 12" Jensen speaker;
Features: two channels/ Normal and Vibrate/
all-tube Reverb, "Black face" cosmetics,
two-button footswitch for reverb and vibrato.

Weight: 42 Ibs. Size: 17.5" H x 24.5" W
x 9.5" D.

/65 De/uxe Reverb'
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NEW!
'65 Super Reverb®

You asked for it! Our newest addition to the
Fender Vintage Reissue Series. This faithful
re-creation of the legendary Blackface Super
from the 1963-1968 era is a must-have for

vintage enthusiasts hankering for a 4x10
combo. The Super Reverb's versatile, stage-

filling sound and medium output make it the
perfect amp to crank up for unmiked club
gigs, or on the concert stage.

Specs: 40W, four 10" Jensen P-10R Alnico
speakers. Features: Two channels, Reverb
and Vibrate, all-tube combo amp. Two-button

footswitch is included. Weight: 65 Ibs.
Size: 24.875" H x 25.125" Wx 10.5 D.

'65 Super Revere

Vintage Series
'59 Bassman®

Originally designed as a bass amplifier, the
Tweed Bassman is now considered the most

significant, influential guitar amp of all time.
It sounds great for almost any style of music,
and even works well with other instruments,

like a blues harp. Set it clean, crank it up for
dirt, or add stomp boxes - it's the perfect

vehicle for building your tone.
Specs: 45W, four 10" Jensen P-10R speakers.
Features: Chrome control panel, controls that
go to "12// our original tweed covered

narrow panel design with vintage grill cloth
and "Chicken Head" knobs. Weight: 53 Ibs.
Size: 19.87" H x 23.5" W x 10.5" D.

with vintage grille,

/59 Bassman'

/63 Fender Reverb®
The all-tube driven, outboard reverb unit that

brought the sound of rocking auditoriums
to guitarists ready to ride the wild the surf.
Blues and experimental players love it, too!
Add on to any amp.
Specs: Dwell, Mix and Tone control, brown

with tan grill cloth. Weight: 13 Ibs. Size:
10.5" Hx 18.8" Wx 7.5" D.

/63 Fender Reyerb'
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Why So Many Amps?
by Shane Nicholas

Well, I'll tell ya. Even though Fender now makes over
50 models - and probably most of the world's overall
best-loved amps - we still get requests from players
for more. Mere's a typical conversation:

Guitar player: Hey, can I ask you a question?
Fender guy: Sure what's on your mind?
Guitar player: Have you guys ever thought
abouf- making a...

It's interesting that new and popular Fender amps run

the gamut from the '65 Super Twin Reverb (1963
technology), the SUNN 1200s, or the Cyber-Twin with
2000 technology. No matter how advanced things get,
someone's gonna want the sheer thrill of plugging in to
a '59 tweed Bassman and turning it up to "12." It's

like you might drive a brand new car equipped with
airbags, CD player and radar detector, but you still
enjoy a ride in a '57 Chevy- now and then.

So maybe you need a small amp like a Pro Junior or
Champion 30 for practicing or recording at home.

Perhaps, a medium-size amp like the Hot Rod Deluxe
or Ultimate DSP for jamming, playing gigs. Or a big
In the beginning, musicians were simply looking to make

Stage 100 or Tone-Master® stack for rocking out on

their instruments and voices louder. Six or seven decades

stage. Hey, you probably own multiple guitars, why

ago, folks like Leo Fender got their start by building

not multiple amps?

small tube amplifiers for general applications. They'd
basically amplify anything but distorted if pushed hard.

Of course, you might also just get a hold of a

As time went on, manufacturers listened to feedback and

Cyber-Twin and forget the whole thing... ^

things branched out - bass amps with big cabinets,
big speakers, big power; P.A. systems with separate
mixer, amp and speaker. And guitar amps with built-in
effects like tremolo, reverb and distortion. We began to

think of electric guitar amplification as tone production,
not reproduction.
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Fender American Tube Series

B/ues Junior"

Pro Junior"

Blues Junior'

Pro Junior

This big brother to the Pro Junior takes our 15 Watt.
all-tube preamp and power Amp platform and pushes
if through a 12" Fender Special Design speaker; add

Designed in the tradition of the model "600" and
early Champ circuits, the Pro Junior is a small amp
capable of delivering /Big Tone/ A pair of EL-84's,

comprehensive tone controls, and footswitchable "Fat"

"Clean to Drive" volume, and a tone control keep

circuit for even more sonic fun.

the Pro Junior pure and uncomplicated. A favorite

in recording studios!
Specs: 15W, 12" speaker. Features: All-tube circuitry,
"Fat" switch, spring Reverb/ Footswitch jack for "Fat"

Specs: 15W, 10" speaker. Features: All-tube circuitry,

on/off. Weight: 31 Ibs. Size: 16" Hx 18" Wx

unique "clean" to "drive" Volume control. Tone. Weight:

9.18" D.

20 Ibs. Size: 14.5" H x 15.25" W x 8.75" D.
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Hot Rod Deluxe

Hot Rod DeVille"

Three-channel Hot Rod tube preamp coupled to a matched
pair of Groove Tube™ 6L6s delivering a blistering 40 Watts.
Single 12" Fender Special Design speaker, chicken head

Touch-sensitive dynamics and unmatched versatility

knobs, EFX Loop and external speaker jack. Don't be

fooled by this amps portability; this is a loud, penetrating
amplifier with enough guts to carry the room. Genuine
Fender Reverb, footswitch and nylon cover included.

Specs: 40W 1-12" speaker. Weight: 45 Ibs.
Size: 1 8.75" H x 23.5" W x 10.5" D.

have made the DeVille the amp of choice for guitarists
of every imaginable style. Three-channel Hot Rod tube
preamp, 60 Watt tube power amp fueled by matched
Groove Tube™ 6L6s. Available in 2 x 12" or 4 x 1 0"
speaker configurations. EFX Loop, extension speaker jack/
and genuine Fender Reverb, two-button, three-function
footswitch, and nylon cover included.

Hot Rod Deville 212 Specs
60W 2-12" speakers. Weight: 53.5 Ibs.
Size: 21" H x 24.25" W xl 0.75" D.

Hot Rod Deville 410 Specs

HotRodDeVille212

60W 4-10" speakers. Weight: 50 Ibs.
Size: 23.5" H x 23.5" W x 10.75" D.

HotRodDeViHe410

Hot Rod Deluxe

Profess iottai Tube Series
Prosonic™ Combo
The Prosonic puts more absolute gain and sustain

at your fingertips than you would think is legal!
Independent Cascading Gain controls provide an
incredible range of pure hard driving tube energy.
Pre-Distortion Tone Controls sweep through a barrage
of cool, workable tones. Great violin-like woody,
sustaining distortion at any volume; creamy, fluid

and bristling with harmonies. A Trio of Rectifier settings
to choose from/ and a Normal channel that starts
with swirling-jangle and moves on to a swampy snarl
as you crank up the volume.

Specs: All-tube circuitry 60W RMS, three-way rectifier
switch (Class A/cathode bias, tube rectifier, Class

AB/grid bias/tube rectifier, Class AB/grid bias/SS
rectifier); Dual selectable channels, Normal and Drive,
independent cascading Gain controls in Drive channel,
Effects Loop, external speaker out, two-button footswitch,

birch/maple ply cabinet. The Prosonic combo has h^o
custom-designed 10" Celestion speakers and all-tube

spring Reverb. Weight: 54 Ibs. Size 1 8.5" H x 24"

Krosorttc"

Wx 10.5" D.

Prosonic" Head

Specs: All-tube circuitry 60W RMS, three-way rectifier
switch (Class A/cathode bias, tube rectifier, Class

AB/grid bias/tube rectifier. Class AB/grid bias/SS
rectifier); Dual selectable channels, Normal and Drive,]
independent cascading Gain controls for Drive channel,
Effects Loop, two speaker outputs, one-button footswitch,

speaker impedance switch, birch/maple ply cabinet.
Weight: 35 Ibs. Size 9" H x 24" W x 9.5" D.
Prosonic/Tone Master Enc/osure
The Prosonic/Tonq Master enclosures are designed
for use with Prosonic heads.

Specs: 280W power handling, four 12" Celestion
Vintage 30 speakers. 160 imp; Features: Birch ply
construction, removable casters. Closed back, hidden

slant speaker baffle. Weight: 88 Ibs. Size 27.75" H x
27.25" Wx 13" D.

^rosdnic" Head

Prosonic/'Kyne" MQsfe^S^osw-e^
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Stage 700/J60™ and Stage WO"" hteud

Dvna-Touch™ Series

Befitting their name, Stage amplifiers will deliver the
goods in any performance situation. Both models feature
three channels engineered to provide crystal-clear

headroom, raucous bluesy middle ground, and fully
saturated gain. Independent reverb controls, balanced
line out, and the responsive feel of Dyna-Touch™ circuitry
are just a few of the Stage's features pros appreciate.
Undisputed kings of big Fender tone, raw power, and
professional features, Stage amps represent the top of
the Dyna-Touch™ line.

160 Specs
160W, Two Celestion G12T-100s. Features: Three
channel operation (Normal, Drive, More Drive). Normal
channel: Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb. Drive
channel: Gain, Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb.
EFX Loop, balanced Line Out, two-button, th ree-fu notion

footswitch included. Weight: 53 Ibs. Size: 18.5" H
x26.1"Wx10.3" D.

100 Specs
100W, Celestion G12T-100. Features: Three channel
operation (Normal, Drive, More Drive). Normal channel:
Volume/ Treble/ Mid, Bass, Reverb. Drive channel: Gain,
Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb. EFX Loop, balanced
Line Out, external Speaker Out, two-button, th ree-fu notion

footswitch included. Weight: 42 Ibs. Size: 17.5" H x
22.4" Wx 10.2" D.

100 Head Specs (with artist pictured opposite page)
10OW at 8 Ohms, 160W at 4 Ohms. Same features
as Stage 100 combo, except Two Speaker Outputs.
Weight: 24 Ibs. Size: 8.5" H x 22.4" W x 9.5" D.

II

Not pictured: DT 1 1 2 Enclosure.
Perfect for use with the Stage 100 .combo. Specs: One

Celestion 12 8 Ohm G12T-100 speaker. Weight: 38
Ibs. Size: 17.5" H x 22.25" W x 10.25" D.

DT 412 Enclosure (pictured with artist on opposite
page). Perfect for use with the Stage 100 head. Four
Celestion 12 8 Ohm G12T-100 speakers, 8 Ohms,
Casters included. Weight: 67lbs. Size: 27.25" H x
27.25" Wx 13" D.

De/uxe 90™
The Deluxe 90™ offers the versatility of three channel
operation, Dyna-Touch™ circuitry, and a premium
Celestion® G12T-100 speaker. When you have to go

over the top the full-tilt dynamics of Fender's More Drive
circuit has the gas, and the gain to get you there.
Specs: 90W, Celestion G12T-100. Features: Three
channel operation (Normal, Drive, More Drive). Normal
channel: Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass. Drive channel:
Gain, Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, Master Reverb. EFX
Loop, two-button, three-function footswitch included.

Weight: 33 Ibs. Size: 1 6.5" H x 20.6" W x 9" D.

De/uxe 90

Princeton® 65

Champion 30™

Pnnceton® 65

Champion 30™

An extraordinary mid-sized amp. The Princeton's

A powerful, toneful, portable amp that doesn't know

Normal channel captures Fender's trademark responsive,

when to quit. The ever-ready Champion has everything

swirling tone, thick and bouncy, with bristling reverb.

you need for rehearsals, home recording, or after hours

But it doesn't end there, this potent combo's lead channel

jamming with your pals.

is simply ferocious, full of overtones, and just plain fun.
Dyna-Touch™ Interactive Circuitry responds to every

Specs: 30W RMS, 10" Fender Special Design speaker.

inflection in your playing, and puts you in control of
your tone. A gig-worthy 65 Watt amp that acts a lot

Features: Dual footswitch selectable channels, Fender

bigger than it looks.

jack, pilot jewel, timeless Fender styling. Weight: 25

Reverb, dual inputs, external speaker jack, footswitch
Ibs. Size: 15.5" Hx 17" W x 8.25" D.

Specs: 65W, 12" Fender Special Design speaker.
Features: Dual footswitch selectable channels, Volume,
Treble & Bass controls in Ch-1; Drive, Volume, Treble,

Mid, Bass in Ch-2; Fender Reverb, EFX Loop, dual
inputs, external speaker jack, footswitch jack, pilot
jewel, traditional Fender styling. Optional one-button
footswitch. Weight: 28 Ibs. Size: 16.5" H x 18.75"
W x 9" D.
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Bulletw Reverb
BulletrM Reverb
Classic Fender Tone and style in a 15 Watt practice

^

^ v^.

amp. Don't be fooled by its friendly demeanor, plug the
mighty Bullet Reverb's external speakerout into any 80
enclosure (like the DT412) and be prepared to Rock!
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tube emulation

power amp, dual selectable channels (Normal, Drive),
Treble, Mid, Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive, Reverb,

Headphone jack, external speaker jack. Weight: 15
Ibs. Size: 12.5" Hx 13.25" W x 7.25" D.

S tereo D SP Amps
Ultimate Chorus® DSP
NOT an effects box with speakers but a real guitar
amp! Start with Fender's acclaimed analog preamp
and power amp circuitry to create your tone. Then

add a complete palette of digital effects like reverb,
.^,^-^;.%l T^.^ .^(^ri^.3ffu^-^-^.^Ste;^3»~^;i?w"--^&-

^^^^^^r^ ^E^^'^t^ ^ ^^^''^'•^^'^ ~^ry^

delay, chorus, and flange. It's all stereo, it's reliable,

and it's toneful!
Specs: 2 x 65W stereo @ 2 x 8 Ohms, solid-state,
2x12" Eminence Fender Special Design speakers,

2 Channel (normal & Drive) with LED indicators/
DSP peak indicator, 2 x volume; treble; mid; bass;
reverb/delay level, Gain and presence in drive
channel. Mid boost in drive channel. Drive select

switch, 16 digital delay and reverb combinations,
Reverb/delay defeat switch. Delay/ Reverb level
control, 16 digital modulation EFX (chorus, flange),
Modulation defeat switch, 16 different rate patterns
for modulation EFX, Modulation level control. Stereo

and mono EFX loop, 3-button footswitch (channel,
reverb/delay/modulation) included, Casters included,
Black Tolex, Silver grill, Weight: 47 Ibs.
Size: 1 8.5" H x 26.25" W x 10.25" D.

V/ffmafe<^orus^©SR

Princeton® Chorus DSP
You know it had to happen, Fender's guitar specific in-

house Digital Signal Processing meets the award winning
Princeton Stereo Chorus amplifier. This match made in
guitar heaven offers players a powerful array of on board

digital effects, and the Princeton's notoriously fat stereo
tone, all in one killer combo. An incredibly versatile,
dynamic, and expressive amplifier, the new Princeton®
Chorus DSP is the musical chameleon for any occasion.

Specs: 2 x 25W Stereo/ two 10" Fender Special Design
speakers. Features: operation - normal and drive, 16 digital

reverbs and delays with separate level and bypass, 16
digital modulation EFX with separate level and bypass, 16
selectable modulation rate options. Volume, global EQ=
Treble, Mid, Bass, Drive select, Gain, drive Volume, Limiter
& Presence, three-button footswitch included (ch. select,

rev/delay defeat, modulation defeat). Weight: 48 Ibs.
Size: 17.5" Hx22.5"Wx 10.5" D.

Pnncefon® Chorus DSP

Frontman® Series

You don't have to spend a lot of money to get

an affordable, durable and toneful amp. That's
why we at Fender created the Frontman Series

of amplifiers. Five models (15B on p.92)
to choose from, each offering an array of
different features.
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Frontman® 15G

ed,

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: External

Speaker Out, headphone jack, dual selectable
channels Normal and Drive, Treble, Mid, Bass,

Frontman® 25R

Volume, Gain, Drive. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size:

Specs: 25W/ 10" speaker. Features: dual

12.5"Hx 13.25" Wx 7.25" D.

selectable channels Normal and Drive,

remote channel switching capability, Treble,
Mid, Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive, Reverb,

External Speaker Out, headphone jack,
optional footswitch. Weight: 25 Ibs. Size:
15.5" Hx 17" Wx 8.5" D.

Fronfmar^rSR
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: External

Speaker Out, headphone jack, dual selectable
channels, Normal and Drive, Treble, Mid,
Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive, Reverb. Weight: 15
Ibs. Size: 12.5" H xl 3.25" Wx 7.125" D.

It ain't heavy, it's my Frontman - a practical

amp in an affordable package!

Acoustasonic™ Series
Acoustasonic™ Pro
The new Acoustasonic™ Pro offers players the
ultimate in acoustic instrument amplification.
Guitars, violins, mandolins, and voice are all
reproduced with exceptional purity. This amp's
a two-channel operation, featuring 160 Watts
of toneful stereo power/ dual processing and

99 sophisticated digital multi-effect presets
voiced at Fender's in-house digital lab. Stereo
chorus + multi-tap delays + reverb; flange;
auto pan; Vibratone™; reverb halls, plates,
and rooms to name but a few. Store your

favorite four presets by simply pressing a
button, and access them with the included
footswitch. All the features performing professionals demand.

Specs: 160W stereo (80x80), two independent channels. Gain, Treble, Mid, Bass, EFX
send, EFX return. Master Volume, instrument
and low-Z inputs, 2 x 8" speaker design &

high frequency horn, dual-notch filters, String
Dynamics™, Stereo RCA inputs with level
control, attack control, tuner out and mute,
balanced Line Out, stereo master EFX Loop,

Acousfasonfc™ Pro

mono instrument channel EFX Loop, 4-button

footswitch included. Weight 45 Ibs. Size: 18"
Hx24"Wx12" D.

Acousfason»'c™ SFX
Independent channels for acoustic instruments

and vocals, 300 degrees of balanced dispersion (via SFX matrix). String Dynamics
control/ feedback eliminating Notch Filter,
Dual Channel power amplifier, and 32
Stereo Digital presets are but a few of this
amps many features. Club, church or coffee-

house, the Acoustasonic SFX fills the room!

Specs: SOW per channel (160W RMS),
32 stereo digital presets, SFX Matrix, Fender
Special Design speakers 10," 8" and Piezo
horn. Weight: 62 Ibs. Size: 29.5" H x
17.5"Wx 13" D.

Cabinet Detail

T

Acousfasonf'c™ Junior

Designed to meet the challenge of amplifying an
acoustic-electric guitar, the Fender Acoustasonic Jr.'s
exclusive patented String Dynamics™ control responds to

your attack, instinctively adjusting the high frequency
output to compensate for the varying textures of your
acoustic performance.

Specs: 2 x 40W, 80W RMS power, 2x8" special
design speakers and Piezo horn, Stereo Effects Loop,

Phase Switch, tuneable Notch Filter. Weight: 43 Ibs.
Size: 15.5" H x 22.4" W x 10.2" D.

Acoustasonic™ Junior

Acousfasomc™ 30

The youngest member of the family offers the awardwinning acoustic reproduction of the Acoustasonic
series in an even more portable floor wedge design.
Two distinct channels, Fender's String Dynamics'
control, specialized Foster Culver acoustic driver,
vivid chorus, assignable reverb, feedback-eliminating
phase reversal circuit and an XLR input for vocal

applications, are but a few of this little performer's
features. Perfect for all acoustic instruments.

Specs: SOW @ 8 Ohms, solid-state, 1x8" 8-Ohm
Foster Culver Acoustic driver, Piezo horn, two channels
(instrument and microphone), instrument input, XLR
microphone input/ Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, line out,
String Dynamics™ control. Chorus with defeat switch,
Chorus modulation/rate control, Feedback suppression
phase switch. Spring Reverb, Reverb channel assign

Acousfason/c" 30

switch/ Brown Tolex, Wheat grill, Wedge cabinet
design. Weight: 34 Ibs.

ll
W.OM3. atjax's Thai Bar in Tempe, AZ.

L to R: bassist/vocalist Debbie Lorray,
guifarist/iead vocalist Marta Wiley,
and drummer/vocalist Cristiana Wiley.

www.warriorsofmakebelieve.com

...and now for something completely different
The Amp Can
The ultimate in battery powered portable amplifiers,
this is the amp for musicians on the go. The Amp Can

was created for the player looking for a small/ rugged/
high quality amp for acoustic guitar, voice, electric
guitar, keyboard, etc.
Specs: 15W RMS/ Battery or AC powered/ one Fender
Special Design 6" speaker. Features: Two fully inde-

pendent channels (Guitar & Line-with Distortion/Mic),
Line/Mic channel has 1/4" input that will accept an
assortment of microphones/ synths/ drum machines/
etc... Battery charger included. Weight: 13 Ibs. Size:
8.75" H x 7.75" W x 6.75" D.

The Amp Can7
KXR Series
Many musicians require a convenient
all-in-one amplifier with full-frequency
reproduction. Keyboards/ drum machines/
acoustic instruments, even vocals will be
heard loud and clear with the road-proven
KXR series amps.

KXR 700
Great sound and lasting value make the KXR
100 a favorite with keyboardists.
Specs: SOW RMS @ 40, 15" speaker plus
dual piezo horn, three channels with inde-

pendent Volume, XLR input (Channel one),
four-band master EQ, Delta Comp™ limifer,
Master Reverb, Master Volume, Effects Loop,

Record-Out jacks (RCA), Headphone jack,
Tolex covering. Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 27.5"

KXR 700T

Hx20.5"Wx 12" D.

KXR60T

KXR60

/93 Bronco

Medium powered and small enough to fit
in the back seat, the KXR 60 is an ideal amp

The Bronco is ideal for practice and recording.
Classic Fender clean as well as screaming

for club or single gigs.

distortion sounds are easily coaxed from this

little beauty. Run it into a 4 x 12 cabinet for

Specs: 50W RMS, 12" speaker and piezo-

a real surprise!

electric horn. Features: Two channels with
independent Volume/ four-band master EQ/

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tweed

Delta Comp™ limiter, Master Reverb, Master

covering, dual selectable channels (Normal,

Volume, Effects Loop, Tape-ln jacks (RCA),

Drive) w/separate Volume controls/ Treble/

Headphone jack, Tolex covering. Weight: 46
Ibs. Size: 22" Hx 18"Wx 12" D.

Mid, Bass, External Speaker jack, Headphone
jack. Weight: 14 Ibs. Size: 12" H x 13.5"
Wx 7.5" D.

/93 Bronco
72

SUNN@ Guitar Amps
While the SUNN name may evoke nostalgia for the
Woodstack era, the new SUNN amplifiers mean
business today. Incorporating Fender design and
quality, with an aggressive attitude.

tode/ T Guitar Amplifier
Plug any guitar into the "T" and set it to Channel 1.
Crank up the volume a bit and hear your guitar's
natural voice. You'll be able to recreate the ballsy
overdriven tones of all your favorite "live" albums.
It even cleans up when you turn the guitar down,

and distorts more when you play harder. And that's
just the c/ean channel. Now, kick in Channel 2 and

STAND BACK!
' -)ecs: 100W tube head, two-channel, 4, 8 or16

Ohm load switch, 100W/25W operation, EFX Loop
with separate send and return levels for both channels,

balanced line out. Weight 75 Ibs. Size: 11.75" H x
25.5" Wx 11.75" D.

i ode/ T 412 Endosure
The perfect compliment to the Model T Head. A stackable 4x12" cabinet loaded with Celestion® G12T-75
speakers, read to handle up to 300 Watts of high
gain power.

^ jecs: Celestion G12T-75 12" drivers, 13-ply birch
construction, 300W. Weight: 97 Ibs. Size: 30" H x
30" Wx 15" D.

Model T Guitar Amplifier Model T 412 Enclosure

/ ^
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SUNN@ Guitar Amps
Model T50C Guitar Amplifier
All the killer instincts of the Model T in a mobile 1 x
12," 50 Watt combo with reverb. All-tube design,

channel switching, tube driven EFX loop with separate
sends and returns for both channels. Don't use effects?

The T50C's footswitchable boost effectively provides
four-channel operation. 50 Watt or 12.5 Watt oper-

ational modes pump through a Celestion G12T-75.
The T50C also utilizes a tuned semi-sealed cabinet that
projects like an open back, with the bass response of
a sealed cab. Tons of pro features like external bias
adjustment port, power tube failure circuit and indicators,
external speaker out with switchable 16, 8, 4-Ohm
impedonce/ preamp out, power in and a three-button

footswitch (Channel, EFX, Reverb) included.
Specs: 50W @ 16, 8, 4 Ohms (switchable), 1x12"
Celestion G12T-75, Iwo-channel (normal & drive), Fender

Reverb, All-Tube design: 7 x 12AX7; 1 x 12AT7, 2 x
6L6GC, Tube driven EFX loop with independent send
and return levels for each channel, Volume, Treble,
Middle, Bass, Gain, Treble, Middle, Bass, Presence,
Preamp out, Power amp in, 50 Watts/12.5 Watt
operation. Power tube failure indicator, External Bias
adjustment points, three-button/three function Footswitch
(channel, EFX, reverb) included, Tuned semi-sealed

cabinet (projects like an open back with the bass
response of a sealed back). Weight: 70 Ibs.

Model T50C 112
Specs: 75W Celestion G12T-75, 16 Ohm. Weight: 42
Ibs. Size: 21.125" H x 24.5" Wx 11.5 D.

A^oc/erT50C Guitar AfnpJjfrer^MQ^^T5<^

" I've toured for a year straight with my SUN N
all-tube guitar amps, and they've delivered the
goods, show after show."
—Gary Hoey
Guitarist, Producer and Clinician

www-su rfdog^eoffi

SUNN@ Bass Amps
NN 41 OH Enclosure
The tight, punchy sound contemporary
bassists insist on. 8 Ohm, 4 x 10" Eminence-

loaded cabinet with piezo high frequency
horn and "L" pad control. 300 Watt power

handling, front ported and stackable with
casters included.
^ ;cs: 4 x 10," 8 Ohm, Eminence- loaded
cabinet, piezo high frequency horn and "L"
pad HF horn control, 13-ply birch construction.

Weight: 97 Ibs. Size: 27.5" H x 25.5" Wx
17" D.
.(: '^N 300T

All the same features and flexibility of the
1200S preamp design, backed by an alltube 300 Watt power amp. If the gig calls
for fat, toneful grinding bass that unmistakably
says "AII-TUBE POWER," then this is the amp
that can deliver the goods. Unique current

feedback design allows the use of vented
baffle enclosures such as the SUNN 41 OH.
S cs: 300W @ 2, 4, or 8 Ohms, tube head,
two-channel operation, three-button footswitch

included. Weight: 75 Ibs. Size: 11" H x 26"
Wx 16" D.
S :\'N 275 Enclosure
Serious rock and grind from this monster 8
Ohm, 2 x 15" Eminence-loaded cabinet. 300

Watt power handling with casters included.
S cs; 2 x 15," 300W, 8 Ohm, 13-ply birch
construction. Weight: 87 Ibs. Size: 41" H x

SUHH 41 OH Enclosure 300T and 215 Enclosure

25.5" Wx 17" D.

lea

IfL.M

" SUNN has just the sound I've been looking forfeit
and with a strong low end, yet still very tight."
—Youichi Hirose
Bassist with Japan's The Yellow Monkey

ww.bmgjapan.com/funhouse/home/artist/yellow/yellow.htm

75
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SUNN® Bass Amps

I love my SUNN amps because they
have more power than a jet engine!"
—Ray Riendeau (rightj
So/o artist, clinician, and bassist
with Rob Halford and Gary Hoey.
^ww.members.aol.com/phatgroovz/

7200s Bass Amplifer
An incredible 1200 Watts of power in a two
space rack-mountable bass amp. Two-channel,

Master volume operation and the ability to
mix in real tube distortion when your sound

requires that EDGE. Footswitchable 10-band
graphic EQ, High/Low split band compression,
EFX Loop, high and low enhance, mid-notch,
tuner out, and more!

Specs: 1200W@ 2 Ohms, 4 speaker outputs,
tube preamp, footswitchable 10-band graphic
EQ, High/Low split band compression, EFX
Loop/ high and low enhance/ mid-notch/
tuner out, balanced line out, three-button

footswitch and more! Weight: 32 Ibs. Size:
3.5" Hx 19" Wx 16" D.

Juan Calleros bassist with
Mana, plays SUNN Amps.

IS
www.mana.com.mx

1200s Bass J^nptifer

Custom Artist Series

I

00 three-color
sunburst

Jaco Pastorius Sony/Legac'l
www.jacopastorius.com

JacoPastonus Tribute Jazz Bass
A tribute to the great Jazz Bass master, Jaco
Pastorius, this faithful re-creation ofjaco's
famous "distressed" bass features a select

alder body, special shaped maple neck,
epoxy coated fretless rosewood fingerboard,
and replacement P-Bass® control knobs.

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Jam Pastorius Tribute Jazz Bass

019-6108

Select/Ucfer

Rosewood

Vintage Reversed

20FfBtlines

Custom Jazz

Vol. Vol, Tone

78

Switching

Bridge
VinOjge 4-saddle

Colors

00

Time Machine Series
Time Machine /64 Jazz Bass®
The '59 Precision Bass and the '64
Jazz Bass conjure up images of every
classic electric group one can think of.

T/me Machine '59 Predsion-Bass&

Meticulously built to replicate the
original, these models feature alder

bodies/ (or ash on the '59, depending
on color)/ maple necks with round-lam
rosewood fingerboards, brown shell
pickguards, and original spec pickups.
Available in N.O.S., Closet Classic,

and Relic finishes.

I

00 three-color

sunburst

N.O.S.
"New Old Stock"
as if it was bought new in its
respective year and never played

Closet Classic
as if bought in its respective year,
played a little, and retired
to the closet

Refic

showing years of heavy
use; well-played
Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

Colors

015-1300

Alder

fiosenwd

Vintage fieversecf

20

Custom Jazz

Vol. Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-saddle

00,05

Vol. Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-saddle

00,05

Vol. Vol, Tone

Vintage 4-saddle

00,05

015-2100 Alder or Ash Rosewood Vintage fierersed 20 Vintage split-coil

l/ol, Tone

Vintage 4-saddle

00,01 (ash)

'59 Precision Bass Closet Classic 015-2200 /UcferoMsh fiosewood Vintage Reversed 20 Vintage split-wil

Voi Tone

Vintage 4-saddle

00,01 (ash)

?1,Tone

Vint

00,01 (ash)

Model
•64 Jazz B,ass W.O.S.

Rosewood Vintage Reversed 20

'64 Jazz Bass Closet Classic
015-1500
'59 Precision Bass W.O.S.

'59 Precision Bass Relic

Met

015.2300 Alder or Ash

fiosewood Vintage Reversed 20

Custom Jazz

'osewood 1/intage Reversed 20 Vintage split-coil

79

Switching

4-ssddfe

Artist Series

I
sunburst

-t

05 olympic
white

21 natural

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass®
(Japan) As a bassist, Marcus Miller has performed
with Miles Davis, David Sanborn, Luther Vandross,

Joe Sample, McCoy Tyner and Jackie McLean,
Graver Washington Jr., Aretha Franklin, and

Roberta Flack. Without a doubt, Marcus Miller's
defining groove has been felt around the world
by bass players who consider his work to be the

Jaco Pastorius Jazz Bass®

pinnacle of the craft. Features include two-band

Jaco Pastorius was a beacon for generations

active EQ, BadAss™ II bridge, and two U.S. Jazz

of aspiring bass players, bridging the gaps

Bass single-coil pickups.

between R&B, rock, jazz, classical and
Caribbean music. He changed the musical

world with his uncanny gift and visionary
approach to the instrument, and he did it
with one fundamental tool - a Fender Jazz
Bass. Available fretted or fretless.

www.marcusmiller.com

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass

025-7802

Ash

Bound Maple

Vintage Style

20 2 Vintage Bf-Pofe

019-6200

Alder

fiosewood

Vintage Reversed

20

JacoPastorius Jazz Bass

Machine Heads Frets

Pickups

Model

JacoPastorius Jazz Bass ffretfessj 019-6208 Afder Clear Coated Rosewood Vintage fieiwsecf

Controls

Switching

Bridge

I/o;, Vol. Treble, Bass

Active on/off

BassAss™ If

2 Vintage Bi-Pofe

?f,l/of,Tone

2?itag

Vol. Vol. Tone

80

Vintage 4-Sacfdte

Colors
00,05, 21

00

00 three-color
sunburst

Roscoe Beck V Bass®

09 candy

Gecfc/y Lee Jazz Bass®

(U.S.) The Roscoe Beck V String is

Fender is proud to present the

truly a one-of-a-kind design. Players

Geddy Lee Limited Edition Jazz

will love the traditional Jazz feel

Bass, a replica of the instrument

combined with the graphite reinforced

Geddy has used extensively for

neck. Other features include a pao

both recording and performing
in front of thousands of loyal

ferro fingerboard, special Jazz Bass®

apple red

V pickups, and special switching.

Rush fans worldwide. Featuring
an alder neck and maple finger-

board (34" scale length; 20
Medium Jumbo frets with black
fingerboard binding), this J-Bass
is custom-fit with two U.S. Jazz

Bass single coil pickups (neck &
bridge), and a Bad Ass™ II Bridge.

With Robben Ford: Robben Ford and
The Blue Line, Stretch/GRP; with Eric
Johnson: Ah Via Musicom, Capitol

44 shoreline
gold metallic

www.roscoebeck.com

.1

So/o; My Favorite Headache; with Rush:
Farewell to Echo, both on Atlantic

45 tea I

sunburst

green metallic

I

Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass 11
(U.S.) The Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass

II offers the tonal magic of classic
Jazz and Precision basses with
active electronics and contemporary styling. Features include a

sleek alder body, 34" scale length,
matching painted headstock
(except sunburst), Fender Jazz
Bass® Noiseless™ pickups and
active electronics.

musical-sounding bass... that can cover

Outbound, Favored Nations

a lot of ground."
Bass Player, June 2000

www.favorednations.com

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

fioscoe BeckVBass

019-6500

Alder

Pao Ferro

Cast Open Bscff

22

2 Speciaf Design HB

Controls

Switching

Push/Pull Vol. Tone 3-Way, 2 Mini 3-Way Toggle

Stu Hamm

019-1500 Poplar Rosewoocf Deluxe Lightwieght

24 2NoiselessJazz, 1 Custom P-Bass" Vol. Blend, 3-band EQ 3-WayMiniToggle

Geddy Lee

025-7702 Alder

20

Maple

Vintage Styfe

J
J
amber metallic

"The Urge II has an ergonomic feel that
makes the bass a joy to play... is a very

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol.Vol, Master Tone

BadAss™ II

Bridge
Gotoh Combo/S-T-B/Jbp-l.oad
Combo S-T-B/Top-ioad

Colors
00, 09,44,45
00, 06,85,86

06

sapphire metallic

81

American yintage Series

I

01 white
blonde

00 three-color

sunburst

/57 Preasfon Bass® &
/62 Prec/s/on Bass®
Fender invented the electric bass in
1951 in response to requests from
musicians for a louder, easier-to-handle
bass. This new instrument was named

03 two-color

05 olympic

the Precision Bass. Unlike its prede-

sunburst

white

cessor - the acoustic stand-up bass/

the P-Bass® had frets, which allowed
bassists to play with precision.
Needless to say, a "new playing
sensation" was born and the sound
of popular music changed forever.

The American Vintage '57 and '62

06 black

06 black

Precision Basses pay tribute to the
originals with accurate detailing
from their respective vintages. Both

PSSMH
K3SSSSSS'

basses are finished with a nitro-cellu-

i^^s?

lose lacquer.

24 inca silver

24 inca silver

I

54 dakota red

54 dakota red

I

83 ice blue metallic

83 ice blue metallic

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

'57 Precision Bass

019-0115

Alder or Ash

Maple

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

1 Vintage Spllt-Coil

Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-Sadcffe

01 (ash), 03, 06, 24, 54, 83

'62 Precision Bass

019-0116

Alder

fiosewood

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

1 Vintage Split-Coil

Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

00, 05,06,24, 54, 83

82

Colors

II

/62Jazz

color

00 three<olor

iburst

sunburst

First introduced in 1960 as the
"Deluxe Model," the Fender Jazz

Bass® has stood the test of time and
become one of the most played
instruments in modern musical

history. All original Fender 'firsts'
such as the off-set waist body, ultra
slim fast-action neck and full-range
/mpic

white

I
)lack

bi-pole pickups are detailed in this
faithful reissue. Finished with a

05 olympic
white

nitro-cellulose lacquer.

'75 Jazz
The continuing evolution of the
Fender Bass - revisited. Contrasting

bound fingerboards and block
06 black

inlays are standout features of
this '70s classic. The rosewood
fingerboard version features white

binding, pearloid block inlays and
a white/black/white pickguard.
The maple version features black
fingerboard binding, black block

inlays and black/white/black pick
silver

I
red

allic

guard. Other features include a

24 inca silver

solid ash body, "bullet" truss rod
and three-bolt Micro-Tilt™ neck
adjustment. Polyurethane finish.

54 dakota red

83 ice blue metallic

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

'62 Jazz Bass

019-0209

Alder

Rosewoocf

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

2 Concentric Vof, Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

00, 05,06,24,54, 83

75 Jazz Bass

019-0300

Ash

Bound Rosewood

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol, Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

00,06, 21

75 Jazz Bass

019-0302

Ash

Bouncf Mapfe

Vintage Reverse

20 Nickel Silver

2 Vintage Bi-Pole

Vol, Vol. Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

00,06, 21

83

Colors

•

American Deluxe Series

0"B

sunburst

-SL^ ?>

American De/uxe Precisf'on"

01 white
blonde

Victor Bailey

American De/uxe Precisf'on
The American Deluxe P-Bass®
06 black

offers tons of tonal variations. The
three-band active EQ, combined

with a vintage P-Bass pickup and
special design humbucker, make
this an axe that can cut any gig.

Other features include a graphite
reinforced neck/ premium alder or

ash body (depending on finish),
and combination string-through-

21 natural

body/top-load bridge. Also available with a maple or rosewood
fingerboard; as a five-string (with

I
I

pao ferro fingerboard).

The Precision V is loaded

38 crimson
transparent

with tones. This bass can do
it all - metal, rock, country,
reggae, jazz - and do it all
the way down to B.

Bass Player,

August 2000

48 feal
green

Pickups

Controls

Precision Bass

019-5200

AlderorAsfi

Rosewood

Deluxe Ughlweiglit

22Med-Jumbo

ISplit-CoiUHB

Vol, Blend, 3-tondEO

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

Precision Bass

019-5202

Ws or Ash

Maple

Deluxe Uglitweigbt

22Med-Jumbo

ISplit-CoiUHB

?1, Blend, 3-bandB?

Combo S-T-B/Top Load

00,01(asli),06,21(asfi),38,48(asliJ

Precision Bass V

019.5300

Alder oMsfi

PaoFero

Deluxe Uglitweiglit

22Med-Jiffl)t)d

ISplit.CoiUHB

?1, Blend, 3-tondEQ

Combo S-T-B/Top toad

00,01(asfi),06,21fash),38,48(as)i)

Precision Bass V

019.5302

MerorAsh

Maple

Deluxe liglilweigltt

22Med-Jumt)o

ISplit.CoiUHB

?1, Blend, 3-tendEQ

Combo S-T-B/Iop toad

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Model No. Body Fingeiboaid Machine Heads

84

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (asti), 38,48 (ash)

-I

American Deluxe Jazz Bass®

sunbursf

The latest version of the Fender Jazz
Bass once - again captures the spirit

BfSS&
i%'i^l;:'

of innovation with its classic features

liia^

combined with the best that modern
technology has to offer. A three-band
active EQ and special design Noiseless

N^^
01 white
blonde

J-Bass® pickups are featured along

with a graphite reinforced neck,
premium alder or ash body (depending
on finish), and combination string-

through-body/top-load bridge. Also
available in left-handed, fretless, fourand five-string versions.
06 black

I

21 natural

38 crimson
...^

transparent

fretless

48 tea!
green

left-handed

Alex McKinney, bassist with Athenaeum
www.athenaeum.net
Bridge

Colors

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingeiboaid

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Jazz Bass

019-5800

HSwatsh

fiosemd

DeteUgfitweiglit

22Med-Juml)i)

2 Special OesignWoisefess

Vof, Blend, 3-tond£l3

ComliaS-f-B/Topioail

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Switching

lan Bass

019-5802

Merorteh

Maple

OetelJ^tweiglit

22Med-Juml)o

2 Special OesgnNoiseless

?1, Blend, S-bandfO

CnmioS-r-B/Toptoad

00,01(asli),06,21(ash),3S,48(ash)

Jazz Bass V

013.5300

/Utter or Asl)

Pan Fern

Detetigfifwegfit

22Med-Aml)o

2 Special OesignNoisefess

N,8fend,3-l)and£0

Combo S-T-BAop toad

00,01 (ash), OS, 21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

]as Bass V

019-5902

k?i wish

Maple

Oetel^filweiglit

22Me(Uumf)o

2 Special Design Woiseless

?l,Bfend,3-ton(iB?

Comlm S-f-B/Iop Load

00,01 (ash), 06,21 (ash), 38,48 (ash)

Jazz Bass (tietless)

019.5808

MerorAsh

Bosewood

Deluxe ti^te^it

22Ffe(fines

1 Special Design Woisefess

Vofume, 'fone3-bandE(j

Combo S-r-8/Top toad

00, OW, 06,38

22 IUed-Jumto- 2 Special Oesign Noiseless

fume, rone3-tiand£0

Combo S-r-BAop load

00,01fasf)),06,21,38

issfleft-toided) 013-5820 Merw/ish Rosemi

85

American Series

00 three<:olor
sunburst

•

01 white
blonde

sunburst

I
06 black

05 Olympic
white
Dan Lavery of Tonic
www.tonic-online.com

15 hot

06 black

I
I

rod red

21 natural

21 natural

Since its inception in '51 the P-Bass has gone

through many transformations, but the things that
made the P-Bass great in the '50s and '60s remain

HotRodded P-Bass®

gloriously intact in the American Series model: tone,

22 sunset orange

transparent

I

Amen'can Senes Prec/si'on Bass®

74 aqua
marine metallic

toughness and playability.
The American Series Hot Rodded P-Bass delivers
The American Series P-Bass has a vintage body

a unique combination of classic Precision and Jazz
Bass sounds. One split-coil pickup and one bi-pole

radius and contour which gives it that classic Fender

pickup work hand-in-hand to provide ultimate tonal
flexibility. Like all of our new American Series
guitars and basses, a thoughtful combination of

vibe and feel. Featuring a premium ash or alder

better-sounding and better-playing upgrades have

nutwork, and the classic split-coil P-Bass pickup. The

been incorporated to produce a highly expressive

neck is graphite-re in forced maple with rolled edges,
giving it that comfortable, broken-in feel.

body for better tone and sustain, we've incorporated

a rosewood fingerboard with detailed fret and

and versatile instrument.
Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

HotRodP-Bass

019-4800

Alder or Ash

fiosewoocf

Cast/Open Back

20Med-Jumbo

ISplit-Coil.lHotBi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

Combo S-r-fi/Top-1-oad

00,05,06,21 (ash), 22 (ash)

HotRodP-Bass

019-4802

Alder or Ash

Mapfe

Cast/Open Back

20Med-Jumbo

ISplit-Coil.lHotBi-Pole

Vol, Vol. Tone

Combo S-I-S/Tbp-l-oad

00,05,06,21 (ash), 22 (ash)

Hot Rod P-Bsss (lefty) 019-4820

Alder or Ash

fiosewood

Cast/Open Back

20Med-Jumbo

ISplit-Coil.lHotBi-Pole

Vol. Vol, Tone

Combo S-FB/Tbp-l.oacf

Colors

00,05,06,21 (ash), 22 (ash)

Precision Bass

019-3200 Alder or Ash Rosewood Cas(/0pen Back

20 Med-Jumbo

1 Split-Coil

Vol.Tone

String-Thru-Body

00, 01 (ash), 05,06, 15, 21 (ash), 74

Precision Bass

019-3202 Alder or Ash

20 Med-Jumbo

1 Split-Coil

Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body

00, 01 (ash), 05, 06, 15, 21 (ash), 74

Maple

Cast/Open Back

86

I

Inspired by player feedback on our
Precision Bass in the late 1950s, the
Fender Jazz Bass debuted in 1960,

00 three-color
sunburst

and has become a staple for players
of all genres. It has set the standard for
bass tone in the decades since. The

J-Bass features the original body radius
and contours: slimmer neck, offset-waist
01 white
blonde

body and two single-coil, bi-pole pickups,
and offers player-friendly refinements
such as detailed fret and nut work, a

parchment/black/parchment pickguard

Nicky Wire
of the Manic Street Preachers

and a graphite-reinforced neck with
rolled edges. To enhance tone, American
Series basses are crafted from solid,

premium ash or alder bodies, depending
on the finish you choose. Custom options

06 black

include maple fingerboards, fretless, and

I

four- or five-string models.

15 hot

rod red

I

tural

I

I

Amer/can Series Jazz Bass

iqua

74 aqua
marine metallic

American Series Frefless Jazz Bass^

allic

Amencan Series Jazz Bass

Colors

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

Jazz Bass

0.19-3400

AlderorAsh

Rosewoocf

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

2 B;'-Pofe

Vol. Vol, Tone

String-Thru-Body

00, 01 (ash), 06,15, 21(ash), 74

Jazz Bass

019-3402

Alder or Ash

Maple

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

2 Bi-Pole

Vol, Vol, Tone

String-Thru-Body

00, 01 (ash), 06,15, 21 (ash), 15, 74

Alder

fioseivood

Cast/Open Back

20 Fretlines

2 Bi-Pole

Vol, Vol. Tone

String-Thru-Body

00,05, 06,15

Alder or Ash

Pso ferro

Cast/Open Back

20 Med-Jumbo

2 Bi-Pote

Vol, Vol, Tone

String-Thru-Body

00, 01 (ash), 06,15, 21 (ash), 74

Jazz Bass (fretless) O.iS-3408
Jazz Bass V

(U9-3500

87

Deluxe Series

I
I
I
I
06 black

09 candy
apple red

The P-Bass //Lyfe// De/uxe®

21 natural

(Japan) The P-Bass "Lyte" Deluxe is
a sleek version of the classic Fender

P-Bass®Speda/

Precision Bass with its satin finished

Fender invented the electric bass

natural mahogany body, humbucking
J-Bass® bridge pickup and gold hard-

and its two styles. The Fender Jazz

ware. The ultra slim neck and deep

32 brown

Bass® and Precision Bass® have

cutaways will inspire long playing

sunburst

constituted the essential choice for

sessions and provide easy access

bass players over decades. Until

to extreme upper registers. Active

now, players had to choose one

electronics deliver a variety of tones

or the other. The new Deluxe P-Bass

ranging from classic Fender growl, to

The time-tested features of our

Special features a "best of both

modern slap and thump. A midrange

Standard Jazz Bass, combined with

worlds" combo with an alder

Active Jazz Bass®

80 arctic
white

U.S. Deluxe pickups and active

Precision Bass body, satin finished

boost/cut control is included for added
tonal flexibility.

electronics give the Deluxe Active

maple Jazz Bass neck, and a P/J

The P-Bass "Lyte" Standard (not pic-

Jazz Bass some extra growl for the

pickup configuration. A U.S. vintage

tured) features a basswood body,

gig. Also available in a five-string

bridge and a gold anodized pick-

and chrome hardware and die-cast

version.

guard complete the package.

bridge.

Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

P-Bass Specia;

013-5700

Alder

fiosewood

Machine Heads Frets
Sfcf. Open Sack 20 Med-Jumbo

Pickups
1 P-Bass, 1 Jazz Bass

Controls Switching Bridge
Vol. Vol. Tone

Colors

Vintage 4-Saddle

06, 09,32,80

P-Bass Spec/af

013-5702

Alder

Maple

Stcf. Open Back 20 Med-Jumbo

1 P-Bass, 1 Jazz Bass

Vol, Vol, Tone

Vintage 4-Saddle

06, 09,32, 80

Active Jazz Bass

0.13-6700

Poplar

Sosewood

Stef. Open Back 20 Wckef S(7i/er

2 Special Design Jazz

Vol. Blend, 3-Band Active EQ

4 Saddfe Top-Load

06,09, 32, 80

/IcbVe Jazz Bass V

013-6800

Poplar

Pao Ferro

Chmme Mini 20 Nickel Silver

2 Special Design Jazz

Vol, Blend, 3-Band Active EQ

5 Sadcfte Top-Load

06,09, 32, 80

Basswoocf Rosewood

ChmmeMini 22 Nickel Silver

Die-Cast

37, 55, 64, 77

P-Bass Lyte Standard 025-9500

P-Bass Lyte Deluxe 025-9800 Mahogany Rosewood

P-Bass (mid), J-Bass (bridge ) Vol, Blend, 2-Band Active EQ

Gold Mini 22 Nickel Silver P-Bass (mid), J-Bass (bridge) Vol. Blend, 3-Band Active EQ GoldDie-Cast

Standard Series

Rodrigo "Rod" Gonzales Rod, bassist/
singer-songwriter for Germany's "Die Arzte."

www.deutschrock.de/rodhtms/newsfr.html

I
I
06 black

32 brown

sunburst

^
five-string

Standard Precision Bass®

Standard Jazz Bass3

Fender invented the Electric Bass in 1951 in

First introduced in 1960 as the "Deluxe Model,"

response to requests from musicians for a louder,

the Fender Jazz Bass has stood the test of time

easier-to-handle bass. This new instrument was

to become one of the most played instruments in

named the Precision Bass. Unlike its predecessor -

modern musical history. Many Fender "Firsts" such

the acoustic stand-up bass, the P-Bass® had frets,

as the off-set waist body, ultra slim fast-action neck

which allowed bassists to play with precision.

and full-range bi-pole pickups are standard features

Needless to say, a "new playing sensation" was

on the new Standard Jazz Bass. Also available

born and the sound of popular music changed

73 midnight
blue

I

75 midnight

in left hand, fretless and five-string versions.

forever. The new Fender Standard Precision features
a comfort-contoured body, rosewood fingerboard
and split-coil hum-canceling pickup.
Model

Model No.

Body

Fingerboard

Machine Heads

Frets

Pickups

Controls

Bridge

Precision Bass

013-6000

Poplar

Rosewood

Stcf. Open Back

20

1 Split-Coil

Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

Colors
06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Jazz Bass

CU3-6500

Poplar

Rosewood

Stof. Open Back

20

2Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Jazz Bass (fretless)

013-6508

Poplar

fiosewoocf

Std. Open Back

20 Fretlines

2 Bi-Pote

Vol. Vol. Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Jazz Bass (left-hand)

013-6520

Poplar

Rosewood

Std. Open Back

20

2 Bi-Pole

I/o/, Vol, Tone

4-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

Jazz Bass V (five-string)

013-6600

Poplar

Pao Ferro

Std. Open Back

20

2 Bi-Pole

Vol. Vol, Tone

5-Saddle Top-Load

06, 32, 73, 75, 80

89

80 arctic
white

Bassman® Series
Bassman® 400
Fully featured to equip working pros with the tools to get the job done
right, with no compromises. Features like Room Balance to quickly adjust
your overall tone for the architecture of the room, and Enhance to shift
EQ from pizzicato to slap-happy funk timbres. Foot-switchable SemiParametric tone shaping, tuner-out and mute, balanced line-out with
level and even a space for your favorite rack device.

Specs: 350 W @ 4 Ohms, solid-state, 2 x 10" 8 Ohm Eminence
drivers, 8 Ohm Foster horn, EFX loop, Active/passive input pad selector,
Tuner out jack, Tuner mute with flashing indicator, Balanced line-out with
level control, Gain; Room balance; bass; treble; 3-band semi-parametric

EQ, Signal present indicator, Preamp clip indicator (dual LED yellow/red),
EQ active indicator, Power amp clip indicator, Compressor, Master volume,
Enhance, Rack space in cabinet for tuner or effects, Casters, Black Tolex,

Metal grill, one-but+on footswitch for EQ in/out included. Weight: 80 Ibs.
Size: 24.75" Hx 23" W xl 7" D.

Bassman 400 Head: Weight: 42 Ibs. Size 6.875" H x 23" W x 15.5" D.

Bassman® 400

Bassman® 400 Head

"...we had no difficulty extracting
old-fashioned meat-and-potatoes tone.

Bassman®200

Bassman® 200
Looking for a portable, medium powered combo with professional
features and great tone? Look no further.

Specs: 200W @ 4 Ohms, solid state, 1 X 15" 4 Ohm Eminence
speaker, Foster compression driver horn, Active/Passive input pad

selector, Gain; Bass; Treble; Parametric Mid control (level & frequency),
Room Balance control, Enhance circuit, Compressor-limiter, Master
Volume/ Tuner Out jack, Tuner Mute button w/flashing indicator, Power

Amp Clip indicator, Preamp Clip Indicator, XLR Line Out with ground
lift. Line Out level control with Pre/Post-EQ switch, Effects Loop, Horn
attenuation control, Horn protection fuse, Black Tolex, Metal Grille.

Weight: 65 Ibs. Size 25.5" H x 23" W x 13" D.

Bassman® 400 Head Bassman® 410 Enclosure Bassman® 115 Enclosure

Bassman® 700
It's all here, everything you asked for in a
medium power platform that speaks with
authority. The traditional 15" driver and
horn configuration, parametric mid-control
with level and frequency. Enhance, compressor,
EFX loop, tuner out with mute indicator,
balanced line-out and much more.

Specs: 100W @ 4 Ohms, solid-state, 1 X 15"
4-Ohm Eminence speaker, Piezo horn,

Active/passive input pad selector. Gain; bass;
treble; parametric mid control (mid level &
frequency), Compressor-limiter, Master volume,

Tuner out jack. Tuner mute with flashing indicator. Power amp clip indicator (dual led yellow/
red), Compressor level indicator, Preamp clip
indicator, XLR line-out, variable-level Black

Bassman® 700

Tolex, Metal grill. Weight: 65 Ibs.
Size: 24.5" Hx23"Wx 12.5" D.

Bassman® 60
This combo will stay with you every step of
the way. The Bassman 60's wedge design, 12"
Eminence driver and Piezo horn is at home
in more intimate venues, and well suited for
rehearsals and recording sessions too. No

flap, just tight, round, defined bass coming
right back at you.
Specs: 60W @ 8 Ohms, solid state, 12" 8
Ohm Eminence driver, Piezo horn, Active/passive
input pad selector, Gain; bass; treble; para-

metric mid control (mid level & frequency),
Enhance button. Tuner out jack, EFX loop, XLR
out jack, Tuner mute with flashing indicator,
Power amp clip indicator, Preamp clip

Bassman® 60

indicator, Limiter-select switch, Wedge cabinet

design. Black Tolex, Metal grill. Weight: 50 Ibs.
Size: 20.5" Hx 20" W xl 7.5" D.

B .ssman® 41 OH Enclosure
For bass players that need a kicking
410. (Bassman 400 Head customers!)

Bassman® 25
This amp challenges the notion that a lower
Wattage bass amp has to be featureless junk.

Bassman®25

S ecs: 4 x 10" Eminence, Bullet horn,

For starters, the 25/s wedge design put its beefy,
flexible tone where you can hear it. Auxiliary
inputs and a level control make rehearsing to CDs

8 Ohm, 300W, 68 Ibs.

and tapes a blast. Headphone jack, tuner out, line

Size: 24.5" H x 24.5" Wx 18.5" D.

out, EFX loop, Enhance circuit and 3-band EQ
round out this little dynamo's profile.

B ssman® 7 75 Enclosure
Specs: 25W @ 8 Ohms, 1 x10"8 Ohm

For bass players that need extension cabs.

Eminence driver. Active and passive inputs, EFX

S, 3cs: 1 x 15" 8 Ohm, 150W, 57 Ibs.

loop. Headphone jack, Aux. input (RCA jacks for

Size: 26.56" H x 24.5" W x 18.5" D.

jammin with CDs), Aux. Level control, line out,

External speaker out (8 Ohm), Tuner out jack,
Tuner mute switch with indicator, Volume, bass,

mid, treble, Enhance switch. Wedge cabinet
design. Weight: 33 Ibs.

91

Size: 16.5" Hx15"Wx 15" D.

You don't have to spend a lot of money to get an affordable,

Frontman® Series

durable and toneful amp. That's why we at Fender created the
Frontman Series of amplifiers. Five models to choose from,
each offering an array of different features.

Player's Guide
For additional basses,
check out:

^

Pages 156 - 1 57
Page 197

vb&A^nOW&.- Pages 206 - 208

For additional bass amps,
check out:

sunn(cB Pages 75 - 76
Page 160

e

Fronfman® 7 5B (Bass Amp)

Fronfman® 25B

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Volume,

Features: Three-band EQ, Deltacomp™,

Treble, Mid, Bass. Weight: 21 Ibs. Size: 15"

Headphone jack, Tolex covering. 25W
RMS, 10" speaker, Hi/Lo inputs, Tape
Input, Effects Loop. Weight: 32 Ibs. Size:
18" Hx 14.75" Wx10" D.

Hx 13.25" Wx 9.75" D.

r^»t(
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Ever walked into the acoustics section of your local music Store with the

categories, along with many variations in body shape. These body sizes

intent of picking up a guirar? It can be a bit daunting at first glance, not

are generally believed to be the best for tonal balance, clarity of individual

only for a first-time buyer but for a seasoned picker, too. There are a loc

notes and blend of chord structures and are the favorites of modern

more options available these days, beyond che choice of nylon or steel-

fingerstyle players.

string. Body size, construction style, fretboard wood, onboard eleccronics,
and number of strings are just a few of the options you'll have co consider.

The overall shape of the dreadnought is rectanguiar with a safe waist curve,

Here's a brief breakdown of some of these options and how to select what's

yielding a large soundboard. Emphasizing the low-mid range in particular,

best for you. We're only going to concern ourselves with six-string,

this guitars tone is strong across the full sound spectrum. These near-jumbo

sceel-stfing models here, as that is what comprises the majority of the

sized instruments have dominated the acoustic guitar world since the 1930s

Fender acoustic line.

and no matter whom the manufacturer, the width, length and depth of the
body are fairly standardized with few exceptions. Thousands of dreadnoughcs
are sold each year worldwide and its style is what most people think of

There are three basic styles to choose from: Concert or Auditorium,

when the words "acoustic guitar" are mentioned.

Dreadnoughts, and Jumbos. Generally speaking, the larger the guitar, the
louder it will sound. Consequently, the larger the body width and depth,

L-utaways

the bassier it will be.

Borrowing from an option introduced to archtop model "F-hole" guitars in

With bodies approximately 17" wide by 5" deep, jumbo guicars are

easily. There are some slight changes in tone production in a cucaway vs. a

regarded as the "cannons" of the acoustic guitar world. Typically made

non-curaway guitar. When the side edge of the guitar (the rim) is brought

with backs and sides of maple (the density of the wood "brightens" the

closer ro the sound hole to accommodate the cutaway, the top will be

boominess created by the large body shape), these big boys can certainly

stiffer in this area; the tone brighter.

the late 1930s, cutaways provide a way to reach upper-register fingerings

fill a room with sound. However, guitars of this size and power are usually
harder to record because of that boominess, so, most players will choose

smaller bodied instruments for recording and leave the jumbos for the live
stage. Jumbos made of rosewood produce a more mellow tone than maple
and are very popular for their power and rich resonance.

Guitars with body widths from approximately 14" co 16" fall into cacegories known as concert, grand concert, auditorium, grand auditorium and

dreadnought-small to large. The smaller models are often called "folk
guitars," while the dreadnoughrs fall typically into a uniform pattern and
are recogni2ed by a thick waist between the upper and lower bouts. The
smaller concert and grand concert sizes accentuate the middle and upper
end of the frequency range and because they lack deep bass response, are

usually built with mahogany or rosewood back and sides to give a warmer,
better balanced tone. Maple guitars in these sizes tend ro be bright.

Mid-sized auditorium and grand auditorium models bring the widest
palecce of frequencies and tone colors to the mix because all types of
conewood, various scale lengths and decorative details are used in these

Necks. Fmgerboards and Hard w are
Necks on most acoustic guitars are made of mahogany, whether carved

from one piece of stock or two narrower pieces laminated together for
strength and stability. Often, you'll find a runner of maple, or some other
hardwood, down the middle to increase stability and for aesthetic reasons.
Mahogany is chosen for its strength and its clarity of grain, which allows
for consistent machining and sanding results. Maple is also used for neck
stock, as it's dense and rigid, and more so when both rhe neck and body
are made from it.

Most high-quality steel-string guitars have traditionally used a glued
dovetail neck joint, borrowed from violin construction, to firmly lock the
neck and body together. Modern guitars use a variety of materials and
methods to make this critical joint.
Adjustable steel truss rods are found in the necks of most guitars, and help
counteract the tension of the strings, keeping the neck from warping.

distributed and climatic changes will act equally on the two sides of the

Fiagerboard material also adds to the resonance aspects of a guitar's
performance, as well as strength and beauty. Most guitars employ

top, reducing the danger of splitting during dry seasons. Cedar, which is

rosewood, a light-brown wood that often shows a very dark and open

softer and more flexible than spruce, creates warmer textures and provides

grain pattern. Rosewood's medium density cends to soften tone character,

a wide variety of tone color. Consequently, it's become a popular choice for

fingerstyle players who wish for more dynamic range than they can get

is easier co work inco shape, and permits easier installation of fret wire.

from spruce tops.
Ebony, also used as fmgerboard material, is harder to work with because

Bracing

of its density, but offers greater stability and brighter tone character.

Ebony is usually found on more expensive models and is usually considered

Most steel-string acoustics utilize X-bradng-the main two braces cross

an upgrade.

between the bridge and sound hole and provide most of the support.
Other struts are placed around the guitar's top to support stress points

Tuning machines are a critical part of a guitar's performance. From a

and to "tune" the guitar's sound. In quality acousrics, the top is formed

practical standpoint, if a guitar won't hold it's tune when tuned, it's

into a slight domed shape by the braces, which helps stabilize the top.

undesirable. The best tuning machines are installed inco a die-cast

The shape of the braces, coo, has an effect on the tone character. Often,

housing that is sealed and permanently lubricated.

they are carved, shaved and scalloped to remove weight and rigidity from
certain areas to increase volume and accent certain frequency ranges.

Soundboards
With ail the talk about tonewoods, shapes and wood components, the

Acoustic -.fc.ectncs

soundboard or "top is still the most important contributor to a guitar's

Over the past few years, the inclusion of onboard pickups and electronics on

overall perfotmance. A whole book could be wrircen on the subject, but a
few generalizations can be noted. Laminated spmce tops provide excellent

strength for eatry-level guitars and actually provide superior performance

acoustic guitars has become more and more important. In fact, AcousticElectric instrumeDts have become so popular that they're now in a category

all their own. Fender and Guild designers have worked closely with the

for many acoustic-electric models by minimizing feedback when stage

top names in the pickup and electronics business to provide the best

sound pressure levels drive the guitar body with excess vibration.

options in electronics for our guitars. Whether you want an active preamp

With that said, there's no question that a solid spruce or cedar soundboard

will provide the fullest potential for great tone and volume. Solid spruce
tops are generally graded "A," "AA" or "AAA" depending on strength-toflexibility ratios and somewhat on appearance parameters. A perfectly clear

grained, book matched top with a slightly increasing grain spacing from

system (which is battery powered and can substantially boost or cut your
tone in specific frequencies) or a passive system (which typically has just a
volume and cone control), there's a Fender or Guild instrument with the
preamp and pickup that suits your needs.

Strings

the center outward will earn the triple A Grade. Spruce with more resin

Now that you've looked ac every feature of an acoustic guitar, don't forget

coloring, wide grain spacing or irregular grain patterns, will cause a

the pan where your fingers meet the frees: the strings. Choosing the right

top to be downgraded.

set of strings for your acoustic guitar is extremely important for achieving

Names like Sitka, Engleman, German, Alpine and Adirondack all describe

optimal tone. Fender and Guild strings were created with this in mind;
the gauges and materials are designed to bring our all of the tone in your

species of spruce trees that yield most of the raw lumber used for guitar
tops. A method of lumbering called "quarter sawing" allows the grain of a

guitar. Use 80/20 Bronze for a brighter tone, or Phosphor bronze for a

slab of spruce to run at a 90-degree angle, or perpendicular to the surface

warmer, long-lasting tone. Just make sure that they're either Fender or

of a board and provides the greatest "strength to surface area" for guicar

Guild strings - the ones that were factory installed on all our Fender and

tops. The wider the grain pattern, the more flexible the top; but if it's too

Guild guitars.

wide, the top loses strength and cosmetic issues begin to surface.

Book-matchiag (when a piece of spruce is split in two and opened like
a book and joined in the center) ensures that tension will be equally

Fender GC-23S with a solid spruce top; Fender JG-26SCE with a
solid cedar top. Close-up of solid spruce (top right); close-up of solid
cedar (bottom right).

Left: Fenc/er SJ-6 55 uith nuiplv hack cimi sides and Fenckr SJ64S
with iweiimi/ hack ciiul sides. Right: Jnmhn gnittir top u'ith
X-hmcvi t/nc/ strnls.
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21 natural 21 natural (mahogany)

Eg

DG-25S

DG-24S

Looking for something with a classic

The rich, beautiful look of mahogany is

look, but just a bit different? You've

what the DG-24S is all about. Featuring

gotta play this one! The DG-25S has a

a satin-flnished mahogany top, back and

unique sound and appearance created

sides, the DG-24S is as much fun to look

by a solid cedar top (often used on

at as it is to play. Wood binding and a

high-end classical guitars), mahogany

wood inlay soundhole rosette round out

back and sides, wood binding and a

the features on this gorgeous guitar!

beautiful soundhole rosette.

Strings:

i8

Strings:

Fender Phosphor Bronze 60L's

Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

boocf

9^
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Options

Strings

06 black 21 natural 28 crimson burst 30 cherry stain 32 sunburst 36 blue burst

Classic and simple, the DG-21S is a

DG-27SCE

great playing, great sounding dreadnaught acoustic. It's rosewood back

Easy to get around oa and really fun

to play! The DG-27 has pro features
like a solid spruce top and a pickup
with four-band EQ, but at an affordable price. The cutaway makes it easy
to gain access to the upper frets and

the binding on the neck and body
gives this guitar a classic look. Black
or natural finish only.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

9&

and sides and solid spruce top work
together to produce strong bass and

brilliant high-end. Great for the stage,
the park, your front porch, or just

about anyplace you feel like making a
little music.

Strings: Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

DG-22CE
DG-20CE
Flame maple is like a piece of art —
beautiful and functional. The DG-22CE

What do the studio, stage, and

is a great playing guitar with figured

park have in common? They're all

maple top, back and sides, and

great places to play the DG-20CE!

is available in five breathtaking

This guitar features a cutaway for

transparent colors (including natural).

easy access to the upper frets, and

Ready to plug in? The DG-22CE

an onboard preamp with active EQ,

offers the Fender / Fishman Acoustic

just in case things get a little loud!

Matrix Pickup and preamp with EQ

Available in natural gloss or

to help you dial in the tone you want.

gloss black.

Strings:

Strings:

Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

DG-20S
Warmth and clarity combine to
create the tone of this instrument.

The DG-20S has a solid spruce top,
and mahogany neck, back, and
sides to create it's tone, while giving
the guitar it's traditional appeal.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

DG-22S
M.a.ple is often used to create an
exceptional, bright tone on acoustic

guitars. The DG-22S combines the
classic appeal of a solid spruce top
with figured maple back and sides for
a tone that's both rich and bright.
Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

DG-22CE & DG-22S available in five
beautiful finishes (natural, crimson red
burst, cherry stain, sunburst, blue
burst) and featuring gold tuners.

99

Vinish Options

I 1111

06 black 21 natural 28 crimson burst 30 cherry stain 32 suabursc 36 blue burst

DG-14S-12

DG-14S

DG-16

Outstanding features in a high-value

Cool appointments on this guitar

solid top guitar. The DG-14S sports

make it a real head-turner! Spruce

Fender's exclusive wood tone finish,

top, mahogany back and sides,

which allows the body and neck of

rosewood fingerboard, and

the guitar to vibrate more freely for

snowflake position markers offer

maximum resonance. Clear lows,

a great look, sound and feel!

robust mids, sparkling highs, and

Black, natural, or sunburst finish.

great feel and playability are what

Also available in left-handed,

you'll find in the DG-14S. 12-string

12-string, and acoustic/electric

and left hand versions also available.

12-string versions.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

DG-16LH

DG-14SLH

Strings

DG-10LH
The DG-10's feature unique bracing, a satin

finish, mahogany body and spruce tops. The
Cutaway Electric model also incorporates a
Fender Transducer system with volume

DG-9

and tone controls, and is available in both

right-aad left-handed models. A cutaway

The DG-9 features a genuine

acoustic/electric (right- and left-handed)

satin finished mahogany body

and 12-string (right-handed, only) are

and a select spruce top for a sound

available, too.

and look that's unique in its
price range.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

DG-11E
Want a great playing guitar with a
colorful appearance and a comfortable
feel? The DG-HE'S spruce top and
nato back and sides are available in
Natural, Black or Sunburst. This gui-

tar is also available equipped with a
Fender Piezo pickup with volume and
tone controls. (Preamp pictured here.)

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

DG-7
The perfect combination: great tone and
outstanding value! The DG-7 features
meranti back and sides and a spruce top
with a high-gloss finish.
Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

DG-8 Value Pak
Get started the Fender way! This kit is
crammed full of everything you'll need to
start playing right now, including a DG-8
sbc-string, gig bag, strings, picks, a string
wiader, strap, polish, polish cloth, chord
book - even an electronic tuner! Start playing

now, what are you waiting for!

Strings

Tinisfi Ojstions
21 natural

SJ-64S & SJ-65S
Uaapologetic, uncompromising full
tone is what you'll get with Fender's

largest body style, the Super Jumbo.
Great for live or studio applications,
the SJ-64 features rosewood back and
sides with a solid Spruce top. The
SJ-65 adds a bit of brightness to the
Jumbo sound by combining flame
maple back and sides with a solid
spruce top. Beautifully detailed with
features like bound necks and block
tuners, you won't want to put either

SJ down!
Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

JG-26SCE
Mlni-jumbos are gaining popularity
with players, and this acoustic makes
it easy to see why. Features include a

solid cedar top with mahogany back
and sides. The JG-26SCE also features
Fender/Fishman Acoustic Matrix
pickup, so you're ready to play just
about anywhere, plugged in or not!

JG-12CE-12
A 12-string mini-jumbo that really
sings, theJG-12CE -12 has beautiful
appointments, including a Fender

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

Piezo Pickup system, satin-finish
spruce top, mahogany back and sides,
and a nato neck. The rich sound of a

12-string in a body shape that's easier
to handle.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60-12Ls

r"

GC-23S
The smaller body of the Grand
Concert is a nice addition to the tone
arsenal for just about any acoustic
musician. Great for finger- or flat-

picking, the GC-23S combines a solid
spruce top and mahogany back and
sides to produce a truly amazing tone.

-ally

GC-12
Another entry into Fender's Grand Concert
series of guitars, the GC-12 features a

select spruce top with Nato back and sides
to create a great playing, smaller body

guitar. Perfect for playing at home or
taking just about anywhere, the GC-12

lutiful

Strings:

ier

makes a great choice for those who prefer

Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

a smaller acoustic.

aish
I sides,
d of a
3 easier

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

TG-4
Perfect for players on the go!The
TG-4 is a solid spruce top acoustic
guitar that packs a lot of tone into

its compact size. This satin finished
little beauty has a nato neck, back and
sides, die-cast tuners and comes with

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

WJ

If you've always wanted a nylon-string

Strings

guitar, but haven't been able to find one
that's comfortable to play, your search

is over. The CG-35SCE was designed
to be comfortable for both electric and
acoustic players while sounding great!
Incorporating everything from a solid
cedar top and a slim neck profile, to a
sleek body with a deep cutaway, this is
a guitar that all guitarists will love! The
onboard preamp system lets you plug in
when you need a volume boost, too.

Strings:
Fender Nylon Classical 100

CG-11 & CG-11E

CG-21S

Quality features and value in a
classical guitar. Great as a main
instrument or as a second guitar,

Classic ayloa-string guitar with

CG-24SCE

rosewood fingerboard, nato back

spruce top and rosewood back and

and sides, and a Fender Piezo

sides. Brilliant classical sound at a

electric pickup with volume and

down-to-earth price.

tone controls (CG-11E only).

Strings:
More traditional, but still comfortable
to electric and acoustic guitarists, the

CG-24SCE features a solid cedar top,
ovangkal back and sides, nato neck,

and an onboard preamp/pickup system.
Easy to play, and sounds great both
plugged in and acoustic!
Strings:
Fender Nylon Classical 100
l0j-

the CG-ll's feature a spruce top,

upscale features such as solid

Fender Nylon Classical 100

Strings

Vinisf) Ojntions

I

21 natural 06 black

BG-29
This bass is a tone machine! Featuring

BG-32

CG-7

Acoustic basses are becoming an

vides plenty of low-end punch,

essential part of many difFerent

plugged-in or acoustic. When you do

musical styles, and the BG-32 is a

need to plug in, the Fishman Acoustic

great addition to any bass rig. With

Matrix electronics deliver to make this

its mini-jumbo body shape, this bass

bass really sing! Available in Gloss

sounds great and plays like a dream.

black or natural satin finish.

The BG-32 features Fishman Classic
4 electronics.

The CG-7 is a traditional-style,
nylon-string classical guitar

featuring a spruce top with a
meranti back and sides. Great

a more traditional dreadnought body
shape, the BG-29 plays great and pro-

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 7060s

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 7060s

classical feel and tone all in one!
Strings:
Fender Nylon Classical 100

10.5

TinisH Options

I

05 Olympic white 06 black

II

lo6

66

... extremely play able...
... Plugged in, these two guitars sound as good
as any acoustic-electrics in their price range.f)

y/

Tinish 0-ptions
24 inca silver 09 candy apple red

t<(G^cmd looks and good value make these two
^ models perfect for stage use and road
abuse alike."

Guitar World, October 2000

Stratacoustic™ & Telecousdc
These hybrids have something for everybody. Acoustic players get their own
little piece of the "Fender magic," and
electric players get an acoustic guitar

that finally feels like home. Stratacoustics
and Telecoustics are modeled after the

most popular guitar designs in the
world, and feature solid spruce tops,
state-of-the-art, one-piece fiberglass

bodies, and electric guitar necks with
the trademarked Fender headstock design.
Add Fishman Classic 4 electronics and
you've got an essential piece of gear for

every player!

Stratacoustic's are available in Olympic

white and black; Telecoustic's come in
Candy apple red and Inca silver.

Strings

Tinisfj Options

Ill

32 suaburst 28 transparent red 36 blue burst

FM-60E & FM-61E
Reminiscent of the Fender electric
solid-body four-striag of the '50s,
these two mandolins are an electric

player's dream! The FM-60 is a
five-striag with a low C addition
that's great for rhythm or leads (try
adding your favorite effects!). The
FM-61SE is an eight-string version
offering a more traditional sound.

The FIsI-60E features two siagle-coil
pickups, volume and tone control,

chambered body, and flame maple
top. The FM-61SE has similar
features with one single-coil pickup
and solid spmce top.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 1060Ls

FM-62SE
Tradition meets innovation! The
FM-62SE features a solid spruce top,
carved one-piece maple rim, and solid

maple back. Ultimately comfortable to
play either acoustic or plugged in, the
FM-62SE is a stunning addition to
any instrument collection. Choose a
sunburst, crimson burst, or blue burst

finish to add a splash of color to the
stage or studio, or wherever you

play yours!
toS

FM-52E
Strings
Ready to turn up? You will be with
the FM-52E, featuring a full- range,

single-coil pickup with volume and
tone control! Perfect for stage, studio,

or anyplace unplugged, the FM-52E is
one of the best values available for an
acoustic/electric mandolia.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 1060Ls

FM-63S
Traditional appearance and outstand-

ing playability is what the FM-63S is
all about. Solid spruce top, solid
maple rims, a solid carved maple back
and eboay fretboard accentuate the

scrolled F-style body.
Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 1060Ls

^
FM-53S
Big tone on a. budget! The FM-53S
has a solid spruce top for rich warm
tone, with nato back and sides, four-

ply ivory binding, and gold hardware.
Looks great, sounds fantastic, and

plays like a dream!
Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 1060Ls

^L^y.
FR-50
Strings

There seems to be no end to the music

Strings

Traditional American music has
experienced a huge resurgence over the

that sounds great on a resonator guitar:

past few years and banjo's can be heard

Delta blues, rock, bluegrass, swampy

on recordings in a diverse range of

slide. Whatever styles you play

musical genres. Rock, jazz, country, and

acoustic, the resonator will give it a

of course, bluegrass players, will love

whole new sound and looks great,

the new series of Fender banjos, each

from the resonator, to the finish, to

offering features for any level of player,

the custom Fender "F" holes!

from beginner to pro, There's a Fender

Available in black or sunburst.

Baajo^pr everyone.

Strings:

'.'as tlrecz[

at

Fender Phosphor Broa2e 60Ls

"The FR50 will certainly appeal to the serious player
on a budget... and give countless players a
legitimate taste of a classic American sound.
... the tone was precisely what you'd
want from a wood-bodied resonator

FB-54

instrument.,, it plays wonderfully,

27.4" Scale Length

straight out of the box."

Mahogany Resonator

- Guitar One, October 2000

FB-58

Aluminum Rim
30-piece Bracket

26.4" Scale
Flame Maple Resonator

Strings:

Die-Cast Metal Tone Rin

Fender Nickelplated

Maple Neck with

Banjo 1255Ls

Deluxe Inlays
Strings:
Fender Nickelplated
Banjo 1255Ls

FB-55
26.4" Scale
Rosewood Resonator

24-piece Bracket
Plywood Rim
Mahogany Neck
Strings:
Fender Nickelplated
Banjo 1255Ls

Ill

finish Ojjtions
06 black 32 sunburst 81 polar white

Fender first introduced electric violins
in the late '50s, and these revamped
versions continue the tradition of
innovation. The FV-l features a

chambered body, solid spruce top, maple
back and sides, ebony fingerboard,
specially design piezo electric bridge,
hard case, bow, and rosin. The FV-3 is

our deluxe model, featuring solid
flame maple top, back and sides,
ebony fingerboard, bridge, chin rest,
specially design piezo bridge with
volume and tone control, bow, and

an upgraded hard shell case with
hygrometer, and a tube to hold high
quality strings.

FV-1 available in white or black finish;
FV-3 in sunburst.

Tinisf) Options

I

06 black 21 natural 32 sunburst

DG-4
An exceptional value with a spruce or

agarhis top, agathis back and sides and
rosewood flngerboard and bridge.
Available in three beautiful finishes.

The "Sierra Vista. Cameron". and the "Casa Grande" models are
based on the classic "California series" "La Brea" and "Montara"
acoustic-elecmc models.

The Casa Grande features a thin-

line body with a flame maple top,
maple back and sides, pearloid gold
die-cast tuners and the Fishman
classic 4 electronics.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60Ls

Strings
CG-4
Our most affordable nylon string
classical guitar features a spruce
top, agathis back and sides, rose-

Cameron

wood fingerboard and bridge and

The Cameroa features a thin-line body

three in-liae tuning machines.

with a solid spruce top, rosewood back

Strings:
Fender Nylon Classical 100

Sierra Vista
The Sierra Vista features a cutaway

dreadnought body with a solid
spmce top, mahogany back and
sides, die-cast tuners and the
Fishman classic 4 electronics.
Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

and sides, die-cast tuners and the
Fishman classic 4 electronics.

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 60Ls

"W(

Fender Pro Audio
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'pk^p6^

Passport portable sound systems
The introduction of Fender's Passport®

Sound Systems defined the truly portable
PA system. Designed with simplicity,
efficiency and portability in mind, a
Passport® is the ideal system for working
musicians, acoustic groups, club and
lounge performers, and corporate and

••JU^U
'U ^'u

educational presenters alike.

^•^^

} U:^

f MU"^
OODu

Fender used its years of Pro Audio
experience to design unique features into
the Passport® system. These proprietary
features help you take the "mystery" out

of great sound; VIP (Vocal Input Priority)
circuitry - automatically turns down all

other signals in the system when you
speak into a microphone. This is
extremely useful when you are running
music through the Passport® and want to
make an announcement. VIP allows you

to be heard without adjusting the mixer.
One Touch EQ - an extremely powerful

P-250

tone control circuit takes the guesswork

out of getting a great sound quickly.
Custom, full-range speakers provide

clear sound without feedback. Each
speaker cabinet contains multiple,

and clarity. Durable power supply - deliv-

accepts the new Passport® Wireless

specially designed speakers positioned

ers clean consistent power (in stereo)

Systems for the ultimate in flexibility

at critical angles to maximize projection

whether you are using the Passport® with

and portability. The system packs into a

an AC or DC power source.

convenient, weather-resistant, portable

Each system features: flexible input and

system. A handy storage compartment

package through a patented latching
output connections, tone control on each

provides a safe place to keep cables

channel, system tone control, effects send

and microphones during transportation.

and return, digital reverb, recording outputs, aux input (for CD, video, DVD, cas-

Features: 250 watts stereo (125 watts

sette or computer audio connections),

per channel), four mic/ line inputs and

speaker and microphone cables, and P-51

two mono/stereo inputs for CD, tape,

microphone(s).

video or computer connections. The
P-250 system includes two P-51 micro-

Reproducing sound can seem like a formi-

phones (with cables and stand clips)

dable task. The Passport® sound system

and speaker cables. The P-250 sets up

provides professional quality sound for the

in less than five minutes.

'rest of us/

P-250
From night club acts to business seminars,

health clubs to sporting events, the
Passport® P-250's wide variety of original
features make it the ultimate sound system.
The P-250 system includes a powerful six channel, 250-watt stereo powered mixer

with digital reverb and two custom fullrange speaker cabinets. The system

operates on either AC or DC power (with
the DC-DC converter accessory) and

114

P-7 50
The P-150 is the ultimate in portable
sound systems. Weighing in at only 28
Ibs., the system includes a powerful
four - channel, 150 watt stereo powered
mixer with digital reverb and two, custorn full-range speaker cabinets. The system operates on either AC or DC power

(with the DC-DC converter accessory)
and accepts the new Passport® Wireless

Systems for the ultimate in flexibility and
portability. The system packs into a convenient, weather-resistant, portable pack-

age through a patented latching system.
Features: 150 watts stereo (75 watts per
channel)/ three mic/ line inputs and one
mono/stereo input for CD, tape or computer input. System includes one P-51

microphone with cable and stand clip
and speaker cables. The P-150 sets up
in less than five minutes.

P-150

The Passport® Powered Speaker Expander
is a portable, self-contained stereo powered speaker system. The system
features the same custom speakers and

rugged power amplifier as the P-250 system. The Powered Speaker Expander

is ideal for adding additional coverage
to a Passport® system, or for using with
an existing mixer. The system is "wireless

ready" and used with the Passport®
Wireless Executive System, you can have

Fender Electronics are covered by a
five - year transferable warranty

(U.S. and Canada only).

a wireless 250-watt sound system! Like

the P-250 and P-150, the Powered
Speaker Expander operates on AC or DC
power (with the DC-converter accessory)
and set's up in less than five minutes.

Additional features include: Line inputs,
master level controls, system EQ, and
switchable subwoofer processing circuitry.

The subwoofer circuitry effectively turns
the Powered Speaker Expander into an
extended low frequency speaker system
when used with a P-250 or P-150 system.
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DC-DC Converter Power converter enables Passport®

Batter/ Pack Long-lasting, rechargeable 12V DC battery for

systems to operate on 1 2V battery power.

use with 12V DC-DC Converter.

Duo/ Speaker Amount Adapter for mounting
two Passport® speakers on one tripod stand.

^k

Wa// - Mount Kit Custom-fitted, universal position
wall - mounting bracket for a Passport® speaker.

ST-275 Speaker Stands and Gig Bag
Two heavy-duty tripod stands constructed of anodized
aluminum alloy tubing (black). Nylon carrying bag.

117

Speaker Enclosures
Want to add low-end kick
and pounding thump to your
live performances? Add an
Artist® Series subwoofer and

your music will be heard as
it was meant to be... full,

well - rounded and balanced
throughout the frequency
spectrum.

118SA 18"woofer, 1 800W

7T5SA 15" woofer, 1400W

peak/900W program/450W

peak/700W program/350W

EIA RS-426 @ 8 ohms. Single

EIA RS-426 @ 8 ohms. Single

reflex band pass cabinet with

reflex band pass cabinet with

black carpet covering.

black carpet covering.

The SPL Series® loudspeakers
are designed for high power
handling and rock solid quality and reliability. Smooth
high-end response and lowend impact are the trademark of this speaker series.

SPL- 7 211 Mark III 15"

SPL-1226 Mark III Dual 15"

SPL-1225 Mark HI 15"

two-way, 600W peak/SOOW

two-way, 1600W peak/SOOW pro-

two-way, 800W peak/400W

program/150W EIA RS-426 @

gram/400W EIA RS-426 @ 4

program/200W EIA RS-426 @ 8

8 ohms. High efficiency constant
directivity horn with titanium

ohms. Two cast frame woofers, high

ohms. Cast frame woofer, high

efficiency constant directivity horn

efficiency constant directivity horn

compression driver, passive

with titanium compression driver,

with titanium compression driver,

crossover, rectangular, black

passive crossover, trapezoidal black

passive crossover, trapezoidal

carpet-covered cabinet.

carpet-covered cabinet.

black carpet-covered cabinet.

(two shown)
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Artist® XP Series loudspeakers.
Perfect for performance,
rehearsal, or permanent installations. Fender's Artisf" XP Series
loudspeakers offer exceptional
value and performance. These
loudspeakers deliver impressive
performance wherever high-

powered, faithful reproduction
of music or voice is required.

Where most loudspeakers offer
a single high frequency driver
element. Fender's Arist® series

utilize two (2) 1-1/2" ceramic

II5XP 15 "two-way

compression drivers coupled to

600W peak/ 300W

a custom, dual-throated constant

program @ 8 ohms.

112XP 12" two-way

directivity horn. Fender's dual-

770XP 10" two-way

400W peak/ 200W

driver and dual-throated horn

400W peak/ 200W pro-

program @ 8 ohms.

design delivers superior focused

gram @ 8 ohms.

and smooth, high-frequency
performance and superior feedback rejection.
Pole - mount sockets, paralleled

input jacks, metal grills and
hardware and sturdy strap

handles are included in all XP
models.

1275XP 15" two-way, 400W peak/

1272XP 12" two-way, 400W peak/

200W program @ 16 ohms. Level control.

200W program @ 16 ohms. Level control.

1270 Series Stage Monitors.
Rugged, lightweight, small and
LOUD. Fender's molded 1270
monitors are ideal for musicians

looking for a loud monitor on
a tight stage and/or a tight
budget. The 1270's utilize a
hvo-way coaxial speaker design

which includes a 10" woofer
(with 2" voice coil) coupled to

1270P 10OW powered (bi-amped) 10"

7270 10" two-way 400W peak/

a coaxial compression driver.

two-way monitor. Includes mic/line inputs/

200W program @ 8 ohms.

tone control, preamp out and power amp

in connections, and full time 15V DC phantorn power.
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Fender Powered Mixers
The LX Series powered mixers offer flexibility and
ease of use at an affordable price. LX mixers offer
150 watts of power in sturdy tolex-covered wood
cabinets. Each channel offers two-band EQ/
tape/aux inputs and spring reverb.

LX7506 Six-Channel Powered Mixer
The LX1506 provides six mic and line/instrument
inputs. Dual output jacks are included for delivering
up to 150 watts into 4 ohms.
LX7504 Four-Channel Powered Mixer
The LX1504 provides four mic and line/instrument
inputs. Dual output jacks are included for delivering
up to 150 watts into 4 ohms.

SR6325 Powered Mixer
The SR6325 is perfect for musicians looking for a high-powered,
loud mixer with plenty of versatility. Designed to deliver maximum
output power (325 watts) when used with two 8 ohm cabinets, the
SR6325's features include a nine - band graphic EQ for the main
outputs and a five - band graphic EQ on the monitor output, two -

Squier
Pro Audio
on page 161.

band channel EQ, and phantom power. A digital effects processor
offers 32 studio crafted presets including reverb, delay, chorus,

doubling, slap, flange, gated and pitch shifting effects.
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Your Fender guitar or bass was set up at the
factory with Fender strings for optimal tone
and playability.
To maintain your instrument according
to factory specs. Fender strings are the

fj

^
^,TW~_'^

recommended replacements for your instrument.
Fender guitar strings were developed for the
scale length of Fender guitars.
Fender strings have more tension than many

•-'T

'»•»

•ftt-

other brands of strings, so switching brands may
{on Kooker of

require a neck adjustment.
Fender is the only string company that makes
patented Bullet® end strings, designed especially
to work in your Stratocaster tremolo.

Dovetail lolnt plays
Leni Stern plays
Super 250s

Fender makes specific sets of strings for its

Stephen Carpenter from the
Deftones plays

through-the-body basses, Bajo Sexto Telecasters,

Stainless 350s

Bass VI, and other specialty instruments.

ELECTRIC

#001

Super Bass 8250s

Award-Winning lazz Artist

ACOUSTIC

BASS
Chi Cheng from the Deftones

Shell Pink

play, Stainless 7350s
Bass Sensation
Ray Riendau plays
Stainless 7350s

#005

Daphne Blue

:c 3!ue!:

#007

Surf Green
REGULAR HEAW

M

#009

M

HM

^
f

HEAW MEDIUM

Vintage White

Sven Piplen of
The Black Crowes

New ^ ;^ ' identify your favorite gauges with classic Fender colors!
They're an easy way to remember which Fender string sets sound and feel the best for
your kind of playing. . : ; :.. c ? : ;s - get the set that feels the best!

plays Super Bass 7250s

/one Cetter plays

Stainless 350s

Section 1 GUITAR STRIII&S
Original 150s - Nothing beats an original. If you agree, then the
Original 150s are for you. Built to recapture the sound of Pure Nickel
wound strings, just look for the unique Tweed packages and prepare
yourself for the warm, full-tone found only in Pure Nickel strings.
Available in gauges for any player's needs.

Original Bullets9 -The best of yesterday and today. We started with our
Pure Nickel wound strings (Original 150s) and added our newly
improved Patented Bullet® end. Designed especially for your tremoloequipped electric guitar, the Bullet end lends additional tuning stability
to the warm full vintage sound of Pure Nickel. Bullets - the String for
Strats!

Super 250s - Whether you know it or not, chances are you've tried
these strings and liked them time after time. Nickelplated Steel Super
250s are installed at our factory on all U.S. and Mexico non-tremolo
electric guitars as original equipment! If you want to keep your guitar
"factory fresh," look no further then Super 250s!

Super Bullets"- The ultimate string for modern tremolo players! The
combination of Nickelplated Steel with our German Patented Bullet*
End, which fits precisely in the tremolo block, creates one stable string!
For all of you heavy trem users, the end of your tuning problems could
be on the end of these strings!

Super 250s 7 - Six Super 250s are good - seven are better! Take your
playing to new depths with the Super 250s 7-string set. Everything you
love about Nickelplated Steel design, but with just a little extra. More
players than ever are turning to seven string guitars to meet their
demanding needs. Fender has answered the call with Super 250s 7's!
Available in light and medium gauges.

Stainless 350s - Feeling the need to be heard? Fender Stainless 350s
could be your answer! Stainless 350s are the highest output strings
that we make. The pure stainless steel wrap has a high resistance to oil,
acid and sweat for long life and bright, brilliant tone. These strings are
made of the same material as the bridge sections on the American
Series Guitars. Now that's tough!

Stainless Bullets® - Ok, so you want it all, do ya? High-output, long

life, and great tuning stability? Doesn't sound possible? Well it is!
We combined our Stainless 350s with our patented Bullet® end to
give you a string that delivers all of the above. Built for the
demanding player, give 'em a try and you won't look back!

Subsonic - The name says it all. The guitar that was designed for

the low growl of a seven string (but with the comfortable feel of a
six-string) now has its own specially designed strings available to
you! The unique 27" scale and Nickelplated Steel design allow for
'Sub-sonic' possibilities. A unique guitar demands a unique string!

Available in light and medium gauges.

The signature strings of jazz guitar are
on the horizon!

Stainless Flatwounds - Easy on the fingers, and pleasant on the
palate. Fender Stainless Steel Flatwounds have served a wide
variety of musicians over the years. Everything from early surf to
modern jazz. Fender Flats have been there. This string combines

the long life of stainless steel with precision manufacturing
techniques of today to produce the best flatwound strings on
the market.

Features to specifications subject to change without notice

Nylon Classical - The perfect nylon string for your classical guitar.
Our nylon strings feature pure silver on the wound strings for the
perfect balance of tone and corrosion resistance. These superior
quality strings produce tone with an even tension. Available in

clear or black nylon with tie or ball ends.
Rodriguez by Fender Nylon Classical - If you own a Rodriguez
guitar or are a demanding classical player, then these are for you!
Made from special high tension nylon imported from Argentina,
these strings have everything you have been looking for!
Approved by Manuel Rodriguez Sr., they're now available to you!

80/20 Bronze - Want to brighten things up a bit? Fender 80/20
Bronze strings deliver bright tone and great feel, making them

r^yt(t^
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dull sounding acoustic to life! Available in gauges for any
acoustic guitarist.

?HOSI'HOK HKON/.t

Phosphor Bronze - Get rich, full, warm acoustic tone with brilliant
highs and ringing clarity. Fender Phosphor Bronze strings provide you with an excellent balance of tone and long life that can
only be found in our formula. They are everything you've always
wanted in an acoustic string.

Mandolin Strings - Designed for the Fender FM Series Mandolins,
these strings are built to deliver optimal sound and feel for all
mandolins. Choose from Nickel Plated Steel (8-string) Phosphor
Bronze (8-string) and the NEW Five-String NPS set as found on the
FM-60E. Now matter what sound or style, we have the Mandolin

/7'^»tc^

string for you!

Banjo Nickelplated Steel - Originally designed for the FB Series
Banjos, these strings will feel comfortable and sound great on any
banjo. A combination of plain steel and Nickelplated wound
strings combine to give a smooth, even sound for your banjo.

Available in a loop end in light gauge.

Section

BASS STRINGS
Original Bass 7150s - When we say Original we mean it!
fta»Mrtdiirertii»<dii«i«WiBniteiT«teiBaEmEi»^CTlii(iirtjiGrtiiRrtfiftatHi
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Short Scale Bass 5250s - The MusicMaster, Bronco, and Mustang
- if you love these great short scale basses, then you have try a

set of these Nickelpated strings. just because the scale is short
doesn't mean your tone has to be!

Medium Scale Bass 6250s - These 32" scale bass strings have the
same high performance of their long scale counterparts thanks to

the highly responsive Nickelplated Steel design. The tone is
bright with plenty of bottom end. If you have a medium scale
bass, then you'll want to give these a try!

Super Bass 7250s - Stick with what works! If you have a Fender
Bass with a string-through bridge, then these are the strings for
you! That's because Super 7250s are installed on all U.S, and
Mexico Basses with string-through bridges. Keep your sound
factory fresh with Super Bass 7250s.

Features to specifications subject to change without notice
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Pilot Bass 35" 7355s - Made especially for the Pilot Bass, but these
Nickelplated Steel bass strings will meet your demands for all of
your 35" scale basses. Available in four-, and five-string sets, Pilot
Bass Strings provide you with great tone and the snap of a 35" scale.

Stainless Steel 7350s - Stainless 7350s are all about punch and an
edge that will cut through the mix. Stainless Steel allows for the
highest corrosion resistance with plenty of bottom end. These
strings are gaining in popularity every day. Give them a try and
you will see why so many players are switching to them!

Super Bass 8250s and 8255s - Nothing beats the 8250s and
8255s for intonation and balance. These unique bass strings are

wound on a round core with a tapered winding on the E and B
strings. The 8250s are designed to fit Fender's string-through-

body basses, while the 8255s are designed for any long scale bass
that is strung through the bridge. Superior balance and tone you will hear the difference!

Stainless Flatwound 9050s - The first electric basses were made by
Fender, and those basses used flatwound strings. Made to sound

more like an upright bass, they are now used by a wide variety of
players to achieve a different tone. Every sound from )azz, to
Country, to Reggae - expand your tonal palette with 9050s today!

Nylon Tapewound 9120s - Your fretless bass will love these black
Nylon Tapewound strings and their cool, jazzy tone. The flat
nylon wrapping saves your fretless fingerboard from the wear
caused by roundwound strings. Soft on the fingers and easy on

the ears, Fender Nylon Tapewound strings are long lasting and
very warm tonally. Expand your horizons and try a set!

Nylon Filament Roundwound 7120s - Made for players that want
a brighter tone than the Nylon Tapewound 9120s, but still want
a string that is easy on the fingers. Nylon 71 20s are wound with
a round black nylon cover wrap, which is then sanded smooth.
Nylon 7120s are great for experienced players or beginners who
are looking for a comfortable string that sounds great. Smooth
to the touch with a little extra punch!

Acoustic Bass Phosphor 7060s - Made for the BG-29 and BG-32
acoustic basses, these strings will work great on any 30" scale
acoustic bass. Warm and rich describe the tone you will get from
these strings.

Bajo Sexto (A and E tunings) - Fender's Custom Shop builds a
unique Telecaster six-string baritone guitar known as the Bajo
Sexto. These Nickelplated Steel strings are specified by the master luthiers at the Fender Custom Shop for this instrument. For
increased response and performance from all vintage instruments

with a 30" scale, string up a set of these!

Bass VI - One of the most unique instruments ever made. A six
string bass with a tremolo! This tone machine's strings, which
have created some of the most incredible sounds for all types of
musicians in all genres, are alive and well and available to you in
a stainless steel design that has proven to be timeless.
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Really bright tone and great feel. Guild 80/20 Bronze offer briilant,
bright tone and great feel for excellent projection in the studio
or live.

For rich, warm tone and brilliant highs Guild Phosphor Bronze
strings are just what the doctor ordered. Standard equipment on
all Guild Acoustic guitars.
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Balls

Bullets
Fender makes great ball-end strings that fit many different

Cutaway
view of a Stratocaster®
bridge block.

guitars. But, if you play a Stratocaster6, or a guitar with a similar
tremolo design, there's a better choice - Fender Original Bullets",
Super Bullets'/ and Stainless Bullets'".

Our exclusive, patented Bullet ends are engineered
to precisely fit a Stratocaster (or similar) tremolo
block. They don't shift around (even under heavy
trem use) and will stay in tune better than any ballend string! That's why we strongly recommend you
string your Strat® with Fender Bullet Strings.
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SUPER^BULLETS
www.fender.com

Kim Stone of the Rippingtons

I

plays Super Bass 7250 's

t

t

feremy Popoff from

l/t plays
Super Bullets

Creg Koch ploys
Super bullets

Blues Great
limmy Vaughan plays ^K^fy^ "''
Super Bullets
Yngwie Malmsteen plays
Super 250s
Aston "Famifyman" Barren from
The Waiters plays
Stainiess 9050s
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Delrin""-

Classic Celluloid

Matte Rounded Edge

Celluloid is the premier pick material. Celluloid
picks give the traditional feel, with a smooth
striking surface and a warm, round, musical tone.

Delrin, created by DuPont, is strong, resilient and
extremely durable. These picks are die cut and
tumbled for a smooth, rounded edge resistant to
chipping. Matte finish improves grip, even after
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hours of playing.
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346 Shape
355 Shape
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347 Shape

351 Shape

358 Shape
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451 JR Shape

351 Shape
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354 Shape

Thumb Picks
Heavy gauge celluloid thumb picks available in
two sizes in tortoise shell.

371 Shape
373 Shape

551 JZ Shape

Render Pickpacks

Premium Celluloid

A handy re-sealable clamshell of 12 picks.

Fender Premium Celluloid picks combine the

California Clears 351 Shape - Pack of 12

traditional tone and feel of celluloid with

Packed in multiples of 12 (1 gross)

beautiful and unique colors. Check models
for color availability.

346 Shape

351 Shape

Calii'ornia Clears

Classic Celluloid 351 Shape - Pack of 12
Premium Celluloid 351 Shape - Pack of 12

Cool, clear, and colorful, California Clears are available in six transparent vintage style colors.

351 Shape - Lake Placid Blue
^7'®»ic^

351 Shape - Candy Apple Red

/1^s^ ^^
TH^

351 Shape - Shoreline Gold
351 Shape - Shell Pink
351 Shape - Surf Green
351 Shape - Burgundy Mist
351 Shape - Assorted
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AG-6 California Tuners
Our ever-popular California Tuners feature automatic
tuning for guitar or bass, and mic tuning for acoustic
instruments. Includes input and output jacks, LED
display, lighted VU meter, battery check, & 9v AC
input. All of this at a great price! They're available
in four colors.

AX-12Tuner
Always a favorite! For all instruments, the AX-12
chromatic tuner features a highly visible LED
meter, three tuning modes, low battery warning
light, easy re-calibration, and input/output jacks
for in-line operation.

PT-10 Pedal Tuner
You can tell from this tuner's heavy, die-cast
metal housing that this is a serious tuner. The
PT-10's LED meter and on/off indicator allow for
easy visibility from the stage floor. The PT-10
also has two output options, allowing the signal
to stay on or be muted while tuning.

LX-12 Tuners
Quickly becoming some of our best sellers, LX-12's
are fully chromatic tuners that pack a lot of bells
and whistles into a surprisingly small package! Did
we mention that they easily and accurately tune
to a low 'B'? Features include an LCD display, easy
re-calibration, a built-in condenser mic, tilt-back
stand and DC adapter jack. Available in 4 eyecatching flavors- Lake Placid Blue, Transparent
Red, Candy Green, and Midnight Purple.
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A Slim Padded Leather
These straps have the same ultra comfortable
padding as our 3-1/2" straps but are designed to
have a much more traditional look. Available in
black or walnut.

B Deluxe Wide Padded Leather
The extra width on this 3-1 /4" strap helps to
spread the instrument's weight over a larger area.
Absolute comfort, classic Fender Style.

C Piain Leather Straps
Simple and classic. Fender Plain Leather Straps
are 2-1/2", and feature the Fender logo hot
stamped in gold.

D Vintage Strap

I

Deluxe Vintage Strap
Modeled after our original vintage straps but
updated for comfort, the shoulder pad is extra
thick for comfort, and includes a replica of the
original Fender buckle. This one's extra long, too!
Standard Vintage Strap
A replica of the old Fender vintage straps that
were shipped with Fender instruments for years,
authentic right down to the Fender buckle!
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E jaquard Monogrammed Straps
A Fender classic, this 2" strap now has extra
padding for a more comfortable fit.
G Woven "Running" Logo Strap
H Cotton - Leather Oval w/ Logo
We took six colors of 2" cotton straps and added
a suede end with a leather oval showcasing the
Fender logo.

I Vintage Tweed Straps
The look of genuine tweed used on Fender amps
and guitar cases, but designed for comfort. Brown
leather end tabs complete the look of the 2" strap,
while the deluxe model offers a super soft glove
leather underside, and adjustable leather back.

) California Straps
Made of soft and comfortable suede in four vintage
colors and featuring a neutral color back to help prevent color bleeding. Available in Sonic Blue,
Burgundy Mist, Natural, and Seafoam Green.

K MOTO Straps
The same great look as our MOTO picks and pickguards, but the same great feel as out Deluxe
Padded Straps. Available in Black or White MOTO.

M Monogrammed 3" Straps
We've put a practical, contemporary spin on a

L New Fender Neoprene Bass Strap
This one has to be used to be believed. This is simply the most comfortable strap we've seen, designed
specifically for bass players. The elasticity of the
material actually supports some of the instrument's
weight, lightening the load on your back!

timeless classic! Offering two size options,
one for bassists that play high, and a longer
version for guitarists and lower-slung bassists.
We've added additional padding and material
to our classic design to make an ultra-comfortable 3" monogrammed Fender Strap. Strap
one on, and you won't look back.

N 2" Poly Logo Strap
Made from black poly-webbing, these 2"
straps feature the Fender logo embroidered in

eatured
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your choice of Yellow, Red, White, and Pewter.

Item!
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Fender Pro Tone Instrument Cables
One look at the fat gauge and gold-plated plugs
tells you that this cable means business. For the
tone conscious musician. Fender introduces Pro

^^^. ^?

Tone instrument cables. Made in the USA for
Fender by Carver Professional, we defy you to

find a better quality cable! We back it all up with
a lifetime warranty, so you know we're serious.
How about you?

California Cables
New and improved California Cables
are here! Fender has the right cable for
the job in a variety of vintage colors.
Available in 1', 3', 6', 10' & 18' lengths
with heat shrunk, gold tipped 1/4"
ends, 20 gauge cable and a limited
lifetime warranty. Quality cables at
anaffordable price.

Electro-Volt Cables
Electro-Volt Cables offer the same quality
construction and limited lifetime warranty
as our Vintage Voltage cable, but with an
expanded variety of lengths and applications
(including mic and speaker cables).

Vintage Voltage Cables
Vintage Voltage Cables provide a quality tone and
vintage look to any player's rig at an affordable price.
Each cable is constructed of gold tipped plugs,
oxygen-free copper wire, braided copper shielding,
and heavy duty shrink wrapped ends. We've
wrapped it all up with a tweed, black/silver, wheat,
or oxblood woven exterior for that Fender vibe.
Throw in our limited lifetime warranty, and you

Features to specifications subject to
change without notice

have a cable that you can't live without!
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8 Stands,Etc.

Mini Tele/Strat Stand
This great little stand is sturdy enough to firmly
hold your favorite Tele or Strat, but folds down
to fit in most gig bags or cases! Holds most
standard shaped guitars (non-offset). Includes
nylon drawstring carrying bag.

Studio Guitar Stand Case
You may think that it's a traditional Fender

Mini Acoustic Guitar Stand

Guitar Case, but the inside holds a secret.

This great little stand is sturdy enough to firmly

It's really a multi-guitar stand. The Studio

hold your favorite acoustic, and also folds

Stand Case holds up to 7 electric guitars

down to fit in most gig bags or cases. Includes

with an adjustable area to accommodate

nylon drawstring carrying bag.

an acoustic guitar. The plush lined cotton
interior contains an accessory compartment,
which can hold your capo, picks, or strings.
Great for the studio, stage and storage.
Fender Case Stands
Stage Guitar Stand Case
Looking like an oversized briefcase, the
Stage Guitar Stand Case is constructed
with a plush cotton interior, with
adjustable pads to accommodate 3
electric guitars or 1 acoustic and 1
electric guitar. It also has a convenient, built-in accessory box to hold
extra picks, straps or strings!

Fender Briefcases
From backstage to the boardroom,
Fender Briefcases make a statement.
Available in classic Fender colors with
real cotton lining, each 5" deep case
features adjustable files, leather ends
and a genuine Fender logo. Get down
to business with a Fender Briefcase.

Fender Harmonica Cases
Let them know you mean business with a
Fender Harmonica Case. These little blues
boxes have room for up to 18 diatonic
harmonicas and one chromatic harmonica.
There's even a place for your favorite microphone (even a Bullet style mic will fit!). Real
tweed or Tolex covering with genuine cotton
lining and leather ends toped off with a
Fender logo. The blues never looked so cool!
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Protect Your Inve^tjnent

Mississippi Saxophone Case
Chicago Tool Box
Delta Tool Box
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G-ig Bags
Deluxe Tweed Gig Bag
Feel the need for Tweed? Nothing says Vintage
Fender more than tweed. Now you can carry
that look to the gig with our new Deluxe Tweed
Gig Bag! Made with the same high quality specifications as our Deluxe Series bags but with heavyduty tweed cosmetics.

D Premium Gig Bags
The ultimate bag! Our Premium Gig Bags are made

A Squier Mini Strat Gig Bag

from a durable suede-like material with excellent padding.

C Deluxe Gig Bags
The bags with something extra! The Fender Deluxe

strategically placed easy grip handles and a very stylish

materials as our Standard Series bags, the Squier Mini

Series bags offer the same durable nylon material as the

embroidered Fender logo graces the front of each bag.

Strat Gig Bag offers an adjustable shoulder strap and a

Standard Series along with thicker 20mm padding, 2

Let them know you're a player before you unzip the bag.

nice sized zipper compartment for your strap, cable and

adjustable shoulder straps with metal hooks and rings,

tuner. The little bag with big features.

3 external zipper pockets, strategically placed easy grip
handles and a stylish brass Fender medallion.

B Standard Gig Bags
Our Standard Series bags offer heavy-duty nylon material,
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Three external zipper compartments, two shoulder straps,

Mini Strat, Mini Bag! Made with the same quality

E Musician's Effects Bag
As a musician, you have to carry more than your
instrument to a gig. That's why we have the Fender

C Deluxe Double Guitar & Bass Bags

Musician's Effects Bag! The Musician's bag features

12mm padding, adjustable shoulder strap, strategically

One bag is easier than two! Now you can haul 2 of your

4 external compartments and 2 padded internal
compartments. This gives you the room you need to

placed easy grip handles, large external zipper accessory

favorite axes in one bag. Made to the same quality

compartment and a big Fender Logo. Excellent bags at a

specifications as our Deluxe Series bags with an extra com-

carry pedals, cables, rack effects, sheet music, picks or

great price!

partment for another instrument. Convenience and style

what ever you require to get your gear to the gig.

have never looked this good.

It makes a great overnight bag,too!

Case s

Fender Deluxe Tweed / Tolex Cases
Fender has been using the same cases since the early days of the company. Made with
the same specifications and the same materials from the good old days, each Deluxe
Tweed and Tolex case features plush cotton interiors, leather ends, an accessory compartment and a genuine Fender logo. Choose an era: Tweed (50's), Brown (60's), or Black
(60's to present). Be safe and secure in that classic style with a Fender Deluxe Case.

Fender Standard Tolex Cases
Built to the same high quality standards of our Deluxe tolex and tweed cases, our standard cases feature plush black interior, a large accessory compartment, vinyl ends and
a genuine Fender logo.

Deluxe Silver Mustang Case
Back in the mid-60's Fender offered a very cool Silver Tolex case for their short scale
instruments. Now you can get an updated version of that classic silver case! Each case
offers a plush black lining, black vinyl ends, a Fender logo, and of course, Silver Tolex

Standard Molded Cases
Ultimate protection in a light weight package. Fender's molded cases are durable,
semi-shaped cases with a reinforced metal frame and hinges. Their relative small size is
great for tight storage situations.
Each case comes with black plush interior and one locking latch.
Squier - Molded Cases
A great case and a great value! Squier cases are made similar to the Fender
Molded case, but in a rectangular shape (except for the Dreadnought case).
Made with a reinforced frame and hinges, each case has an accessory area
and plush black interior.

Acoustic Tolex Cases
Special instruments require special cases. Our shaped Tolex acoustic instrument cases
are designed especially for each particular instrument. These high quality cases feature
plush interiors with a handy accessory compartment for those extra picks, capos, or
strings. A locking latch and a Fender logo round out the package.

Banjo, Mandolin 6c Violin Cases
Big protection in a little case! Made with quality materials with plush interiors
and sporting a Fender logo, your instrument will be safe and secure. The
Deluxe cases even offer external zipper compartments to store music or cables.

T
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Foam Cases
Half gig bag, half hardshell case! Fender Foam Cases offer top protection at a
low price. They are just the thing for the musician on a budget who wants to
protect their favorite guitar.

G-uild. Cases
Guild offers a large variety of shaped and rectangular Tolex covered cases to protect your
favorite Guild instrument.
Premium Artist Award Case
Designed for the prestigious Artist Award jazz guitar, the Premium Alligator Guild Jumbo
case is the classiest case around. Made with textured alligator Tolex, plush green interior
and brass locking latches, this case is the best of the best.
For Artist Award, jumbo Series, X-700 Benedetto Guitars
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Standard Guild Case
Standard Guild Cases feature black Tolex, Plush burgundy interior, interior accessory
box and a flat lid. All Standard Guild cases will accommodate right and left-hand
instruments unless specified.

Deluxe Guild Case
Deluxe Guild Cases feature black Tolex, plush burgundy interior, interior accessory box
and an arched lid for added strength. All Deluxe Guild cases will accommodate right
& left-hand instruments unless specified.

DeArmond Flat Case

L'eAr.mond. Oases
Quality Tolex cases for DeArmond instruments. Each case is made with
heavy-duty latches, padded, plush acrylic lining with an interior accessory
box. All DeArmond Cases will accommodate right & left-hand models
unless specified.

DeArmond Small Case

DeArmond Large Case

Fender

Polish/Cloths
Fender Polish /Ctoths
Quality instruments demand quality care.
Who else knows more about caring for your
favorite axe than the company that has

Fender Amplil'er Covers

been in the business for over 50 years?
Fender Polish is formulated to work with

We've got you covered! Fender offers an extensive line of high quality, durable amp covers
that can withstand the test of time. Check out
our large selection of recent models for the one
that's right for you. All covers are black unless
otherwise stated.

Section

even the most delicate of finishes. Treated
cloths have a cleaning agent added to the
material while untreated cloths allow you to
choose whatever cleaning agent you wish.
Give your axe a little TLC!

10'Miscellaneous Accessories

Acce s y ori-e s

California Cranks
Turn and Tune! California Cranks allow you to restring/tune

B

Simple physics will tell you that mass is synonymous with

your guitar in a fraction of the time! California Cranks are

sustain. Most guitars have plenty of mass at the bridge end,

available in 6 vintage colors and are notched for pulling

but are disproportionately light at the headstock. Clamping

bridge pins on acoustic guitars.
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Fatfinger

on a Fatfinger effectively increases the mass of your guitar
without modification. Available in Chrome or Gold.

Features to specifications subject to change without notice

Fender Barstooi

Acoustic Bridge Pins
Seven Fender bridge pins and one end pin
for acoustic guitar.

Section

Instruments and Amplifiers

Mini-A.mps
Mini Deluxe

Amp Can

Traveler Guitar

The ultimate in battery powered portable amplifiers,

Are you on the road a lot, but don't want to lug your

right away that our new Mini Deluxe has an atten-

this is the amp for musicians on the go. The Amp

dreadnought along with you? Do'you have a gig with

tion to detail like no Fender mini before it. From

Can (pat. pending) was created for the player

only a couple of acoustic numbers in it? Do you want a

the functional 'dogbone' handle to the chrome con-

looking for a small, rugged, high quality amp for

trol plate and mini 'chicken head' knobs, this one is

acoustic guitar, voice, electric guitar, keyboard, etc....

versatile, full scale guitar that can go Smjwhere? Look no
further than the Traveler. Built in lie USA of hard maple,

Honey, we shrunk the Hot Rod Deluxe! You'll note

a surefire collector's item! It's still got the tone, too!

the Traveler is the only efectric-acoustic travel guitar: to

feature a full 24 3/4" scale length. It also has blendable
acoustic and electric pickups, as well as an Internal rffi-

onate pickup for use with the included Stethdphpne6
headset (allowing for private listddng' ^, .- , ;
without an external power source)! ; > .

Limited Edition Mini Twin
We're down to the final year of the limited edition
'Silverface' Mini-Twin. When they're gone,
they're gone!

^
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Custom Shop Fat
'50s Strat Pickups

Custom Shop Fat SO's Stratocaster Pickups

Spedlkatioiw:
Custom Shop fat 'SQs Sridge

Shop Fat 50's. These calibrated pickups are constructed with hand beveled, staggered Alnico 5's

DC Rfsistance S.2K
ft^uctwKe 2. SHend^
Cu.ttom Shop fgS '50s Mi'ddte
PC Resu-lance 6.JK

Do you want the sound of a 50's Strat, but with a little bit more attitude? Check out the Custom
and Formvar magnet wire. The Fat 50's deliver enhanced bass response without the harsh midrange. The middle pickup is reverse wound/reverse polarity for hum canceling in positions 2 & 4.
The blues never sounded so sweet. OEM on Custom Shop Showmaster Series Stratocasters.
Available in white only.

Imhictance Z.7SHmms

Custom Shop fat'S Os Nixk
OC Rt'sutome 6. OK
friductance 2.4Hsnries
Available in white only, sofar as
se< of 3 or os each.

Custom '54 Strat Pickups
Surf's up! If you're looking for clean, edgy Strat tone that cuts through to the front of the band,

Custom Shop Custom
'54 Strat Pickups
Spedlicatmm:
Custom Shop Custom '54 Bridge
DC Resistance 6.SK
Inductance 2.7SHenries
Custom Shop 'S4 Neck/Middle
DC Resistance 5.9K

then you need the Custom '54 Strat pickups. This augmented set of vintage style Strat pickups

Inductwce 2.4Hennes

feature staggered, hand beveled, Alnico 5 magnets and Formvar magnet wire wound for classic bell

Available in white onfy, sold M

tones, and clear harmonic enhancement. The bridge pickup is calibrated for increased, balanced

set ol 3 or as each.

output. OEM on the Custom Shop Dick Dale and American Classic Stratocasters. Available in
white only.
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Stra-tocaster Pickups
Custom Shop Fat
'50s Strat Pickups

Custom Shop Fat 50's Stratocaster Pickups

Specifications:
Custom Shop Fat '50s Bridge
DC Resistance 6.2K

Shop Fat 50's. These calibrated pickups are constructed with hand beveled, staggered Alnico 5's

IndiKtance Z.SHenms

Custom Shop Fat 'SOs Middle
DC Resistance S.3K

Do you want the sound of a 50's Strat, but with a little bit more attitude? Check out the Custom
and Formvar magnet wire. The Fat 50's deliver enhanced bass response without the harsh midrange. The middle pickup is reverse wound/reverse polarity for hum canceling in positions 2 & 4.
The blues never sounded so sweet. OEM on Custom Shop Showmaster Series Stratocasters.
Available in white only.

Indwtance 2,75 Henries

Custom Shop Fat 'SOs Neck
DC Resistance 6.OK
Incluctance 2.4Henrie&

Custom Shop Custom
'54 Strat Pickups

Available in white only, sold as

Specifications:
Custom Shop Custom '54 Bridge
DC Resistance S.SK
Inductance 2.7SHennes

set of 3 or as each.

Custom "34 Strat Pickups
Surf's up! If you're looking for clean, edgy Strat tone that cuts through to the front of the band,
then you need the Custom '54 Strat pickups. This augmented set of vintage style Strat pickups

Cuitom Shop '54 Neck/Mlddle
DC Resistance S.9K
Inductance 2.4Hmries

feature staggered, hand beveled, Alnico 5 magnets and Formvar magnet wire wound for classic bell

Available In white only, sold as

tones, and clear harmonic enhancement. The bridge pickup is calibrated for increased, balanced

set of 3 or as each.

output. OEM on the Custom Shop Dick Dale and American Classic Stratocasters. Available in
white only.

Custom Shop '69
Strat Pickups
Speclllwtions:
Custom Shop '69 Strut
DC Resistance 5.9K
Inductance Z.2Hmrles

Available In white only, sold as

Custom '69 Strat Pickups
The "Summer of Love" doesn't have to end- the '69 Strat pickups have the tone you'll fall in love
with. Own the tone that defined an era. For a short period in the late 60's, Fender used a height
staggered Alnico 5's and a special grey bobbin which produced clear, transparent highs and
thumping lows. Each pickup is created, dated, and initialed by Abigail Ybarra who has been winding pickups for Fender since the late 50's. OEM on the Custom Shop '69 Stratocaster. Available in
white only.

set of 3 or as each,

Texas Special Strat

Pickups

Specifications:
Texas Special Strat Bridge
DC Resistance 7.6K
Inductance S.SSHenrles
Texas Special Strat Middle
DC Resistance 6.5K
Inductance 2,6Hmri«s

Signed St Dated by Ablgall Ybarro.

Texas Special Strat Neck
DC Resistance SJK
InductanM 2,4Henries

Custom Shop Texas Special Strat Pickups
The pickup that redefined the Texas blues sound. Overwound, calibrated, vintage style Stratocaster
pickups with plenty of midrange chirp, crystal highs and tight bass. Alnico 5 magnets and enamel
coated magnet wire create the increased output that demands respect! Throw in a reverse

Available In white anly, sold as
set of 3 or as each,

wound/reverse polarity middle pickup for hum canceling in positions 2 & 4 and you're transported
back to Austin to watch another set from Double Trouble. OEM on the Stevie Ray Vaughan, Bonnie
Raitt, American Texas Special, and many Custom Shop Stratocasters. Available in white only.

Vintage "Noiseless"
Strat Pickups

Vintage "Noiseless" Strat Pickups

Sprriffcotioro;

rificing that Fender sound. Special beveled edge Alnico 5 magnets and enamel-coated magnet

VMage 'mlseless" Stratocater
W'ups

OC Resistance 9.8K
Inductance 3.0Hwm.s

Awilable In aged white only,

Fender delivers single coil tone without the hum! Get cutting edge pickup technology without sacwire produce the brilliant clarity, definition and harmonic attributes of a vintage Strat in a
"Noiseless" package. Each Vintage "Noiseless" Strat pickup comes with 3 pots, a-capacitor and
resistor to enhance your "Noiseless" experience. OEM on American Deluxe and many Custom Shop
Stratocasters. Available in aged white only.

sold as set ol 3 or os each,

Original 'S7/'62
Strat Pickups
Speclflcathns:
Origfnaf 'S7/'62 Stwtocaster
Pickups
DC Resistance S.SK
Inductance 3.0Henries

Original '57/'62 Stratocaster Pickups
Redesigned for a truer vintage tone. Reverse engineered from a coveted '63 vintage Strat, these
pickups deliver the original vintage Strat sound. The staggered, beveled edge Alnico 5 magnets
with Formvar magnet wire produce glistening highs and warm lows that are unmistakably vintage.
This is the tone. OEM on American Vintage Stratocasters.
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Available In white only, sold m
each.

American Std Delta Tone
Strat Pickups

American Series Stratocaster Pickups
At first glance, the new American Series Strat pickups look more like a vintage sty
their staggered array of Alnico 5 magnets. What's the difference, you may ask? I

Specifications:
American 5RS. Delta Tone Strat

ern stagger"! We've lowered the "G" string magnet to accommodate the high ga

Bridge
DC Resistance 7.3K

today's players, thus eliminating that 'chorusy warble'. Together with the Alnico '

Inductance 3.9Henries

polysol magnet wire, you get a defined, articulate but smooth tone allowing ever

American 5R5. Delta Tone Strut

heard. Every set or bridge pickup comes with the very cool "Delta-tone" system.
it's a tone control. When you hit the magic "10" the tone control is bypassed allowing all of the

Middle

pickups frequencies to flow straight to the amp without resistance for more output, bass and high

DC Resistance 5.9K
Inductance 2.4Henries

end. OEM on American Series Stratocasters. Available in Parchment color only.

American SRS. Delta Tone Strat

Neck
DC Resistance S.9K
Inductance 2.4Henries
Available in white only, sold as
set of 3 or as each.

Tex-Mex Strat Pickups
Specifications:
Tex-Mex Stratocaster Bridge
DC Resistance 7.4K
Inductance 3./Henries
Tex-Mex Stratocaster middle
DC Resistance 6.4K
Inductance 2.75 Henries

Tex-Mex Strat Pickups
Like a fiery bowl of Texas picante! These overwound vintage style Strat pickups offer increased output, sparkling highs and a very nice warm tone while retaining your favorite vintage Strat characteristics. Constructed with Alnico 5 magnets and polysol magnet wire and featuring a reverse
wound/reverse polarity middle pickup for hum canceling in positions 2 & 4, these pickups scorch.
OEM on the Jimmy Vaughan Stratocaster. Available in white only.

Tex-Mex Stratocaster Neck
DC Resistance 6.4K
Inductance 2.75

Texas Special Tele

Pickups

Available in white only, sold as
set of 3 or as each.

Specifications:

Texas Special Tele Bridge
DC Resistance W.SK
Inductance 3.9S Henries

Telecaster Pickups

Texas Special Tele Neck
DC Resistance 9.SK
Inductance 3.3 Henries

Custom Shop Texas Tele Pickups
Here's something for you die hard Telecaster players. These overwound Tele pickups are constructed with Alnico 5 magnets and enamel coated magnet wire. The bridge pickup features height
staggered magnets and a copper plated steel bottom plate for increased output, presence and

Available in black (bridge) and
chrome (neck) only, sold as set of
2 or as each.

midrange, while the nickel-silver cover on the neck pickup produces a clear warm tone that only a
true Custom Shop Tele pickup can do. From Merle to Metal, the Texas Tele will demand their
attention. OEM on the James Burton Standard, Merle Haggard Tribute and American Classic
Telecasters. These pickups work great with our 4 way Tele Switch for parallel and series tones!

"No-Caster" Clean

Pickups
Specifications:
"No-Caster" Clean Bridge
DC Resistance 9.9K
Inductance 4.9Henries

Custom Shop "No-Caster" Bridge Pickup
Loud and proud is what we should call this pickup. Overwound with flush mounted, Alnico 3
magnets, enamel coated magnet wire and a zinc shielding plate, the "No-Caster" delivers a fat,
midrange twang that is distinctively Fender. Available in "Clean" (like new) or "Relic" (gently used
appearance). OEM on many Custom Shop Telecasters.

Available in black only, sold
as each.

"No-Caster" Relic
Pickups
Spedfscations:
"No-Caster" Relic Bridge
DC Resistance 9.9K
Inductance 4.9Henries
Available in black only, sold
as each.

Vintaae "Noiseless"
Tele Pickups

Vintage "Noiseless" Tele Pickups
Sounding like a 60's Tele without the 60-cycle buzz, that's the Vintage "Noiseless" Tele pickup.
Made with the same technology as the "Noiseless" Strat, but voiced for that traditional Tele tone.
Special Alnico 5 magnets and enamel coated magnet wire along with Fenders "Noiseless" technology produce a unique vintage sound that is quiet. The neck pickup has a nickel-silver cover for
added clarity while the bridge pickup was developed to produce the traditional "twang" you'd
expect from a Telecaster. Each pickup sports a very stylish "Noiseless" logo. OEM on the
American Deluxe Telecaster.

SpedHaitions:
Vintage "nolseless" Telecaster

Bridge
DC Resistance 8.6K
Inductance 3.7Henries
Vintage 'noiseless" Telecaster Neck
DC Resistance 12.0K
Inductance 4.0Henries

Available in black (bridge) and
chrome (neds) only, sold as set of 2
or as each

Original Vintage
Tele Pickups

Original Vintage Telecaster Pickups

Specifications:

tions of an early 1950's Telecaster pickup, the Original Vintage Telecaster speaks with extremely

Original Vintage Telecoster Bridge
DC Resistance 7.2K
Inductance 3.27Henries

Recently redesigned for an accurate vintage Tele tone. Made with the same materials and specificaaccurate vintage Tele twang. Made with Alnico 3 magnets, enamel coated magnet wire these
pickups duplicate the warmth and edge that you'd come to expect from Fender. The bridge pickup
sports the traditional copper-plated steel base plate for that extra midrange punch while warmth

Original Vintage Telecaster Neck
DC Resistonce 7.7K
Inductance 2.45Henries

and clarity is coaxed from the nickel-plated steel covered neck pickup. OEM on the American
Vintage and many Custom Shop Telecasters. Available in black bridge and chrome neck only.

Available in black (bridge) and
chrome (neck) only, sold as each.

Items with a * are 'raw' (unpackaged). Features to specifications
subject to change without notice

1
American Series Telecaster Pickups
The American Series Telecaster pickups offer traditional Tele tone with modem components.
Designed with Alnico 5 magnets and polysol magnet wire you get all the twang, clarity and
midrange snarl that defines the Telecaster's signature tone. The neck pickup is covered in nickelsilver for a nice transparent, warm tone making the American Series Telecaster pickups suitable for
any style of music. Every set or bridge pickup comes with the very cool "Delta-tone" system.
From "0" to "9" it's a tone control. When you hit the magic "10" the tone control is bypassed
allowing all of the pickups frequencies to flow straight to the amp without resistance for more output, bass and high end. OEM on American Series Telecaster. Available in black bridge and
chrome neck only.

American Std Delta Tone
Tele Pickups
Specifications:
American 5R5. Delta Tone Tele

Bridge
DC Resistance 7.OK
Inductance 2.99Henries
American SRS. Delta Tone Tele

Neck
DC Resistance 7.65 K
Inductance 2.4 Henries

Available in black (bridge) and
chrome (neck) only, sold as set
of 2 or as each.

Original Precision Bass

Pickups

Specifications:
Original Precision Bass
DC Resistance 10.5K
Inductance 6.4Henries

Available in black only, sold as
each,

Precision Bass Pickups
Original Precision Bass Pickups
The electric bass starts with the Precision Bass. The bass pickup that invented "funk" is still virtually
unchanged today with the Original P-Bass pickup. Made with Alnico 5 magnets and enamel coated
magnet wire, this P-Bass pickup provides the humbucking punch and boom associated with the
electric bass. OEM on American Vintage and many Custom Shop basses. Each pickup comes with
a copper shield and black covers.

Custom Shop '60s
]-Bass Pickups

Jazz Bass Pickups

Specifications:
Custom Shop '60s 1-Bass Bridge

jazz Bass Pickups
Custom Shop 60's jazz Bass Pickups
If you took the best selling bass in the world and over-wound the pickups for more punch, midrange, bass and output, then you'd have the Custom Shop 60's jazz Bass Pickups. Constructed
with Special Alnico 5 magnets and Formvar magnet wire, the Custom Shop 60's j-Bass pickups
thump and growl! OEM on many Custom Shop basses. Available with black covers only.

DC Resistance 7.4K
Inductance 3.25Henries
Custom Shop '60s 1-Bass Neck
DC Resistance 7.1K
Inductance 3.1 SHenries
Available in black only, sold as
set of 2 or as each.

Original jazz Bass

Pickups

Specifications:
Original jazz Sass Bridge

Almost every serious bassist owns a jazz Bass. The most popular bass in the world is just that

Original lazz Bass Neck
DC Resistance 7.25K

of music. Fender reproduces the pickup that was introduced in the early 60's, the Original jazz

Inductance 3.2Henries

Available In black only, sold
as each.

Pander

Original jazz Bass Pickups

DC Resistance 7.5K
Inductance 3.3SHenries

because of the two pickups that can be blended to create a variety of tones suitable for all styles
Bass Pickup. Made with flush mounted Alnico 5 magnets and enamel coated magnet wire, the
Original jazz Bass pickups deliver the low-end growl and up front midrange punch that makes this
instrument so popular. Each pickup comes with a copper shield and black covers. OEM on '62
American Vintage, Geddy Lee and many Custom Shop jazz Basses.

Humbuckers

Seymour Duncan''' - Pearly Gates Plus
We collaborated with Seymour Duncan'on this specially designed humbucker which is used on our
new American "Fat Strat" and "Double Fat" Stratocasters. Made to accommodate the string spacing
of American Series and Vintage instruments, the sound is fat and full, with balanced out put that
works well with single coil equipped instruments. We also included 4-conductor wiring to allow for
a variety of switching options to increase your tonal possibilities (see 5-way Super Strat Switch in
'Hardware'). Get a little slice of heaven with the Pearly Gates Plus!

Tex-Mex Strat Pickups

Tex-Mex Humbucker

Specifications:
Tex-Mex Humbucker

that bygone era. Constructed with Alnico 5 magnets and polysol magnet wire and 4-conductor

Classic Humbucker Sound! Like a voice from the 50's, this baby features all the tonal qualities from

DC Resistance 8.ZK
Inductance 5.1 Henries

wiring, the Tex-Mex provides increased string response with a warm, full, balanced output. The

Available in white only, sold

position. OEM on the "Fat" Strat and "Fat" Floyd Rose Stratocasters. Available in white only.

pole pieces are spaced to accommodate American Series and Vintage string spacing at the bridge

as each.

Features to specifications subject to change without notice
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Pender/Lace-Sensors

Fender Lace
Sensors Pickups

Low noise and high output for incredible response and sustain. Fender/Lace-Sensors continue to be

Cold FLS

some of our most popular pickups to date. Each color represents a different sound: Gold is the clas-

DC Resistance
Inductance

sic Vintage Strat sound with glassy bell like tones (used on the Clapton and Buddy Guy
Stratocasters). Silver is like an overwound Strat pickup with added midrange harmonies and bass.
The Blue is warm and loud like an old 50's humbucker. Red is the searcher with high output, lots of
midrange harmonies and crunch like a hot humbucker. Available with white or black covers.

Specifications:

DC Resistance
Inductance

Blue FLS
DC Resistance
Inductonce

Red FLS
DC Resistance
Inductance

''ender Aeousti

kup

5.8K
2.41-lenries

Silver FL5
7.1 K
3.38Henries
12.8K
S.SSHenries

14.5K
8.12 Henries

Available with black or white covers only, sold as each.

Fender Acoustic Pickup
Fender ACP-1 Soundhole Pickup
The Fender ACP-1 is a high quality soundhole pickup for acoustic steel string guitars, which incorporates
great acoustic tone with a quiet, humbucking design. You get well defined, balanced output from its
specially designed magnetic field which can accommodate even the most articulate single note lines.
Whether you are plugging straight into your amp or directly into a sound reinforcement system, the
tone remains truly acoustic. Each ACP-1 features a studio quality 14' cable with a hand-soldered 1/4"
plug, heavy wax/epoxy potting to eliminate microphonic feedback and a beautiful laser engraved walnut pickup cover. Designed to accommodate a 3.75" (94mm) to 4.0" (100mm) soundhole.

D eArmond pickups

As you may or may not know, DeArmond pickups were used on many "vintage era" Guild guitars.
Since that time, many players have sought that vintage DeArmond sound, but have not been able
to track down an original set of didn't want to pay vintage prices. We are pleased to announce the
reissue of single coil and humbucking versions for guitar and bass (original equipment on set-neck
DeArmond electric guitars and basses). These high-quality pickups are made in the USA, and

look as coo! as they sound!
2K Pickups
With its roots in the classic soap bar pickups of the 50's, the 2K has a fat midrange, a sweet smooth
top end, and plenty of output. It will push and punch your amp with a blend of natural harmonies
for distortion at te best. Features include Alnico 5 magnets and height adjustable steel pole pieces.
Note: White covered 2K pickups are top mounted, while the black cover ones are recessed into the
top of the guitar.

2K White Cover

Pickups

Specifications:
DC Resistance 7.8K
Inductance S.6Henries

Cold Tone Humbucking

Specifications:
DC Resistance 7.8K
Inductance S.SHenries

Pickups

Specifications:

Bridge
DC Resistance S.5K
Inductance S. 2 Henries

Gold Tone Humbucking Pickup

Neck
DC Resistance 8.2 K

Want a classic humbucker sound with more power and output? Look no further! Gold Tone Humbuckers deliver just that, giving you greater control over

Inductance S.OHenries

sensitivity, attack and tonal dynamics. They offer that 'little bit more' the many
players look for in a humbucker. These dual-coil pickups use Alnico 5 magnets,
four-conductor output cable, and a custom nickel silver pickup cover engraved
with the DeArmond logo.

Gold Tone Bass
Humbucking
Pickups
Specifications:
DC Resistance 4.5K
Inductance 1,2SHenries

Gold Tone Bass Humbucking Pickup
These pickups win the size division hands down. Their size is a testament to the amount of tone
packed into them! Patterned after the 1960's Guild Starfire Bass Single coil, these pickups have
the natural rich fidelity and woody tonal character associated with a single coil without the noise
or hum. In addition to a nickel silver cover, Alnico 5 magnets and two-conductor output cable,
these pickups feature a unique pole piece design that allows for increased string dynamics and
sensitivity.

Turbo-]et Bass Pickups
Specifications:
DC Resistance 6.4K
Inductance 2.9Henries

Turbo-jet Bass Pickup
The Turbo Jet bass pickup has great tone, and would be best described as the sound of a Fat jazz
Bass with added fidelity and clarity. The bass tone is full and smooth, and packs a lot of punch!
This single coil pickup features Ceramic 8 magnets and flush pole pieces.
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Fender Genuine Replacement Bodies and Necks
You say you want to build your own custom guitar, but you don't know the
first thing abput how to get started. Get the genuine article from the
company that started it all. A laser branded "Fender Genuine Replacement"
logo adorns every neck and body in an inconspicuous location for easy identification. Accept no substitutes!

Fender Genuine Replacement Bodies

Stratocaster

All those classic curves and lines in cool vintage colors are here. Each body is manufactured

A '57 Stratocaster 2-Color Sunburst

in the same facility and built to the same quality specifications and hands as our American

B '62 Stratocaster 3-Color Sunburst

Vintage Series instruments. You save installation time because we've done most of the hard
work for you. Made from Alder or Ash (model specific) and finished in nitrocellulose, each
body is predrilled for bridge mounting, neck mounting, strap button, and ground wire holes.
The body routes are specific to the year they represent and are clean of dust and polishing
compound. For those of you who have ever tried to install a Telecaster jack, you know how
difficult it can be. That's why we've preinstalled the retainer clip for ease of installation. The
laser brand is located under the neck plate area of each Genuine Replacement body for easy
identification. Fender Genuine Replacement Bodies are available in a variety of real vintage

'62 Stratocaster Black
'62 Stratocaster Candy Apple Red
C Telecaster
'52 Telecaster Butterscotch Blonde
D Precision Bass
'57 Precision Bass 2-Color Sunburst

colors and buffed to a luxurious luster. Why settle for a copy of a Fender body when you can

E '62 Precision Bass 3-Color Sunburst

have the real thing?

F jazz Bass
'62 Jazz Bass 3-Color Sunburst
'62 Jazz Bass Black

Fender Genuine Replacement Necks

Stratocaster

Hand sanded and shaped to create a truly unique feel that is all Fender. Each Genuine

A '62 Stratocaster Rosewood

replacement neck is finished in nitrocellulose, predrilled for vintage style tuners (vintage

B '57 Stratocaster Maple

tuner bushings included), tuner mounting and neck mounting holes and comes complete
with a Fender decal. Each neck comes with a cyclovac string nut that has the slots started
for easy location and adjustment for a tailor made, personal feel. If all this wasn't enough,
we've even "tension leveled" the frets. Now you won't have to dress the frets after the
neck is installed because our tension leveling system allows us to level the frets for
maximum playability and action. The frets are polished and crowned to perfection.

Telecaster
C '52 Telecaster Maple
Precision Bass
D '62 Precision Bass Rosewood

No other aftermarket neck manufacturer offers these features on all of their necks, but

'57 Precision Bass Maple

that's the service you expect from Fender!

jazz Bass
E '62 jazz Bass Rosewood
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Fender pickguards

One of the really nice things about Fender instruments is that you can
change the look of your instrument with relative ease. One of the easiest
ways to accomplish this is to replace the pickguard! Fender offers a variety

"ew Item!
New Moto Pickguards

of pickguards with different pickup configurations and materials to help
you add a personal touch to your favorite Fender instrument.

Some colors are not available on all models.

Cold Anodized

A Standard Stratoca'il.er'i - 1 1 Hole

D Standard jazz Bass - 10 Hole

Cold New!

H '57 Precision Bass-10 Hole
This pickguard has holes drilled to accommodate

Replacement pickguard for American, American

Similar to the '62 )-Bass minus the 4 extra holes

Standard, Hot Rod and Deluxe Series Stratocasters

for pickup cover, thumbrest and the 11 th mount-

a pickup cover and a thumbrest. For '57

(USA). Standard, Deluxe and 70's Stratocasters

ing screw, above the rhythm pickup. For

American Vintage Precision Bass. Will not fit

(Mexico).

American, American Standard, '62 American

5-String Precision Basses.

B Standard Precision Bass • '13 Hole
Similar to '62 P-Bass minus the 4 extra mounting
holes for a pickup cover and thumbrest. Some
pickguards are notched for heel mounted truss
rod adjustments. For '62 American Vintage,
American, American Standard, Hot Rod Series
Precision Basses (U.S.). Standard and Deluxe
Series Precision Basses (Mexico). Will not fit
5-String Precision Basses.
C Standard Telecaster - 8 Hole

Vintage (U.S.). Standard and Deluxe (Mexico)
jazz Basses. Some pickguards are notched for
truss rod adjustment. Will not fit 5-String
jazz Basses.
E '57 Stratocasten- 8 Hole
Replacement pickguards for the '57 American
Vintage (U.S.), 50's (Mexico), SRV & Eric Clapton
Stratocasters.

I '62. jazz Bass - 11 Hole
The '62 jazz Bass pickguard is mounted with 11
holes with 4 extra holes to accommodate a thumbrest and pickup cover. For '62 American Vintage,
American, and American Standard jazz Basses
(U.S.). Will not fit 5-String jazz Basses.

J '62 Precision Bass - 13 Hole
There are 4 additional holes in the pickguard to

F '62 Stratocasfcer - 1 1 Hole

accommodate a thumbrest and a pickup cover.

Replacement for American, American Standard,

Replacement pickguard for the '62 American

For '62 American Vintage, American and American

Hot Rod and Deluxe Series Telecasters (U.S.).

Vintage (U.S.) and 60's (Mexico) Stratocasters.

Standard Precision Bass (U.S.). Standard Precision
Bass (Mexico). Will not fit

Standard and Deluxe Series Telecasters (Mexico).
G '52 Telecaster - 5 Hole

5-Sting Precision Basses.

Replacement pickguard for '52 American Vintage
(U.S.) and 50's (Mexico) Telecaster.

jaguar / jazzmaster Pickguards
Replacement pickguards for American Vintage
Series jaguar and Jazzmaster.
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Guitar and

500K Potentiometers

Bass Parts

The 500K is usually associated with guitars equipped
with humbucking pickups to allow more output and
treble. Each pot comes with a .022mf capacitor and
mounting hardware.

A 3-Way Strat / Teie
Used on American Vintage Tele's and Strat's.
B 5-Way Sti'atocaster

Strat Accessory Kits

Used on most American made Fender Stratocasters.

Hipshot Tremse-tter

Do you want to change the look of your Strat without

5-Way, Super Switch

spending a lot of money on a paint job? Try sprucing it up

A big variety of tonal options are available with this

with a Strat Accessory Kit. Each kit includes volume Sc

switch. Used on American made Fat & Double Fat

tone knobs, tremolo knob, switch tip, tremolo back plate,

Strats and the Nashville Telecaster this switch is great

and pickup covers, everything you need to personalize

for 4-conductor wired pickups. This switch gives over

your Strat.

12 different possible switching configurations, depend-

A Black B White C Aged White D Parchment

ing on your pickups!

Give your Strat tremolo some added stability with the
Hipshot Tremsetter. This handy device replaces the
center spring on your tremolo to eliminate flutter and
increase tuning stability.

c 4-Way, Tele Mod Switch
Used on many Custom Shop instruments, this switch
allows you to change you Tele's pickup wiring from
Series to Parallel wiring for increased output and a fatter
tone with the flick of a switch.

3-way Toggie for Guild /DeArmond
351-1045-338* 3-Way Toggle, Guild /
DeArmond Angled

Control Plates
Stay in control with Fender's heavily plated control
plates. Mounting screws included.
A Control Plate - Tele

Original Repiacemerit Enobs

B Control Plate -) Bass Vintage (3 Hole)

Need to replace a missing knob? Fender has what you need

Control Plate - j Bass Std (4 Hole)

straight from our American made instruments.
Stratocaster
A Strat, 1 V/2T - White B Strat, 1 V/2T - Black
CStrat,1V/2T-Aged
Strat, Parchment Vol. Am. Series (Ea.)
Strat, Parchment Tone Am. Series (Ea.)

Potentiometers
Top quality potentiometers used on American
Fender instruments. 3/8" potentiometer shafts.
Mounting nut and washer included. Split shaft for

TeSe / P-Bass

compression fit knobs and solid shaft for set

D Tele/P-Bass Chrm (2) E Tele Chrm Domes (2)

screw knobs.

j-Bass /' Mustang

A TBX Tone Control

F jazz Bass Knobs (3)

TBX = Treble Bass Expander. This detented,

Knob Kit

stacked 250K / 1-Meg control enhances your tonal

Guitar Knob Kit- See below

palate without the use of a battery. From "0" to
"5" the TBX is your standard tone control, but

Strap Buttons
A Strap Locks

once you pass "5" you start to decrease the resist-

Avoid accidents, get Fender/Schaller strap locks. Special

ance which allows more bass, treble, presence and

strap buttons for the guitar and special locks for the strap

output to flow to your amp. Each TBX Tone

keep your favorite guitar safe and secure. Available in

Control comes with a .022mf capacitor, 1-Meg

chrome only. ,

resistor, mounting hardware and installation
instructions.

250K Potentiorrseters
The 250K is usually associated with most single

B Vintage- Styie Strap Buttons
Vintage style strap buttons for guitar and bass. Available
in nickel only.

coil pickups.

Pickup Covers
A Orig Jazz Bass
Stratocaster

B Vintage Strat Wht (3)
C Black Stratocaster (3)
Parchment, Stratocaster (ea.)

Precision Bass

D Orig '57/62 P Bass Blk

B T/V250K Split Shft(1)
C T/V250K Solid Shft(1)
250K ""No-Load" Pot
The "No-Load" pot is an integral part of the "Delta
Tone" system that is used on the American Series
of electric guitars. It acts like a normal tone control from "0" to "9", but when you hit the "10"
mark the tone control is taken out of the circuitry

Thumbrest
Fender's Vintage style thumbrest comes with a template and mounting screws for proper placement.

for increased output and overall tonal response.
Each pot comes with a .022mf capacitor and
mounting hardware.

250K Pu.sh,Pii)! Pot

Pickup Selector Switches
Whether you need to replace a worn switch or just want to
add a little tonal variety to your favorite instrument. Fender
offers high quality, American made switches with knobs and
mounting hardware.

Do you need to add a coil tap or phase switch to
your guitar, but you don't want to have to drill holes?

14.0

Fender String Guides (String Trees) help to minimize
tuning problems and sympathetic overtones caused by
low string tension. Each string guide comes complete
with mounting hardware.

The 250K Push/Pull Pot is a standard 250K poten-

A American Series (2)

tiometer with the added feature of a double-pole /

Cj/P Bass-Disc (1)

double-through switch. By pulling up on the knob,
you engage the switch. Each pot comes with a
.022mf capacitor and mounting hardware.

Features to specifications subject to change without notice

String G-uides

B Vintage Tele(1)
DVintage Strat (2)

Tremolo Arm
Tension Springs

bpea.ti.ers

This little spring helps to set your tremolo arm into a

Replace an old speaker, give your amp an upgrade, or

Replacement handles for new and vintage amplifiers. All

simply get a spare to keep your rig from going down!

mounting hardware is included.

fixed position when used with any Fender American
tremolo.

Amplifier Handles

We have a wide selection of Alnico and Ceramic magnet
speakers from 8" to 15".

Tremolo Cavity
Tension Springs
Black Tremolo Cavity Springs (ea.)

Amplifier Knobs
Tolex and Grill Cloth
Need a replacement knob? Fender offers a variety of
Genuine Fender Tolex & Grill Cloth sold in sq. yard incre-

replacements for new and vintage amplifiers. Available in

ments, but grill cloth must be ordered in multiples of 2.

packages of 6.

Amplifier jewels

Tremolo Arms

Tan/

Vintage

Brown

Express your individuality! Customize your favorite

Black
Grille

Fender Amp with a colored jewel. Available in six
fun-filled flavors.

Tremolo arm, whammy bar or what ever you want to

Blue jewel

call it. Fender has the right one for you!

Amber Jewel
Green jewel

String Huts

Corey

Black

Blond

Tweed

Tolex

Brown
Tolex

(Cream)

Bravura

Black
Tolex

Red jewel
Purple jewel

White jewel

^

Electronic Hardware
"Fender" Amplifier Logos

LSR Roller Nut

What's in a name? The Fender name has been associated

Let it Roll! The LSR Roller Nut reduces the friction that

with great tone since the late 40's. We offer a wide vari-

can cause tuning instability. Designed to accept string

ety of amplifier logos to represent different eras in

gauges .008 to .056. Comes with Wilkinson adapter for

Fender's history. Mounting hardware is included.

older Strat Plus models, instructions, and mounting
hardware.

String Nuts
High quality Cyclovac (simulated bone) string nuts for
electric guitar and bass. All nuts are radiused to 9.5".
The nut blanks are unslotted and suitable for all Fender
electric instruments except the P-Bass. The P-Bass nut is

Amplifier Cabinet Hardware
Whether you need casters or tilt-back legs. Fender has
the hardware you need to keep your amp in shape.
Fender Casters

pre-slotted ready for adjustment.

Don't break your back; give it a break with Fender
"Pop-in" casters.

Corners, Glides, and Chassis Straps
Universal 3 Screw Amp Corners
Chassis Straps -Small

Section I ^

3?ul>e^

Small 3-5/8" end to end
(9.1 cm) - Silver & Blackface
Champs

Fret Wire

Chassis Straps- Medium

and radiused as follows: Standard - 9.5", Vintage - 7.25"
&Jumbo 12".

Med. 4-5/8" end to end
(11.7cm)-'65 Dlx, Super,

Fender Fret Wire is pre-cut to quantities of 24 pieces

'63 Vibroverb, St Vibrolux
Chassis Straps- Large

Large 5-5/8" end to end
(14.3 cm) - Twin, Prosonic,
Vibrosonic, Vibro-King

Tjit Back Legs

Section 1 ^AJmP-ij|tr^.,,.
Hardware

Order a replacement or add flexibility to your
amp! We have footswitches with RCA jacks for

If your ears were attached to your knees, your amp would
sound better, but since they usually are located on the sides

Fender Tubes

of your head,Fender has Tilt-back Legs! Secured to the

Fender Tubes are back! Same high quality, same great

sides of your amp cabinet, these legs allow you to tilt you

price! All pairs and quads are performance matched for

amp back so you can hear what you're doing!

optimal tone and lifespan. Stock up today!

'Piggyback' Head/Ext. Cabinet Hardware
If you want to secure your amplifier head to your cabinet

the older Fenders, and 1/4" plugs for contem-

just to be safe, or if you need replacement hardware for an

porary amps. All Footswitches come with 12

existing 'Piggyback' amp, we've got you covered!

of cable
Vintage Style with RCA jacks
Fender-Groove Tubes
All Fender Tube Amps come 'Factory Equipped' with
Groove Tubes™. They are much easier to replace (no
re-biasing needed when replaced with color coded
>ets), they have improved harmonic balance, longer
lifespan, matched gain to distortion ratio plus a wider
lifespai
frequency response
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IT ev^i

Pro Audio Accessories

Microphones
Passport Travel Pack
Specifically fitted luggage cart and protective padded cover for
Passport P-250 system.
Passport P-250 Protective Cover.
Custom fitted protective cover for Passport P-150 system.
Passport P-150 Protective Cover.
Custom fitted protective cover for Passport P-150 system.

Footswitch for Passport Systems

Dual Speaker Mount
Adapter for mounting two Passport speakers on one tripod stand.

DC-DC Converter
Power converter enables Passport

Stand Mount for P-150 Power Tower

systems to operate on 1 2-Volt

Adapter for mounting P-150 Power tower on a tripod stand.

battery power.

Wall Mount Kit
Custom fined, universal position wall mounting
bracket for Passport speaker.

Passport Wireless Executive System
Wireless Executive System for Passport - Includes two (2) micro

phonjis (headset and lavaliere) and one (1)
Battery Pack

instrument cable interchangeable with one belt-pack

Long-lasting, rechargeable 12V DC
battery for use with 1 2V DC-DC converter.

transmitter and docking receiver.
Wireless Frequencies: Passport Wireless accessories are available in a number
of frequencies. For most applications, travel frequencies will operate in any
area without interference. If a specific frequency is required, select from the
list below. Select a frequency that corresponds to a TV station not broad-

casting in your area. The last digit of the part number indicates frequency.
Example: To order a Passport wireless Hand-held System with channel 1, the
correct part number Is 069-1201-004.

(001) Travel "A" = 169.50SmHz
(002) Travel "B" = 1 71.905mHz
(OQ4) Channel 07 =1 74.8mHz
(005) Channel 11 = 202.4mHz
(006) Channel 12 = 206.4mHz
(007) Channel 10=195.4mHz

Passport Wireless System

(008) Channel 13 = 208.2mHz

Wireless hand held system for Passport Includes cardioid microphone/transmitter
and docking receiver.

Making the Connection
The Fender Pro Audio Primer (English)
Informative 250 page book that assumes no
previous knowledge of pro audio. A complete

ST-275 Speaker Stands and Gig Bag

"how-to" course on pro-audio.

Two heavy-duty tripod stands

"Conectando" El manual de audio de Fender
(Spanish) A Spanish version of the "Making

constructed of anodized aluminum alloy
tubing - Black. Nylon caring bag.

the Connection" book 200 pages.

Section

Media

Library

Eric Clapton: 1-Song

Jimi Hendrix; 1-Song

Stevie Ray Vaughan: I-

Learn to play some of

Learn to play some of

Song

Eric Clapton's best loved

jimi Hendrix's best

Learn to play some of

songs from the original

loved songs from the

SRV's best loved songs

recordings! just pop the

original recordings!

from the original record-

CD into your PC or

Just pop the CD into

ings! just pop the CD

Power Mac

your PC or Power Mac

into your PC or Power

to start!

Mac to start!

Fender

A

Ul

rti t Books

Features to specifications subject to
change without notice
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Gu/'tar World Presents

Stevie Ray Vaughan

Stevie Ray Vaughan

Stevie Ray Vaughan

Signature Licks: Vol. 1

Signature Licks: Vol. 2

Stevie Ray Vaughan:
Big Blues from Texas

Personal interviews with

An exploration of Stevie's

More explorations of

Learn the hottest licks

Pastorius

Stevie, lessons, and remi-

style, technique, and

Stevie's style, technique,

and rhythms selected

The story of the man

niscences by the artists

many of his most famous

and even more of his

from Stevie's greatest

who revolutionized the

who knew him best.

songs. Includes songs and

songs. Includes songs and

songs. Also includes

electric bass.

examples in notation and

examples in notation and

information to help you

tab with one CD.

tab with 1 CD.

improvise your own solos!

jaco: The Extraordinary

and Tragic Life of Jaco

50 Years of Fender

The Fender Stratocaster

The Fender Telecaster

The Fender Bass

The Story of the Fender

Fender Amps: The First

This new book tells the year

A complete guide to the

This book relates the story

Tells the detailed story of

Stratocaster: Curves,

50 Years

by year story of Fender's

history and evolution of

of Telecaster guitars since

the Fender bass through

Contours and Body

Chronicles Fender's

development from 1950

the world's most famous

1950. Everything you ever

the different models from

Horns

amazing contribution to

to 2000 accompanied by

guitar. Includes new photos,

wanted to know is explored

their origins to their

Traces the evolution of the

the amplifier, providing a

stunning photographs of

original ads, identification

through photos, charts,

present form. Includes

Stratocaster from it's begin-

complete overview of its his-

players, instruments and

tips and more.

and interviews.

hundreds of color and

ning to worldwide acclaim

tory and operation. Features

black and white photos.

40 years later. Features over

40-page color section with

100 color photos and exten-

2-page fold out.

memorabilia. A must-have

for any Fender fan!

sive portions of exclusive
interviews with over 20 artists.

E??M
BQQ6

The story of Fender's early

The Fender Book 2"d Edition

Guitar Method:
Fender Edition

This book is about the

Bill Carson: My Life
& Times with Fender

The Guild Guitar Book:
The Company and the

years, told by its first

The story of Fender Musical

Whether you've got an

unique relationship that

A compelling autobiogra-

Instruments, 1952-1977

Fender: The Inside Story

Fender Classic Moments

General Manager, Forrest

Instruments, this book

acoustic or electric, it's a

exists between performer,

phy by Fender icon Bill

A comprehensive guide to

White. Features over 100

features striking color

fun and easy way to start

instrument, and audience,

Carson. A must-read for all

the first 25 years of Guild

photos, illustrations, and

photography as well as a

playing your guitar!

and celebrates in photos

Fender enthusiasts by a

Guitars. Includes serial

diagrams.

reference section of model

occasions when the three

man deeply involved in all

numbers, specifications,

specs for identifying and

come together to create

facets of the Fender Story.

and hundreds of photos.

dating Fenders made in the

an unforgettable Fender

U.S., Japan and elsewhere

Classic Moment.

Eric Clapton
Signature Licks
A hands-on analysis of 1 6
classic songs spanning
E.C.'s career. Includes 1 CD.

from 1950 to the present.

Guitar Identification

Identification

Fender Chord Finder

Standing in the

A guide to identifying and

Making an Archtop Guitar

The Fender Chord Finder

Shadows of Motown:

jimi Hendrix Signature
Licks

GIT's Robben Ford gives a

A step by step breakdown

rare look inside his style.

Explores both theoretical

of )imi's guitar style and

Includes 1 CD.

and hands on aspects of

Robben Ford: Blues

Eric johnson
Signature Licks

dating Fender guitars (and

Written by one of the

is a quick reference guide

others).

most talented luthiers of

to over 1100 chord combi-

The Life and Music of
Legendary

the 20th Century, this is

nations, showing three

Bassist James jamerson

techniques. Includes 12

Eric's best recorded

the definitive work on the

versions for each chord type.

James' life and talents are

songs with all guitar parts

works. Includes 1 CD.

Ultimate Chord User's

design and construction

explored through inter-

transcribed and accompa-

Guide

of an acoustic archtop

views & musical scores.

nying audio on one CD.

guitar.

Includes 2 CD'S.

Fender Video

Getting Started with

Getting Started with

Playing in the Style of

Playing in the Style of

Your Fender Guitar

Your Fender Bass

the Fender Stratocaster

the Fender Telecaster

(VHS)

Featuring bassist Ray

Greats

Featuring Fender's Shane

Riendeau (Machines of

An in-depth look at the

Nicholas, this 50-minute

Loving Grace, Rob Halford),

Fender Strat and the styles

video will teach you

this 50-minute video will

everything you need to

teach you everything you

get started playing and
caring for your guitar.

Playing in the Style
of the Fender

Jim Kelly's Guitar
Workshop

Greats

Bass Greats

Valuable to players at all

An in-depth look at the

An in-depth look at the

levels, Berklee Professor

Fender Tele and the styles

Fender Precision Bass,

of Guitar Jim Kelly takes

of many players known for

of many players known

)azz Bass, and Fretless

you through the styles

playing Strat's. Comes with

for playing Tele's. Comes

Bass and the styles of

of many guitar greats

need to get started playing

an accompanying booklet

many players known for

in over 70 minutes of

and caring for

with notation and diagrams

with an accompanying
booklet with notation and

playing them. Comes

instruction. Notation and

your bass.

that accompany the video.

diagrams that accompa-

with an accompanying

tab booklet included.

ny the video.

booklet with notation
and diagrams that
accompany the video.
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The Squier Double Fat Tele Deluxe gives a nod to a classic Fender

N1

•
•I

guitar design - but the resemblance ends there! Carved from solid
mahogany, this Tele's fitted with a mahogany set-in neck and a
rosewood fretboard studded with 22 of the fattest frets you've
ever laid eyes on. This guitar is outfitted with two exposed-coil

humbucking pickups ensuring great bark for your bite, along with
black hardware, string-thru body bridge for increased sustain, and
a modem metallic finish.

Double Fat Tele
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5TRGEMR5TER™ DELUXE H5H
132-4900
Available Colors;
543 Pewter Gray Metallic

The Stagemaster™ Deluxe arms you with the ultimate

565 Black Metallic

in radical design and performance. Featuring neck-

571 Emerald Green Metallic

through-body construction, this Stagemaster backs its
sleek looks with powerful tone and sustain. This axe is

5TRGEMR5TER™ DELUXE HH

one of the most playable guitars of its kind, sporting
everything you need to get out and get noticed —

132-4800

easy access to all 24 frets, a double-locking Floyd

Available Colors:

Rose®-licensed tremolo and high-output paraffin-

544 Shoreline Gold Metallic
569 Atlantic Blue Metallic
575 Wine Red Metallic

soaked pickups that won't squeal when you wail.
Choose from two popular pickup configurations: the
Stagemaster Deluxe HH offers two humbuckers and
the fully-loaded Stagemaster Deluxe HSH features a

hum/single/hum configuration. New for 2001, the

5UB50NIC 5TRGEMR5TER™ Deluxe
032-4805
Available Colors:
565 Black Metallic

Subsonic Stagemaster Deluxe takes you to new depths.
It's a baritone-range instrument that's got a sotidrock heart.

^s^^^^^^'t^^^,
^^^'^^^i

m^

Total access to all 24 frets is only one
benefit of the Stagemaster Deluxe's
neck-through-body construction.

K.

.$7.

Double-locking Floyd Rose-licensed
tremolo system provides the ultimate in
tuning stability under heavy trem use.

il!ii^§lliK§iBSg

Features and specifications subject to change without notice. For detailed specifications, visit us at www.squierguitars.cc

5TRGEMR5TER™ SERIES

5TRGEMR5TER™ 7HT / 7FR
HT:032-3837
FR:132-3807
Available Colors:
565 Black Metallic
587 Cobalt Blue Metallic
593 Purple Metallic

If you haven't discovered what a seven-string guitar can
add to your sonic arsenal, let's just say it's a little like invitim
a pyromaniac to a party in a fireworks factory. The Squier
Stagemaster 7 has two high-output humbuckers screwed

directly into its solid alder body for gut-shaking chords and
soaring sustain. Two versions are available. The HT features

a hardtail bridge that keeps things straight-fonvard and
rock-solid. The FR includes a Floyd Rose®-licensed tremolo fon
maximum tuning stability on your wild whammy excursions.

The new Squier Stagemaster series of guitars represents a

radical departure from traditional guitar designs. Specially
engineered to satisfy the demands of a new generation of
hard rock players, quality and performance are fused with
tone and vibe. The Stagemaster's sleek body is crafted from
solid American alder and yields a warm, complex tone. The
Stagemaster's rosewood fretboard is radiused to match the
Floyd Rose bridge for slick action and choke-free bends. Ar<

the heel of its maple neck is shaped to your hand, allowing
easy access to all 24 medium-jumbo frets. The playability cR
the Stagemaster is unmatched, even by guitars costing twia
as much.
Seven-string models are available

with either a double-locking Floyd
Rose-licensed tremolo system or a

fixed hardtail bridge.

All Stagemaster pickups are paraffin-soaked, just like
expensive aftermarket pickups, to reduce unwanted squeali^

and microphonic feedback. Because Squier is about finding!
your own voice, we offer three high-output Stagemaster

pickup configurations. The Stagemaster HSS is equipped wil
a biting single-coil pickup in the neck and middle positions
and a raging humbucker by the bridge. The HH is 100%
saturated fat, sporting two humbuckers, and finally, the HSH

offers the maximum flexibility of two humbuckers flanking
one single-coil pickup in the middle position.

^^

iiS

5TRGEMR5TER™ H55
132-3700
Available Colors:
565 Black Metallic
587 Cobalt Blue Metallic
593 Purple Metallic
Availiable with non-locking tremolo (HSS NLT)
Not pictured 032-2700

5TRGEMR5TER™ HH
132-3800
Available Colors:
565 Black Metallic
587 Cobalt Blue Metallic
593 Purple Metallic

5TRGEMR5TER™ H5H
132-3900
Available Colors:
565 Black Metallic
587 Cobalf Blue Metallic
593 Purple Metallic

3s and SDecifications sub

For detailed SDecifications, visit us at www.sauierauitars.coni

5TRGEMR5TER™ SERIES

Able to go from raw and ragged to smooth and
mellow, humbucking pickups have a tonal range all
their own. If you like the versatility of mixing a
humbucker with single-coils, we've got a Strat® for
you, in six- and seven-string versions.

Our Fat Strat and Fat Strat 7 feature the girthsome
tone of a high-output humbucker in the bridge posi-

tion, while the neck and middle positions are fitted
with classic single-coil pickups. The Fat Strat features
Squier's new fast-action neck profile and '60s big
headstock. It also has a 9.5-inch radius and 22 frets

for enhanced playability.

's3S3SesS:SM

Every humbucker-equipped Standard Strat gets our

FRT 5TRRT®

custom Blackout Treatment — black pickguard, black
knobs, black trem-tip and black pickup covers.

032-1700

Available in six new finish options like Sherwood

Available Colors:

Green Metallic (shown).

500 3-Color Sunburst
544 Shoreline Gold

509 Candy Apple Red
546 Sherwood Green Metallic

565 Black Metallic

593 Purple Metallic

^SKtOCASJtf

FRT5TRRT@7 7-5TRING
032-1807
Available Colors:
500 3-Color Sunburst 509 Candy Apple Red
544 Shoreline Gold 546 Sherwood Green Metallic ;
•>,

565 Black Metallic 593 Purple Metojl^'
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Features and specifications subject to change without notice. For detailed specifications, visit us at www.squierguitars.com

5TRNDRRD™ SERIES
•S)
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032-1800
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Available Colors:
500 3-Color Sunburst 509 Candy Apple Red

Singte-cotl pickups ore briQht andl

544 Shoreline Gold 546 Sherwood Green Metallic

some players just need the crunch anct

565 Black Metallic 593 Purple Metallic

two humbuckers sfraight-up. If you're that

player, our Double Fat Strat and Double Fat
guitars were designed for you.

s^
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y
Both th© Doubtefat Sfrat and
have neck profiles and hectdstodo,
late '60s modlet Strat. Both gyttai
flatter-than-vthtage 9.5-rnch rctdi^

DOUBLE FRT 5TRRT® 7HT
032-1837
Available Colors;
500 3-Color Sunburst

565 Black Metallic
593 Purple Metallic

enhanced playabllty.
Every humbucte-«q|ii|^R<@d Standard
custom Biaekoot Tr^^nent —
., »-.*»«,» ,.„,..^^»^^^^,^,^,.^

details mclu<le<tif^^ngrav<
finish options III

The Squier Stcm^ftl||1«
article, as cmtySqwi^
the electric @vifar
no-name copy. Wh>^
can have the real
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Features and specifications subject to change without notice. For detailed specifications, visit us at www.squierguitars.com

STRNDRRD™ SERIES

5TRRT®
031-0600
Available Colors:
506 Black 519 British Racing Green
558 Torino Red 580 Arctic White
590 Baltic Blue 591 Galactic Purple

Our Affinity" series electric guitars are straight-ahead,
affordable instruments ideal for beginners of all ages.

The Affinity Strat and Affinity Tele have slightly
slimmer bodies crafted from solid alder (U.S. only)
pr agathis.AII Affinity guitars feature comfortable,
21-fret maple necks with fast-action rosewood
fingerboards and chrome covered tuners.
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03^-0202
Available Colors:
506 Black 558 Torino Red
^-80 Arctic White 590 Baltic Blue

RFFINITY FRT 5TRRT
031-0700
Available Colors:
506 Black 558 TorinoRed
580 Arctic White 590 Baltic Blue
519 British Racing Green
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The Strat features three single-coil pickups, a standard
tremolo and five-way switching for those great
in-between tones. The Tele features two single-coil
pickups and three-way switching.
Squier instruments are all backed by Fender, so why
buy a copy when you can afford the real thing?

Our Squier Bullet® is a simple, affordable and
practical guitar designed for beginners and students.

The Bullet features a slightly slimmer laminated body,
a 21-fret maple neck with a rosewood fingerboard
and chrome covered tuners. Three single-coil pickups,
a non-tremolo hardtail bridge and five-way switching
make this a good choice for a first guitar, no matter

BULLET®

who you are or what style of music you want to learn.
031-0000
Available Colors:
506 Black
558 Torino Red

The Squier Mini'" is the 3/4-size version (20.75-inch

scale length) of the Squier Bullet and makes an ideal
travel guitar for players of all ages or a first guitar
for kids. This is not a toy, though. Three single-coil
pickups, a fixed, non-tremolo hardtail bridge and
five-way switching make the Mini sound as cool as
it looks.

031-0100
Available Colors:
506 Black
558 Torino Red

Features and specifications subject to change without notice. For detailed specifications, visit us at www.squierguitars.com

BULLET® SERIES

The Precision Bass® was the first electric bass guitar the one that started it all. Our Squier P-Bass® Special
and P-Bass Special 5 are modern updates of those
classic Fender designs.

Easy to play, the Squier P-Bass Special is responsive

and flexible delivering tone by the truckload. The slim,
comfortable neck is matched to a solid agathis body,

P BR55@5PECIRL

which is fitted with a traditional split single-coil P-Bass
pickup and a J-Bass® pickup in the bridge position for

032-1500

tonal versatility. Quality touches include multi-ply

Available Colors:
500 3-Color Sunburst 509 Candy Apple Red

pickguards, chrome dome knobs and a choice of six

544 Shoreline Gold 546 Sherwood Green Mehallic

finish options like the Sherwood Green Metallic shown.

565 Black Metallic 593 Purple Metallic
Also available left-handed: 032-1520
500 3-Color Sunburst

565 Black Metallic
593 Purple Metallic

032-1505

\

Available Colors:
500 3-Color Sunburst 509 Candy Apple Red ^
544 Shoreline Gold 546 Sherwood Green Metallic
565 Black Metallic 593 Purple Metallic

^
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5TRNDRRD JRZZ BR55®
032-6500
Available Colors:
500 3-Color Sunburst 509 Candy Apple Red
544 Shoreline Gold 546 Sherwood Green Metallic
565 Black Metallic 593 Purple Metallic

5TRNDRRD® SERIES BR55E5

Whether you're already a five-string player or thinking about trying one out, you'll be impressed by the
affordably priced Squier P-Bass Special 5. Features
include string spacing that's natural and comfortable,
not tight and crowded. The 4-and-l headstock is
ergonomically designed for easy tuning, and it allows
the bass to fit in a standard case.

The Squier Affinity" P-Bass is the world's best-selling bass
because of its unmatched value. It feels good, sounds
good and fits the needs of any player on a budget.

With its comfortable neck, solid alder body and classic
tone, the Squier P-Bass conjures up the sound of
thousands of recordings in every genre of music. Whether
you're just starting, need a bass for occasional use or just
want a solid working bass that's as easy to own as it is
to play, the Squier P-Bass is a natural choice.
The Squier Bronco" Bass is great for guitarists who
occassionally need a bass, for younger beginners, for
smaller players or for anyone who likes the feel of a
short-scale (30 inches) bass. It tunes easily and sounds
full and rich, thanks to its maple neck, die-cast tuners

and solid agathis body, which is equipped with a singlecoil pickup.

P-BR55®
031-0400
Available Colors;
506 Black
558 Torino Red
580 Arctic White
590 Baltic Blue

BRONCO™ BR55
031-0902
Available Colors:
506 Black
±~z.
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RFFINITY™ SERIES BR55E5

558 Torino Red
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5QUIER® DG-6 COLORS
093-0600-021

Take it with you anywhn
you want on it — nothing's^

^as^sas^

active lifestyle than an acoul||
.^^

Squier's DG-6 steel-string acoustic is an id%il 1|rst
acoustic. The DG-6 is a full-size ds^dnouQ^ wjltb-.a;

satin finish; agathis top, back and^des; ros^c
-s*^;, ^! . .Si'^i

fingerboard and bridge and ehroi^^^ated furil|
machines. The tone, playabilf||^P%rdurabijj
exceptional for a guitar in this
Squier also offers two 3/4-sizewi|?)^? guitars, the
nylon^|ijng MC-1 and steel-string AAA-1. With the
right features, size and price for younger guitarists,
these ehifjriable models are made to suit school music
progrdiTi^aiTid beginners who would be more
comfortable with a smaller guitar. Features include

a satin finish, agathis top, back and sides and
rosewood fingerboard.
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5TRRT® PRK

Strat® Pqlcl
career ift

031-080^

The Strat Pak includes an Affinity Series Straf and a||^
Squier Champ® 15 amplifier To get you started, theJ

If

with an instructional video, an electronic tuner; a col

'^

rugged cable, an extra set of strings and picks.

Plug in and get staiiiU
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BR55 PRK
^UkelfeeSfml'Pak, our Squier Bass Pak is a grea1
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aspiring fcassfsts and guitarists who want a bass ^
Ourj^qmer Bass Pak is everything you need to gelj
gr6<^@ -^ a|Vnr one convenient box!
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GUITRR & RMP PRK5

pSQUIER® 4 SOUND SYSTEM

071-7150-000

Whether you're putting a band together in your basement or taking your
solo act to the local coffeehouse, the Squier 4 Sound System has everything
you need. The Squier 4 includes an 80-Watt, four-channel mixer and two
high-performance 10-inch speakers.

B5Q-10 LOUD5PERKER

071-0110-000

Squier's SQ Series loudspeakers are the ultimate in affordable entry-level sound
reinforcement. Each two-way toudspeaker is made to last, with rugged metal

corners and tough vinyl covering. The SQ-10 features a 10-inch loudspeaker
and a high-frequency horn.

c5Q-12 LOUD5PERKER

071-0112-000

Squier's SQ Series provides several levels of kick. The SQ-12 loudspeaker is
made of the same solid materials as all of our premium value pro audio
equipment. The SQ-12 features a 12-inch loudspeaker and dual ;,
high-frequency drivers.

071-0115-000
The SQ-15 is built to take punishment. Like the rest of the SQ Series, the SQ-15
sports pole mount sockets and metal grilles for flexibility and durability. The SQ15 features a 15-inch loudspeaker and dual high-frequency drivers.

E5Q-12M FLOOR MONITOR

071-0140-000

Upgrade your PA system with a set of SQ-12M Floor Monitors. Quality sound at
a reasonable price. Each monitor is made to survive the rigors of daily wear. The
SQ-12M sports a 12-inch speaker and dual high-frequency drivers.

F5Q-5UB 5UBLUOOFER

071-0120-000

Get to the bottom by adding a SQSUB Subwoofer to your system. Built
to beef up any PA system, you'll be
surprised what this subwoofer will do
C CSf»^>

for your sound.

Features, and specifications subject to change without notice. For detailed specifications, visit us at www.squierguitars.com

5QUIER® SOUND EQUIPMENT
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5QUIER® DELUXE MOLDED GUITRR CR5E

Protect your favorite Squier guitar from the
wear and tear of the road with a Squier Deluxe

Molded Guitar Case. Built of sturdy molded

099-6301-106

plastic with reinforced aluminum hardware and
locking latch, these cases are the real deal.
They also feature a black plush interior with an

^'5SSS

••v'^^^

accessory compartment.

i:fS^:SM

5QUIER® DELUXE MOLDED GUITRR CR5E
099-6361-106

If you've found the Squier bass that you love, why not preserve

it with a Squier Deluxe Molded Bass Case? Built of sturdy molded
plastic, with reinforced aluminum hardware and a locking latch, they
also feature a black plush interior with an accessory compartment. ^f

case sports a hip oval Squier

Acoustic guitars can be delicate instrGto5;ictea,Jbuii
with the Squier Deluxe Molded ACOU&& Guitar
logo. ..---- ---- --i-.-. _-.--— -..---.^_ .--^--.^^^
Case, it will be well protected. Built of
plastic with reinforced aluminum hardware and

5QUIER® DELUXE MOLDED RCOU5TIC GUITRR CR5E

locking latch, they also feature a black plush
interior with an accessory compartment.

099-6401-106

©^

Visit www.squierguitars.com to win this Squier skateboard by Hurley!

^^

of

5QUIER® CR5E5

COLORS

The String For Strats

587 Cabalt Blue Metallic 571 Emerald Green Metallic

507 Vintage Blonde

liliiiiiSiil
543 Peuuter Gray Metallic

517 Silver Sparkle

580 Rrctic LUhite

546 Sherujood Green Metallic 544 Shoreline Gold Metallic

lue Metallic

jg-y^w/%ii

590 Baltic Blue

B^ts--' -^ ' ^s?:

3r '^^ ) ^&

'Rpple Red

Fender's exclusive Bullet-end strings are

<^

engineered to precisely fit all Stratocaster® or

"LUine Red Metallic

similar tremolo blocks, including those found on
Squier-brand Strats. The patented solid brass ends
don't shift around and they stay in tune better
than any regular ball-end string. If you play a

SSSTactK3! Purple

Strat®, you need Fender Bullet® Strings!

w.
Ask your local dealer or log on to
www.fender.com for more information.

h^

iljlililj*"*!
:;;|;;;!:;<»»

Features and specifications subject to change without notice. For detailed specifications, visit us'at www.squierguitars.com

5QUIER® COLOR GUIDE
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"My F-50 pfovides me with a great full
sounct, a neck that feels Just right and I
love the classic shape. I don't even look
anywhere else and haven't for 30 years."
-Dan Hicks
www.lifelikecharm.com/hicksville
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"Fve played Guild guitars for 20 years,
and love my K700 Stuart. The neck is
extremely corn forcible to play on and
the tone is outstancfing."

-Dan Faehnle
Pictured with his Artist Award
www.teleport.com/~rll/jati/faehnled.htm
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Deco™
; Drca,dnought body • so"d rosew°°d back and s,^
• ^olid spruce top, scallop-braced ' """ ^""'^

'• ^8;2'ls;ate:20frel and 1-n/^ ,nc.es „ ,one nul
^ree-piece mahogany neck

• Ebony fretboard and custom inlay
• Nitrocellulose lacquer in Natural'

Valenica™

; ^^:^m=^

LESSEE?
• ^5-5/8-inch scale, 20 fret and l-n/16 innhoo „

SC3 Paloma™

; N^n;:trln9-_ chambered maho9any body, so,,d spruced

; T^lnlneck; ebon; '-'^"^c^.^^ck
• 25-5/8-inch scale, 15 frets clear ofb7dy^ 'Jlulleu rleaastock

• ^0-inch radius neck, 1-13/16 inches at nut
cusiom. Rshman Acoustic Matrix electronics
• Nitrocellulose lacquer in Classic Ambe7or"B7ack

)ecifications, visit us at ^A«A„»,
us at www.guildQuitars.

"Sting uses the Palorna on the show's encores,
'Message in a Bottle' and 'Fragile'. The thing Sting
likes the most about the guitar is that the neck is
more like a traditional classical guitar than other
electric nylon string guitars that he has played.
And, of course, the guitar sounds great."

/

- Danny Quatrochi
Sting's Technical Assistant
www.sting.compaq.com

Sting is pictured here
with his SC-3 Paloma
/'

Crossroads

Peregrine Custom™

A

Custom Shop

In addition to building dazzling specialty line pieces
like the Benedetto archtops, the Guild Custom Shop
creates countless one-offs for high-profile artists
and everyday players alike. Often, these custom
pieces are simply slight variations on standard Guild
models, but every once in a while, a player will come
along with an idea so interesting that a new guitar is
born. The S7CE was developed for Johnny Rzeznik,
as was the Crossroads™ for Slash (an invention
licensed from ...) *see Crossroads page on Guild
website. In each case, the craftsmen at the Custom
Shop addressed the artist's specific tone needs. So

Crossroads™
• Chambered all-mahogany body / solid under 6-string
• Maple top with special sound hole under 12-string
Two 24-3/4-inch scale mahogany necks, 6-string and 12-string
• Abalone and pearl block inlay on 6-string, pearl dot on 12-string.
Slash model Seymour Duncan"" pickups
Fishman' "Acoustic Matrix"" Natural with custom preamp
Available in Standard or AAA versions
• Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Custom Colors

S7CE Peregrine™ Custom / Standard
• Chambered solid mahogany body, abalone binding
Mahogany neck, bound rosewood fretboard and bridge
• Guild Shield logo with pearl dot inlays
• Fishman" Acoustic Matrix™ Natural with Custom Preamp
• Lacquer finish in Chestnut, Black or Crimson Red
• S7CE Peregrine™ Standard—No abaione binding

use your imagination, see your guitar dreams come
true, let your Guild Dealer and our Custom Shop help
you find the guitar that's "Made to be Played" by you.

Features and specifications subject to change without notice

For detailed specifications, visit us at www.guildguitars.com

X-..

~^-^
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"Nothing will take the place of

my Guild Jumbo acoustic tout
this little Peregrine kicks booty
especially when I turn it up
super loud... it is a solid part of
my live touring collection...
some songs Just don't work
without it!"
- Billy McLaughlin
www.billymclaughlin.com
seen here with his S7CE Peregrine™

<i-.»»H,

"I have used the K500 in a multitucte
of different circumstances-from live
concerts to studio recordings-and have
found it an impressive guitar for all
situations. IJve gotten comments on
the tone and beauty of the guitar
on tours through Europe and Japan,
as well as here in the States. The guitar
seems to combine the best ciualities of
an wchtop with a great singing tone."
- Randy Johnston
www.randyjohnston.net
Randy pictured here with his X500

\/

1\

X170m

Archtops
The Guild laminated archtop series reaches out

to the future with its roots solidly planted in the
earliest history of Guild. The X500, X500T and
Xl 70 pictured here, as well as the X160 and
X150 on the following page, are direct descen-

dants of the 1953 and 1954 models. The X500
/s a premier choice for the serious jazz guitarist,
its classic body design, special design hum-

X500 / X500T Paladin
• Laminated flame maple 17 inches wide, 3-3/8" deep body
Spruce top, multiple bound body and F-hoies
Bound 5-piece maple neck 24-3/4" scale 1-11/16" at nut
• Guild Shield motif, abalone and pearl on ebony fretboard
• X500—Gold Guild Humbucking pickups and gold harware
• X500—Blonde, Antique Burst
• X500T—Black Seymour Duncan P90s, gold Guild Bigsby"
• X500T—Blonde, Tennessee Orange

X170 / X170T Manhattan™

bucking pickups and comfortable neck never

• Bound iaminated flame maple body 16" wide, 2 1/2" deep

fails to please the eyes and ears. The X500T

• Guild "Chesterfield" motif, pearloid block inlay on rosewood

offers the ultimate Rockability alternative. The

Seymour Duncan® P90s and a gold Bigsby®

• Bound 3-piece maple neck 24-3/4-inch scale, 1 11/16" at nut
• Guild Humbucking pickups, gold hardware throughout
• Blonde, Antique Burst, Tennessee Orange

• X170T—Bigsby' tailpiece

tremolo transforms the formal X500 into a Mr.
Hyde that's ready to rock around the clock.

Guild's Manhattan X175 model dates back to
1954 but the current construction limits feed-

back. The X170T adds the gold Bigsby® option
to Guild's most comfortable jazz guitar.
Features and specifications subject to change without notice

For detailed specifications, check out www.guildguitars.com
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Twelve-Strings

JF212XL
Solid spruce top with custom 12-string. bracing
Solid mahogany back and sides
Guild "Chesterfield" motif with pearl dot inlay
Three-piece mahogany neck with ebony fretboard
Available in Natural and Antique Burst

JF30-12
• Solid Spruce with custom 12-string brace pattern
• Solid curly maple sides and laminated curly maple back
• Guild "Chesterfield" motif with pearl dot inlay
• Three-piece mahogany neck with ebony fretboard
• Available in Blonde, Black, Antique Burst, custom colors

JF55-12
• Solid spruce top with custom 12-string bracing
Solid rosewood back and sides
• Classic Guild Shield design, abalone and pearl inlays
• Three-piece mahogany neck with ebony fretboard
• Available in Natural and Antique Burst

JF65-12
• Solid spruce top with custom 12-string brace pattern
• Solid curly maple sides, laminated curly maple back
• Guild Shield design with abalone and pearl inlays
• Three-piece mahogany neck with ebony fretboard
• Available in Blonde and Antique Burst
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Concerts

Guild's small concert body style guitars are perfect
for sitting on the porch and relaxing with your own
homemade music. But they are also at home on a
concert stage, in the coffee house scene or in the
recording studio. Versatile, comfortable, balanced
and dear are all accurate descriptions of these

iO/M20 HG
^mahogany top with Hoboken X-brace
wgany back and sides, 13-3/4-inch body
gcale length with 1-11/16-inch nut

^vith rosewood fretboard and bridge
lotif with pparl dot inlays
Natural Mahagony
ilose lacquer Natural

sweet little axes. Since the 1950s, Guild has been

building great little guitars. Though not as
well-known as the more popular jumbos and

dreadnoughts. the M20 and F30 guitars are built to
last and made to be played.
Surst

Features and specificatii

subject to change without notice

-or detailed specifications, visit us at www.guildguitars.c
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"I fought for two years
on ow last tour trying
to find a good acoustic
^guitar tone. Finally^ I

hooked u^^tf^Weguys
at Guild and put it all
together
-Johnny RzezriiK ?
of the Goo Goo Dolls
with his S4CEHG- .. ^;
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WW work with Beck and
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"

ie Stafftft records
HifuUyand rocks Ouk v\
fl^y/ith no feedback cincl
of personality, A\»
you're looking fora^Y
timeless, warm,

I unique bass sound
with amazing
cmftsmanship and
plciyaljility, this is
it. I can't recommend

enough that you
play one."
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Colors not shown are: 21 Natural, 29 Claret Transparent, 33 Metallic Blue, 39 Ebony Transparent, 50 Opulent Brown

01 Blonde

20 Amber

06 Black

12 Tennessee Orange 1 5 Chestnut

30 Cherry Sunburst 34 Autumn Burst 37 Antique Burst

38 Transparent Red 40 Fiesta Red 49 Sea Foam Green 51 Natural Mahagony

52 Tobacco Burst 53 Gold Metallic

59 Black Cherry 60 Emerald Green Transparent

67 Honey Blonde 92 Cinnamon

Colors

Options
Guild has always catered to the individual musician,

Any creative, structural, color or pickup option

and that means offering options. All Guild acoustic

within reason will be considered by the Nashville

models can be ordered from standard production with

Custom Shop. They are the only judge of "within

Fishman" AGP 125 and a Power Jack. or the Fishman

reason," so consult your Guild Dealer or the Custom

AGP-2 System. Almost any other electronic option for

Shop for time and cost quotes on your dream guitar.

acoustic guitar can be ordered from the Guild Custom

Every Guild guitar includes hardshell case with

Shop in Nashville.
Left-handed options are available at no extra

the following exceptions which are available with
case at a nominal extra charge: all D4 variations and

charge on almost every guitar we make. The

all DCE1 and DCE3 variations. Standard cases are

exceptions are where part suppliers or tooling

three-ply, lined, flat-top vinyl covered wood cases

requirements force us to pass along incremental cost

with standard hardware. Deluxe cases are five-ply,

increases. Consult your Guild Dealer or your retail

plush-lined, arched, vinyl-covered wood cases

price list. The following products are not currently

with deluxe hardware. Custom Shop models,

available left-handed: Artist Award, Stuart, S4CE

Artist Award. Stuart and 100 series acoustics

models, Crossroads and all Benedetto® brand guitars.

come with Alligator-covered extra plush cases.

M
-Everlast
www.everlastmusic.com
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Lifetime Warranty
^.«»

Because the folks at Guild are devoted

to quality and the ideals of traditional
craftsmanship. Guild warrants each of its
instruments to be free from defects in
materials and workmanship for as long
as they are owned by the original retail
purchaser. Terms subject to certain
limitations and restrictions set forth
in the Guild Owner's Manual.

A
^

^ 'yk.

Guild Limited

etThe Guilct came out of the box
playing great right away! It's
maivelous to play and the mionation
is realty great. We play all over the
place, and no matter what Fm doing,
whether it's solo stuff or with the

^/ I'1

band - acoustically or plugged in
- it's an excellent instrument."

-Tcu Mahal
www.taj-mo-roots.com

with his X170 Manhattan

1
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It's The Sound

l.;tpK<s^

a^S^@^=553?3333^333S2^

Solid Body Electric

M/7
524 Sterling Silver
575 wine Red Metallic
596 Moon Blue

521 Natural
537 Antique Burst
538 Crimson Red Transparent
539 Black Transparent

^^&^s^

506 Black
512 Tennessee Orange
584 Solar Bronze
596 Moon Blue

^be/l^nond

It's The Sound

506 Black
540 Fiesta Red
549 Turquoise

M68
509 Candy Apple Red
565 Metallic Black
596 Moon Blue
irent

Believe it or not...
Some players will buy a guitar just because it looks good in a mirror. Or because
they think it may be worth something in thirty or forty years. But we've found
players who pick DeArmond do it simply for the sound. If you haven't yet developed
a critical ear for tone, that's OK, too. We think they're beautiful enough to own one
just to look at. But the more you play, the more you'll appreciate the "played-in" feel
and sound that has to be experienced to be fully appreciated.

Hearing is Believing.

www.dearmondguitars.com

T400

Xi45

The promise of classic twang is fully

New Model!

realized in the DeArmond 7400. A full 17"

Avalue-priced version of our most popular

wide at the lower bout, the slim, hollow

jazz guitar, the Xi55, this model features

body is Grafted from North American Maple

dot inlays and our new, chocolatey-rich

with beautiful transparent finishes and

DeArmo-tron humbuckers.

hand-apptied, multi-layer binding. The
slim, comfortable neck was designed with
special maple/walnut/maple construction
that will keep it playing easily for years to
come. Shimmering vibrato is also at your
fingertips thanks to the DeArmond Vibro

Xi55

tailpiece and new Roll-o-Matic bridge.

n

Xl55
Afull-sized (17") straightforward jazz

506 Black
521 Natural
537 Antique Burst

guitar that holds its own with guitars
costing twice as much, the X-155 features
two of our Gold Tone humbuckers,
designed and built in Corona, California,
USA. Beautifully appointed with newtwotone chrome and gold hardware, this is a
guitar that feeis, looks and sounds; like
pure luxury.

S73
New Model! I

521 Natural
537 Antique Burst

Grafted from solid premium mahogany, the
sustain and tone from this set-neck
wonder have to be experienced tabe
believed. Two-tone, chrome and gold
hardware compliments the sound of the
powerful USA-made Gold Tone ,^
humbuckers and the appointments and ;^
detail work make this guitar a •&S^
contemporary classic. ;^K^

S73-12 , . .'i^
New Model! ^%X
The incredibly solid sound of the 5-7-^w
made an excellent basis to build a twtteestring model. Utilizing the USA-made^
Alnico single-coil pickups, we were ^tff&lto
create the ultimate blend ofwarmth,^^^
sustain and jingle-jangle in a versaffte? .^
instrument. No guitar arsenal is completie
without one of these. ;^

S6s and 867
Double cutaway designs typically offer
more access to the upper register of the
neck. On the 5-65, the neck is matchetfto
a solid agathis body for warm tone arid
fitted with two butter-smooth humbuckers,
that have a mellow character when backed
off and a ferocious bite when cranked.
Affordably priced and available as either a
six-string (8-65) or seven-string (5-67).

'-^L

512 Tennessee Orange

521 Natural
538 Crimson Red Transparent

506 Black
538 Crimson Red Transparent
596 Moon Blue

S73-12

521 Natural Mahogany
538 Crimson Red Transparent
548 Teal Transparent

573

521 Natural Mahogany
538 Crimson Red Transparent
548 Teal Transparent

506 Black
538 Crimson Red
Transparent
596 Moon Blue

Semi-Hollow Body Electric

Solid Body Basses

jbe.An4wwtt
206

521 Natural Mahogany
567 Natural Ash

565 Metallic Black
575 Wine Red Metallic
587 Cobalt Blue Metallic

565 Metallic Black
575 Wine Red Metallic
587 Cobalt Blue Metallic
506 Black
577 Frost Red Metallic
58i Polar White
596 Moon Blue

527 Sapphire Blue Transparent
539 Black Transparent
567 Natural Ash

www.dearmondguitars.com

Model
Nh5°-

Model# _Body_
-03-^°500 Laminated Hardwood_

^Jeck_Tuning Machines Scale Pickups _controls^
Nato _Covered chrome _243"'" Two HB _Volume, Tone

^o6>-55Ai56_

M-66

cn6-o6oo

Solid Agathis

Nato

Die cast chrome

-^L.

Two DeArmo-tron

Two Volume. Two Tone

506,540,549

M-68

o-iS-6800

Solid Agathis

Nato

Die cast chrome

-24!^_

Two 2K Alnico

Two Volume, Two Tone

3°ai56^tsL.

M-72

035-720°

Chambered mahogany w/maple top

Mahogany

Die cast chrome

J^L

Two Gold Tone HB

Two Volume. Two Tone

521, 537-538, 539

M-zr

035-7800

Chambered agathis w/maple top_

Maple

Die cast chrome

J^L

Two Gold Tone HB

Two Volume, Two Tone

524,575,596

M-77T

035-7700

Chambered agathis w/maple top

Maple

Die cast chrome

^1_

Two 2K Alnico

Two Volume. Two Tone

S-65

036-0400

Solid Agathis

Nato

Die cast chrome

7^L

Two HB

Two Volume, Two Tone

S^7_

036-0700

Solid Agathis

Nato

Covered chrome

U^L.

Two HB

Two Volume. Two Tone

S-73

035-7300

Solid mahogany

Mahogany

Die cast chrome

^_

Two Gold Tone HB

Two Volume, Two Tone

521,538,548

S-73-12

.o35^312-

Solid mahogany

Mahogany

Die cast chrome

v^_

Two 2K Alnico

Two Volume. Two Tone

521, 538, 548

Starfire

035-4000

IVIaple

Maple

Die cast chrome

3^L

Two Gold Tone HB

Two Volume, Two Tone

521, 537, 538

Starfire Special 035-3000

Maple

Maple

Die cast chrome

243;<"

Two 2K Alnico

Two Volume. Two Tone

506,537,538

X-145

035-l6oo

Maple

Maple

Die cast chrome

-lA^"-

Two DeArmo-tron

Two Volume, Two Tone

x^s_

035-1700

JVIafi]e_

Maple

Die cast chrome

_2A!^

Two Gold Tone HB

Two Volume, Two Tone

506,521, 537

T-4PQ

035-2000

Figured maple

Maple/walnut

Die cast chrome

^^L

Two 2K Alnico

Two Volume, Two Tone, Master Volume

512,521, 538

Pilot Std

036-3000

Solid Agathis

Maple

Die cast black

_M°_

One "P", One ")"

Volume, Tone, Blend

.506,577. 58i, 596

Pilot Plus

036-6/1.00

SolidAgathis

Maple

Die cast black

3&L

One "P", One ")"

Volume. Blend. Bass, Mid, Treble

565,575. 587

Pilot Plus 5

036-6405

Solid Agathis

Maple

Die cast black

_Ml

Two ")"

Volume, Blend, Bass, Mid, Treble

5_65, 575,587

Pilot Pro

035-6600

Ash

Maple/walnut

Die castSatinKrome

35"

Two Humbucking^

Volume. Blend. Bass. Mid, Treble

527,539,567

Plilot Pro 5

035-66p5

Ash

Maple/walnut

Die cast SatinKrome

-2.£"-

Two Hymbyckmg

Volume, Blend, Bass, Mid, Treble

527,539,567

Pilot Deluxe

035-6700

Ash or mahogany

Maple/walnut

Die cast SatinKrome

35"

Two Humbucking_

Volume, Blend. Bass, Mid. Treble

521,567

Pilot Deluxe 5

035_-6705

Ash or mahogany

Maple/walnut

Die cast SatinKrome

-25-1

Jvro_Humbycking_

Volume, Blend, Bass, Mid, Treble

-521>-S67_

Pilot Deluxe 6

035-6706

Ash or mahogany

Maple/walnut

Die cast SatinKrome

35"

Two Humbuckirij^

Volume,Blend, Bass, Mid, Treble

521,567

One-piece Agathis

Agathis

4 in-Hne reverse

l8"

Ashworth Piezo

Volume, Active Bass & Actv Treble

306,377,396

Ashbory Bass

035-0100

All DeArmond instruments feature an Indian Rosewood fingerboard.

•^--^^'rcyT^]!Ssgfcg%3:3?{§K5»@^

:?ti §1

Ash bo ry Bass

with gig bag

Truly the most unique bass available
today, the DeArmond Ashbory's small size
belies its huge sound. But, as with all
DeArmond models, hearing is believing.
The perfect studio bass, the Ashbory
delivers upright tone in a pint-sized
package. Note: We recommend the use of
talcum powder on the left hand to
compliment the feel of our special
silicone rubber strings and to enhance
the Ashbory playing experience.

^

Colors

^beA/unowt
www.dearmondguitars.com

Ashbory
Bass
306 Black
377 Frost Red Metallic
396 Moon Blue

j)Q6, 512, 584,596
506,538,596
?o6.3_28,_5_§6_

-52iJi3Z_

FENDER GUITAR PLAYER'S GUIDE
f FENDER CUSTOM SHOP
Player's Gallery

D AQUISTO SERIES
D'Aquisto Elite
D'Aquisto Deluxe
D'Aquisto Ultra
Classic Rocker
.'^lUM ARTIST SERIES
Robert Cray Stratocaster
Dick Dale Stratocaster
Ritchie Blackmore Strat
Albert Collins Telecaster
Clarence White Telecaster
Danny Gatton Telecaster
Will Ray Telecaster
Jerry Donahue Telecaster
John Jorgenson Telecaster
Waylon Jennings Tribute Tele
Merle Haggard Tribute Tele
Robben Ford Elite FM
Robben Ford Ultra SP
Robben Ford Ultra FM

Si;CWMASFER SERIES
Showmaster Set Neck FMT
Showmaster Standard
Showmaster FMT

3
4-5

10
10
10
10

n

11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
14
15
15

'60 Strat
'56 Strat
'69 Strat
'51 Nocaster
'63 Tele
Sub-Sonic

CUSTOM CLASSIC SERIES

16-17

17
17
18
18
19

Custom Classic Strat
Classic Player Strat
Custom Classic Telecaster
Vintage Precision Bass Custom
Set Neck Tele Jr.

46
46
46
47
47

-EMDER ELECTRK GUITARS

21

.ARTIST SERIES
Eric Clapton Stratocaster
Muddy Waters Stratocaster
Jeff Beck Stratocaster
Buddy Guy Stratocaster
Stevie Ray Vaughan Strat
Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Strat
Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster
James Burton Tele/Std. Tele
Richie Sambora Strat/Std. Strat26
Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster26

AMERICAN SPECIAL SERIES
'90s Tele Thinline
Tele-Sonic
Floyd Rose Classic Strat HSS/HH
Sub-Sonic

AMERICAN VINTAGE SERIES
'57 Stratocaster
'62 Stratocaster
'52 Telecaster
'52 Tele Special
'62 Custom Telecaster
'62 Jazzmaster
'62 Jaguar
Great Recorded Moments in
Jazzmaster and Jaguar History

22
22
23
23
24
24
25
25

DELUXE SERIES
Super Strat
Powerhouse Strat
Fat Strat/Fat Strat Floyd Rose
Double Fat Strat/Dble Fat Fl. Rose
Nashville Tele
Toronado
Cyclone

STANDARD SERIES

American Strat Texas Special
American Fat Strat Texas Special
American Double Fat Strat
American Fat Strat
American Nashville B-Bender Tele
American Series
American Stratocaster Hardtail
American Stratocaster Left-hand
American Stratocaster
American Telecaster Left-hand
American Telecaster Left-hand

<

SUNN 1200s
FENDER BASS GEAR

77

41
41
41
41
41
42
42

Jaco Pastorius Tribute Jazz Bass
Time Machine '59 Precision Bass
Time Machine '64 Jazz Bass

Standard Stratocaster
Standard Telecaster
Roland Ready Strat
Fat Strat
Fat Strat Floyd Rose

43
43
44
44
44

FENDER AMPLIFIERS

45

CYBER-TWiN

45

MASTER-BUILT CUSTOM SHOP
Bass Breaker
Woody Pro Exotic
Woody Jr. Exotic
Woody Pro Ash
Woody Jr. Ash
iDro-MnQ

Vibro-King 212 Enclosure
Dual Prof©ssional
Tone-Master

Tone-Master 412/212 Enclosures

54
54
55
55
55
55
56
56
56
57
57

/ 6 5 Twin R.©VGrb
/65 DeluxG Reverb
'65 Super Reverb
'59 Bassman
'63 Fender Reverb
'93 Bronco
Why So Many Amps?

FENDER AMERICAN TUBE SERIES
Blues Jr.
Pro Junior
Hot Rod Deluxe

Hot Rod DeVille212
Hot Rod DeVille 410

27
27
27
27
28
28
29
29
29
30
30

Prosonic Combo
Prosonic Head/Cab/Enclosure
Custom Vibrolux Reverb
iwin /\mp

DYNA-TOUCH SERIES
Stage 100
Stage 160
Deluxe 90
Princeton 65
Champion 30
Bullet Reverb

58
58
59
60
60
60
61
62
62
63
63
63

31

FRONTMAN SERIES

32
32

Frontman 25R
Frontman 15G
Frontman 15R
Frontman 25B

32
33
33

Acoustasonic Pro
Acoustasonic SFX

ACOUSTASONIC SERIES

Acoustasonic 30

34
34
34
35
35
36
36
37
37

64
64
65
65
66
66
66
67
67
67

STEREO DSP AMPS
Ultimate Chorus DSP
Princeton Chorus DSP

68
68
69
69
69
69
70
70
71
71

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING...
The Amp Can

KXR 100
KXR 60

'93 Bronco

SUNN GUITAR AMPS
Model T Guitar Amp
Model T 412 Enclosure

Model T50C Guitar Amp
Model T50C Amp 112

SUNN410H Enclosure

SUNN 300T
SUNN215 Enclosure

CUSTOM SHOP

ARTIST SERIES
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass
Jaco Pastorius Jazz Bass
Geddy Lee Jazz Bass
Roscoe Beck V Bass
Stu Hamm Urge Bass II

AMERICAN VINTAGE SERIES
'57 Precision Bass
'62 Precision Bass
'62 Jazz Bass
'75 Jazz Bass

78
79
79
80
80
81
81
81
82
82
83
83

AMERICAN DELUXE SERIES

84
American Deluxe Precision
84
American Deluxe Precision V
85
American Deluxe Jazz Bass
American Deluxe Jazz Bass Left-Handed 85
American Deluxe Jazz Bass Fretless
85
American Deluxe Jazz Bass Five-String 85
AMERICAN STANDARD SERIES
Hot-Rodded P-Bass
American Series Precision Bass
American Series Jazz Bass
American Series Fretless Jazz Bass
American Series Jazz Bass V

86
86
87
87
87

DELUXE SERIES

VINTAGE SERIES

Acoustasonic Jr.

H01-RODDED AMERICAN SERIES

40
40
40
40

75
75
75
76

38-39
38-39
38-39

PROFESSIONAL TUBE SERIES

AMERICAN DELUXE SERIES
American Deluxe Fat Strat
American Deluxe Stratocaster
American Deluxe Fat Strat
w/locking tremolo)
Power Tele
American Deluxe Telecaster

'50s Stratocaster
'60s Stratocaster
'70s Stratocaster
'50s Telecaster
'72 Telecaster Custom
'69 Tele Thinline
'72 Telecaster Thinline

iwo-ionG

TIME MACHINE SERIES

SUNN BASS AMPS

CLASSIC SERIES

72
72
72
72

Active Jazz Bass
P-Bass Special
P-Bass Lyte Deluxe
P-Bass Lyte Standard

STANDARD SERIES
Standard Precision Bass
Standard Jazz Bass
Standard Jazz Bass Fretless
Standard Jazz Bass Left-Handed
Standard Jazz Bass Five-String

BASSMAN SERIES

89
89
89
89
89

Bassman 400
Bassman 410 Enclosure
Bassman 115 Enclosure
Bassman 200
Bassman 100
Bassman 60
Bassman 25
Frontman 15B
Frontman 25B

90
90
90
90
91
91
91
92
92

FENDER ACOUSTICS

93

94
Grand Auditorium Series
Quick-Start Guide to Buying an Acoustic
Guitar
95
Dreadnoughts, Acoustic/Electrics 97-101
102
Jumbos
103
Grand Concerts
103
Travel Guitar
104
Classical Guitars
105
Acoustic Basses
Stratacoustics/Telecoustics 106-107
Mandolins 108-109
Resonator Guitars & Banjos
Violins
Export-Only Guitars
FENDER PRO AUDIO
Passport Portable Sound Systems
P-250
P-150
Passport Accessories 116
Speaker Enclosures
SPL Series Loudspeakers

SPL-1211 Mark III
73
73
74
74

88
88
88
88
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